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Sm.:I.1ARY 

The Lewisian rocks near Poolevre are part of an acid eneiss 

complex; the complex includes subordinate amounts of basic and 

ultra-basic gneiss (early basites) and also rocks of presumed 

metasedimentary origin (the Gleann Tulacha and Gruinard metasediments). 

Two hornblende schist bodies (the Beinn Airigh Charr and Gruinnrd 

basites) are intimately associated with the metasediments. 

Members of a suite of basic igneous rocks (the Scourie dykes) 

have intruded the gneisses, early basites and also the Gruinard 

metasediments and basite; the chronological status of the Gleann 

Tulacha metasediments and Beinn Airigh Charr basite is in doubt since 

no member of the Scourie dyke suite intrudes them. All of the basic 

igneous rocks have been metamorphosed and converted into amphibolites. 

Petrological variation within each of the main rock groupings 

is more a fUnction of the metamorphic fabric domain in which a rock 

occurs than of pre-metamorphic lithological heterogeneities. 

Presentation of detailed petrological descriptions is therefore based 

upon the metamorphic fabric sequences recognised, attention being 

focussed upon shape rather than orientation fabrics. These fabrio 

sequences are used for purposes of structural correlation. 

Structural sequences are also established using the evidence 

of interfering fold sets and the structural relationships between 

members of the basic dyke suite and the country rocks. Dyke intrusion 

involved at least three phases of injection; these are however 

envisaged as stages in a single protracted event. The period of dyke 

intrusion is therefore used as a. stratigraphical marker \vi thin the 

complex. 



Structural correlations based upon fabric criteria are 

consistent with the hypothesis that dyke intrusion waS a sinele 

protracted event. Development of the complex is therefore considered 

in terms of a pre-dyke (Scourian) complex Rnd a post-dyke (Laxfordian) 

complex. Deformational events D2, D3, D4 and D5 have been recognised 

in the Scourian complex whilst D6, D7 and D8 events affected the 

Laxfordian complex. The original nature of the S1 surface is UnknoviIl., 

1.:ost of the rocks show evidence of metamorphism in amphibolite 

facies, although evidence is cited which implies tha.t the 1.:3 event was, 

in part, in granulite facies. This pre-D4 high-gra.de metamorpl1ic 

complex is correlated ,vi th the Badcallian (Park 1970), whilst later 

Scourian events are considered to be of Inverian age. 

A detailed geometrical analysis of the small-scale structures 

is presentedo In addition, the areaS mapped permit the stu~ of parts 

of three large-scale Lewisian structures, namely the Carnmore antiform, 

the Letterewe synform and the Tollie antiform. The N.E. limbs of the 

Carnmore and Tollie antiforms are considered to be large-scale Inverian 

structures, whilst the S.W. limb of the Carnmore antiform and the 

adjacent Letterewe synform are of Laxfordian age. 

The metnsediments neither contain any evidence of the 

Badcallian fabrics nor show the effects of pre-Inverian migmatisation, 

apparent elsewhere in the complex. It is therefore concluded that the 

metasediments were originally deposited upon a Badcallian basement, but 

were involved in Inverian structural and metamorphic events. Both 

groups of metasediments occur at simila.r structural levels and are 

associated with large hornblende schist bodies. It is thus likely that 

the metasediments are stratigraphically equivalent and that the 

hornblende schist bodies probably represent post-Badcallian, pre-Inverian 

meta-volcanic assemblages. 



29 Samples o~ dyke material were analysed ~or major elements 

using rtwet" tecl~iques; 27 o~ these samples were analysed ~or Ni, Cr, 

Ba, Sc, V, Sr, Co, Zr and Cu by emission spectroscopy. The results o~ 

these geochemical analyses are presented. It is concluded that the 

chemical variation exhibited can be explained in terms o~ the 

di~ferentiation o~ a magma having tholeiitic a~~inities. Igneous 

structures in the dykes are discussed with respect to possible 

di~ferentiation mech~isms. 

Consideration of the dyke ~abrics and the structural 

relationships between dykes and country rock leads to the conclusion 

that the dykes vrere emplaced into a hot, but cooline, Inverian complex 

in which the Inverian structures exerted considerable control over dyke 

emplacement. 



I.1. 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. , HISTORY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

The first systematio attempts at mapping and desoribing the 

Lewisian Complex o£ North West Sootland. (Peaoh et &1. 1907) were primarily' 

oonoerned with the mainland outcrop, whioh £orms an interrupted belt along 

the Western seaboard o£ Sutherland and Ross-shire. 

Two major petrographioal divisions of Lewisian rocks were 

reoognised by these early workers:-

(i) A "PUndamental Complex" of orthogneisses and metasedimentary 

orystalline sohists. 

(ii) A series of igneous rooks, mainly of basio oomposition, 

whioh were intrusi va in that oomplex. 

It was observed that the basio igneous intrusions had been 

modified to varying degrees by earth movements, and that these earth 

movements had not affeoted the Torridonian sediments whioh unoonformably 

overlie the Lewisian rooks. 

The gneisses were olassified acoording to their mineralogy and 

struoture. On the baSis ot reoognised gneiss types and the etfeots ot 

the pre-Torridonian movements upon the basic intrusive rooks, three 

geographioal regions were reoognised within the mainland Lewiaian outcrop, 

see )lap 1. The "Central District" extending from a Soourie-Laxtord line 

to Looh Broom, ~omprised grey pyroxene-gneiss with pyroxeni tes, 

hornblendi tea, pyroxene-granulites and garnet-ampbiboli tea ot the 

l!Undamenta.1 Complex, with later basio intrusive rooks relatively unmodified 

by the pre-Torridonian movements. The distriots to the North and South ot 

the Central Distriot were oharacterised by granular hornblende-gneisses and 
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biotite gneisses. Microoline augen-gneisses were stated to be common in 

the "Southern District" and. rocks with presumed sedimentary origins were 

described in the neighbourhood ot Gairloch and Loch Maree. "Terrestrial 

stresses" ot pre-Torridonien age were said to haTe converted ma.ny ot the 

later basic intrusive rocks into toliated amphibolites. 

Sutton and Watson (1951) proposed a metamorphio history tor the 

mainland Lawisian based upon the structural relationships ot the basic 

dykes to the PUndamental Complex and the progressive metamorphism ot the 

dykes. They regarded the Lansien as made up ot two metamorpbio 

complexes. Their older, or "Scourien" complex:, comprised the Fundamental 

Complex ot Peaoh et ale (op. cit.) and was composed ot gneisses whioh were 

considered to have a metamorphic ani migmatitic, rather than wholly 

igneous origin. Metamorphism ot at least part ot the Soourian oomplex 

was reoognised to be in granulite faoies, and the dominant struotural trend 

to be North-East. 

Their younger, or "Laxtordian" oomplex, ocoupied the areas whioh 

Peach et ale (1907) recognised as affeoted by the post-dyke earth 

movements, and involTed metamorphio reoonstitution ot the Fundamental 

Complex in almandine-amphibolite facies; a North-West-striking fbliation 

was also imparted during the Lax:t'ordian detormation. The distribution 

ot the Soourian and Laxtordien oomplexes is shown on lfap 1. 

During the great interval ot time which was imagined to haTe 

separated the Soourian and Laxtordian metamorphic events, the North-West

trending dolerite dykes lIere intruded as an anorogenio ."W8.rm. The 

effeots ot progressive Laxtordian metamorphism upon the dolerite dykes are 

summarised bY' reference to seven stages or steps (Sutton and watson OPe oit. 

pp. 252-2~, 275-276). 

Bowes (1962a, 1962b) and Wright (1962) ohallenged the assumption 

that there existed but one set ot basic dykes, whioh could be used as ~ 



time indicator enabling a distinction to be made between Soourian and 

Laxtordian events. 

The work ot Peach et ale (1907), O'Hara (1962) and Tarney (1963) 

also implied that the dykes ot the Central Distriot of the mainland are not 

allot the same age, whilst the studies ot Park (1964), Bowes and Ghaly 

(1964), Bowes and Khoury (1965), Bowes (1968a, 1969) and Dloury (1968) 

seemed to provide a large body ot data in support ot as many as tour 

suites ot basic dykes whioh could be distinguished tectonically. 

Park (1970) reviewed the above evidenoe and ooncluded (p. 388) 

that, "there is still no positive evidence in favour ot more than two 

teotonically separated suites in any single part ot the mainland Lewisian -

nor is there any evidence against oorrelating these throughout the Lewis ian" • 

Moreover, there is no evidence against putting both suites into the 

"Scourie" dyke swarm. 

Radiometrio ass determinations on the mainland Lewisian 

(GUetti et ale 1961; Evans 1964; Evan. and Tarney 1964; Evans 1965; 

Evans and Park 1965; Koorbath, Welke and Gale 1969; Lambert and Holland 

1972; and )foorbath and Park 1972) have recently been summarised by 

Park (1970) and Moorbath and Park (op. oit.). In general, the radiometrio 

determinations bear out the broad chronology proposed by Sutton and Watson 

(1951) with Soourian rocks yielding dates ranging trom o. 2,900 m.y. to 

2,200 II.Y. and Laxtordian rocks yielding dates ranging trom o. 1,850 m.y. 

to o. 1,100 m.y. Radiometrio age determinations on the dykes ot the 

Central District, mainly by X-Ar methods (Evans 1964), led to the 

suggestion that the majority ot the "Scourie" dolerites were intruded 

shortly betore 2,190 m.y. whilst the emplacement ot other dyke types may 

have been ... late as 1,950 m.y. 

O'Hara (1961, 1962) and Tarney (1963) argued that in the Central 

District, d,xe emplacement occurred into the hot country rock ot a waning 



metamorphic episode, tor whioh the term "Inverian" was proposed by Evans 

( 1963) • E.,ans (1964) and. Enns and Tarney (1 964) thou ght that the 

Soourian gneisses were older than 2,600 m.y. and that the biotite 

pegmati tes, previously oonsidered to be Scourian (Giletti et al. 19(1) 

gave ages about 350 m.y. later. Enns (op. oit.) also established that 

the amphibo1ite-tacies gneisses ot the Central District, which had been 

to1ded on W.N.W.-E.S.E.-tnnding axes prior to the dyke intrusions, gave 

ages within the range 2,200 m.y. to 1,900 m.y. He considered that these 

amphibolite-taoies gneisses were Inverian in asa and suggested a date ot 

o. 2,200 m.y. tor this episode. 

There is some oontusion in the 11 terature over the usage ot the 

term "Inverian". In the sense of Sutton and Watson (1951), the Inverian 

is part ot the Scourian complex which includes all pre-dyke events. 

Sutton and Watson (1969) detend the position of the dykes as stratigraphioal. 

markers between Scourian and Laxfordian chelogenic cycles, and p1aoe the 

Inverian in the Scourian cycle. .A pre-Scourian cycle is also recognised 

by these authors (Sutton and Watson, OPe cit.). 

Bowes, however, (1968a, 1968b, 1969) regards the Scourian as an 

orogenic episode which includes all pre-Inverian events, whilst the Inverian 

is considered to be a distinot oro!f)ny separated in time t'rom the Scourian. 

Park (1970) proposed the term "Badcallian" for the granulite-facies· 

metamorphic episode at 2,600 + m.y., and reserved the term "Inverian" tor 

the o. 2,200 m.y. structural-metamorphio episode immediately pre-dating the 

emplacement ot the "Soourie" dykes. 

Attempts have been made (Evans and Park 1965) to relate 

radiometric age determinations to the Laxfordian sequence ot polyphase 

deformation and metamorphism. :Much of' this earlier work has been 

superseded by the data available in Koorbath and Park (1972); three 

main events at c. 1,700 m.y., o. 1,500 m.y. and o. 1,100 m.y. are reoognised 
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by these authors in the Southern District ot the Lewisian. 

Detailed structural studies of small areas of the mainland 

Lerlaian have been undertaken, (Park 1964, 1969 .. ; Ghaly 1966; Keppie 1967J 

Bhattacharjee 1968; Khoury 1968; Cresswell 1969; and Dash 1969) but 

have tailed to produce overall agreement on ,.the interpretation ot the 

structural sequence. 

A particularly controversial aspect ot Lewisian geology appears 

to be the status of the metasedimentary outcrops ot the Southern District 

ot the mainland. Horne (in Peaoh et ale 1907, p.4O) desoribed 

crystalline sohists having affinities with sedimentary rocks which lie in 

"compound synclinal folds ot the Lewisian gneiss"; these compound 

synclines are South-East-trending structures. Horne (op. cit.) al'O 

stated that there is no clear evidence to show that the gneiss is intrusive 

into the altered sediments. However, he considered that the intimate 

association ot gneiSS and metasediment suggested that the gneisses may be 

intrusive into the'metasediments. 

Sutton and Watson (1951) considered that the material subjected 

to Laxtordian metamorphism oonsisted ot pre-existing rocks ot the Scourian 

complex, (reasoning vindicated by the work ot )(oor'bath et ale (1969» 

but also suggested that the Loch Maree metasediments may have been 

deposited upon the Scourian 'basement, prior to Laxtordian'deformation. 

Park (1964, 1970) considers that the Gairlooh metasediments are 

post-Badcallian and pre-Inverian, but states (Park 1970, It.391) that 

~o tirm evidence has been published concerning the relationship ot the 

sediments to the Inverian". Bowes (1968a, 1969), on the other band, 

considers that the Loch Varee sediments are in part pre-Inverian, but alao 

incorporate post-Invarian, pre-Laxford1an sediments. The t'undamental 

ditticulty concerning the chronological status of the Loch Maree 

metasediments is.that the "Scourie" dykes do not appear to have intruded 
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them. 

Gunn (in Peach et ale 1907 pp.187-189) described possible 

metasedimentary rocks which occur in a narrow outcrop in the Gruinard 

district, and whioh pre-date the intrusion ot the basio dykes, now 

epidiori tes • Tilley (1951) considered, h0199ver , that these so-oalled 

metasedimentary rocks were not in taot metasediments but developed in a 

belt ot metasomatism and silioitioation in the complex. 

B. .AIMS OF THE PRESENT STUDY 

It is clear that the present study is set against a baok-oloth 

ot considerable previous research into the Lewisian complex, research 

however from whioh some widely divergent conclusions have emerged. 

One salient teature apparent in most studies ot Lewisian rooks 

is that the Lewisian complex has been subjeoted to polyphase metamorphism 

and detormation. Any study, theretore, tirst needs to establish a 

detailed sequenoe ot struotural and metamorphio events. It is also clear 

that the "Scourie" dykes playa critioal role in the unravelling and 

interpretation ot such sequenoes. 

The present study, theretore, attempts to establish a struotural 

and metamorphio sequence within a relatively small tract ot Lewisian 

outcrop, and to examine the relationships between the gneisses ot the 

li\1ndamental Complex and the basio dykes whioh have intruded them. 

The areas seleoted for study were originally mapped by Gunn and 

Clou~ (Peach et ale 1907 pp.172-252) and 11e in the northern parts ot the 

Southern District ot the mainland, see Xap 2. They inolude tracts ot both 

the Gruinard and Gleann Tulaoba. metasediments (Peach et ale 1907 OPe oit.) 

whose ohronologioal status is in doubt. 

The choioe ot area also allows the study ot parts ot two large

scale struotures, the Cammore antitorm and the "oompound" Letterewe 



synform, first described by Horne and Clough (Peach et ale 1907 pp.39-40 

and p.193). 

It was further hoped that mapping on both sides of the Loch 

Maree fault would enable structural and metamorphic correlations to be 

made across this feature and permit the sequences of geological events 

established on the northern side of the fault to be correlated with 

recent work to the south. Map 2 illustrates the location of these 

major structures and areas recently mapped. 
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II.1. 

CHAPTER II 

METHODS AND ORGANISATION 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Despite the keen observations and attention to detail on the part 

o-r the Survey workers (Peaoh et al. 1907) no detailed structural or 

metamorphio secpences were proposed -ror the Lewisian complex; sinoe this 

is considered pre-requisite to any synthesis o~ an area which has 

experienced polyphase deformation and metamorphism, the compilation o-r 

lithological and structural geological maps:, based upon detailed field 

observations, and complemented by petrographical and struotural analysis 

is essential. A total period of twelve months fieldwork was undertaken 

between the summers of 1968 and 1971, within the areas detailed on Kap 2. 

Geologioally it is convenient to consider the mapped areas in 

terms o-r tour sub-areasj J4a.p 2 illustrates that these :form three 

geographical units. The northern unit has been termed the Creag lnleall 

:Beag area and the westernmost unit is the Poolewe area. A belt o-r poor 

exposure extending eastwards trom Xernsar,y farm provides a convenient 

dividing line -ror the remaining unit; north o-r this line is the Xernaary 

area, whilst to the south is the Beinn J.1righ Charr area. 

1. Physiography 

The quality ot exposure T8.ries throughout the areas studied. 

In the Creag lnleall Beag area exposure is exoellent; this, combined with 

a thousand teet range in relief with a summit culmination ot ca.12OO teet, 

provides ample soope :for study' in three dimensions. 

Exposure in the Poole. area is likewise good where Veall 

at Cliuth and Boor HUls rise over 700 teet and SOO ~eet respeotiTely 

abo'V'e the shores ot Loch Ewe. 



In the Xemaary area, exposure is poor by Lendan standards, 

but still good; there is plentiful outcrop between the numerous loohans 

II.2. 

and peat bags. The range ot reliet in this area is approximately 500 :feet. 

The Beinn Airigh Charr area is well exposed in the area o'f Creag 

Cairneasair and the lower slopes ot Beinn Airigh Charr. Exposure ot the 

Gleann Tulacha belt o'f metasediments is not as oomplete as was initially 

hoped, rut much useful in:f'ormation was obtained f'rom two stream seotions 

and 'from small quarries assooiated with derelict lime kilns. 

2. Definition o'f Terms Used 

Most geological terms used here are applied in the sense o'f 

contemporary usage, as defined in modern geological diotionaries, 

(Challinor 1967). Terminolog.y which is particularly important in the 

present study is defined here tor purposes ot clarity. 

Amphibolite is a rook composed essentially o'f amphibole and 

plagioclase 'feldspar. Small cpanti ties o'f other phases may be present. 

Basi te is used in the sense ot Park (1966) 'for a metamorphio rock 

body ot basic composition which has amphibolite mineralogy. 

Fbliation is defined in its North Jmerican sense and covers all types 

o'f mesosoopica11y recognisable S-surfaces o'f metamorphic origin, (Turner 

and Weiss 1963 p.97). 

Gneiss is a coarse grained, to1iated metamorphic rook. The foliation 

mAy be expressed both in terms ot the pre:ferred orientation 01' constituent 

minerals and 01' 1i thologioa1 layering. 

Lineation is any kind ot linear struoture within or on a rock, 

(Cloos 1946). 

!y1on1tio is used to describe rooks resembling true ~lonites, that 

is :t'or rooks oonsisting 01' strained porpbyroolasts wi thin a 'finer grained 

reorysta11ised matrix in which a toliated struoture is apparent. 



Sohist is a medium grained foliated metamorphio rock. The foliation 

is a result of the preferred orientation of constituent minerals, 

especially micas, and sometimes amphiboles. 

S-surNe is ~ kind ot penetrative planar struoture in rooks, 

(Sander 1911). 

In addition, the terminology applied to fold descriptions i8 

the same as that used by Ramsay (1967). Pitch and plunge are used in 

the sense of Ph1l1ips (1960). Kismatite terminology' used is esaentially 

that described by Jlebnert (1968). 

B. FIELD TECHNIQUES 

1. Maps 

:Most maps were OO!l8truoted on a scale of 1 I 10,560 using 

Ordnance Survey "Six-inch" topoSr&phio maps or air photographs ot 

equivalent scale. Both lithological and structural maps were prepared. 

DetaUed relationships betwean the Gleann Tulacha metasediments, the 

Beinn Airigh Charr baai te and the gneias oomplex were mapped on a soale 

of 1 • 3,500 using enlarged air photographs, (aea Map 5B). 

2. Lithologioal Unit. 

Bbur main lithological groupings have been recognised within 

the areas mapped; these and the various oonstituent lithologies are 

listed in Table II.S. together with tha oommon minerals reoorded in each 

lithology. 

a. The Gneiss Complex 

The greater part ot the areas mapped comprisea acid gneisses ot 

granitio and granodioritio oomposition. Subordinate amounts ot basio 

and diori tio gneisses are present, whilst thin horizons ot qani te gneiss 

are extremely restrioted in their development. The aoid gneisses 



t"requently oontain Ie-feldspar augen and may be further sub-divided into 

massive and banded varieties • 

n.4. 

. For mapping purposes, distinotion was mads only between acid and 

basic gneisses, since the various gneiss types are not oapable ot rigorous 

de tinition, for instanoe in Plate II.1, banding is faintly disoernible 

despite a relative~ massive aspect. In addition the complex 

interdigitation and gradational oontaots between the various acid gneiss 

units makes it impossible to represent this variation on the seleoted 

80ales of mapping. 

In realit,y the distinction between acid and basic gneisses is 

sometimes one ot degree, since basio gneisses may be traoed into areas 

in which there are abundant small basic inclusions contained within an 

acid gneiss host, resulting in a rock whose overall oomposition is 

dioritio. 

b. The Basio Dykes 

The basic dykes which intruded the gneiss oomp1ex have had most 

ot their origin~ mineralogy' effaoed, and are now reoonstituted in the 

form. of amphibo1i tes. 

o. The Metasediments 

These are rooks ot presumed sedimentary origin (Peach .t ale 19(7), 

which oocur in two narrow outcropse One ot thue, the outorop ot the 

Gru1nard group, was first desoribed by Gunn (Peach et ale 1907, pp.187-189) 

and comprises quartzites and mioa 8chists. The other forma part ot the 

Gleann Tulacba. belt (Clough, in Peach .t a1. 1907, pp.235-2}6h thin 

interdigitating, laterally impersistent sheets ot quartzites, mioa sohists, 

marbles, oalcareous '8ohists and oa1o-sUioate Bchiats are inoluded within 

this grouping. 
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d. Beinn Airigh Cbarr and Gruinard Basi tes 

Two hornblende sohist bodies have been distinguished from the 

foliated amphibolite dykes. Both of these bodies are closely assooiated 

wi th the outcrop of the me tasediments, (see Yaps 3A, SA and 5B). 

The Beinn Airigh Cbarr basite is spatial~ assooiated with the 

Gleann Tulacha metasediments, whilst the Gruinard basite is a garnetiferous 

amphibolite assooiated with interbanded metasediments. 

3. Speoimen Colleotion 

In total, over 700 hand speoimens were colleoted, the :field 

orientation of many of these speoimens was olearly labelled acoording to 

the reoommendations of Turner and Weiss (1963, p.S5), in order to assist 

in petrographioal analysis. 

4. Measurement of Struotures 

The attitude of planar and linear struotures was measured in the 

field by means of a Brunton olinometer. Most ot the measurements 

reoorded on the struotural maps presented represent ari thmetio mean 

values ot several measurements made upon the respeotive struotures. 

A Tariety ot penetrative and non-penetrative struotures _s 

measured. The most oommonly measured penetrative plt.nar struotures 

include foliation surtaces and small soale told axial planes. Penetrative 

linear struotures reoorded, included told hinge lines, the long axis ot 

boud1na, ~artzo-feldspathio rodding and mineral lineations - espeoially 

hornblende orystals displaying preferred linear orientation. 

Lineations were measured on foliation surtaces; where suoh a 

aurtaoe was gen~ inclined the plunge amount ani exaot bearing were 

measured direot~; with steeply inclined toliation surfaces, the amount 

ot plunge ot the lineation ooncerned was measured exaot~, but the plunge 

direotion was calculated by means ot stereographio construction. 
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C. PETROORAPHICAL ANALYSIS 

Thin sections of more than 350 of the hand. specimen samples were 

studied. Most of the rooks were seotioned perpendicular to the prominent 

lineation, if present; a few sections, cut parallel to the foliation, 

were also studied. Petrographica1 descriptions were made in the manner 

suggested by Turner and Weiss (1964, pp.207-215). 

Measurements of 2V, extinotion angles, and determination of the 

orientation of quartz~OOO1 ~ axes and mioa ~OO1 ~ oleavage were made 

following the inatruotions of' Emmons (1943). Petrof'abrio plots of quartz 

and mica sub-fabrios are not presented; in practice it was discovered 

that the preferred orientation ot micas was apparent without laborious 

Universal-Stage analysis, whUst the quartz sub-fabrios displayed several 

weak maxima and such broad soatter that their interpretation was extremely 

speoulative. Most attention has therefore been given to shape rather 

than orientation fabrics, and to the sequence of fabrio development. 

The presentation ot petrographioal data (see Chapters III, IV 

and V) is organised according to fabrio sequences established in eaoh of 

the main lithological groupings described in section II.B.2; the reason 

for this is two-fold:-

(i) It avoids excessive repetition of' petrographioal 

information. 

(ii) It provides a means by whioh structural and metamorphio 

oorrelationa are made, both between and within the lithological units 

reoognised. 

Tables n.1-3 represent sWlll1l8.ries of mineralogioal modes for 

the material sampled. It is apparent :from Table n.1 that the mineralogy 

of the aoid gneisses reflects the fa brio domain in whioh they ooour; 

thus for those acid gneisses in whioh S5 is the dominant planar element, 



hornblende is relatively important at the expense of biotite, oompared 

wi th those aoid gneisses in whioh 83 is the dominant planar element. 

Comparison of Table n.1a with Table II.1b indioates that the presenoe of 

Ie-feldspar and musoovite in most of the acid gneisses having dominant 

post-dyke fabrios is the main mineralogioal contrast between the pre-dyke 

and post-dyke fabrios. Thus for the acid gneiss oomplex as a whole, the 

petrographioal olassifioation refleots the fabrio olas8ifioation. 

Initial petrologioal contrasts were apparently important sinoe the S5 

hornblende gneisses (Table II.1 a) have a higher proportion of mafio 

phases in comparison to other acid gneiss types, and. are Itriotly 

intermediate in oomposition. 

Table n.2 Ulustrates that whilst the main petrographioal 

distinotion wi thin the early bad te bodies may be drawn betlllien the mafio 

end feldo parts, there il a significant mineralogical contrast between 

pre-dyke and post-d.yke melanoaomes, the latter being relatively enriohed 

in Ie-feldspar and biotite, and relatively impoverished in plagioclase, 

hornblende and epidote. 

Tables II.3a-3b have not been organised aooording to fabrio 

oriteria beoause the large variation in rook types oooludes variations 

expressing fabrio oontrasts. It is most oonvenient to oonsider these 

lithological contrasts as groups in which a recognisable se~enoe of 

fabrio end members' has been identified, rather than individual lithological 

detaUs and the whole gamut of fabrio permutations. 

Petrographioal description of the basic ~kes is more conven

tional: a fabrio •• quence has, however, been established in the dykes 

themaelves (see Chapter IV) and is used for purposes of correlation. 

D. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

The mutual relationships of small-so ale struotures, linear, 

planar and. ourviplanar, were observed and. reoorded in the field (see 
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seotion II.B4) and a relative ohronology o~ struotural events was 

established by ~ol1owing a partioular struoture in the ~eld and observing 

whether it a~feoted, or was af~eoted by, other struotures. Struotural. 

measurements obtained were plotted on a Sohmidt net, thus enabling 

analysis o~ any variation reoorded. Fbr clarity, some ot the distribl.

tion p10ta nre contoured by the Sohnidt method. 

Individual to1ded layers were analysed geometrically, in the 

manner 01" Ramsay (1967, pp.359-372) whilst, in a few cases, atruotural 

aurf'aces having oomp1ex geometry ftre considered by reference to 

constructed lineation pitch isosona (Elliot 1965), (aee Kaps 3D and 6B). 

E. GEOOfmMICAL ANALYSIS 

Geoohemioa1 analysis was undertaken of' 28 aamp1es obtained from 

members ot the baaio ~ke suite; none ot the basio d,ykea studied 

preserved its original igneous tabrio; all are l'lOwamphibo1it.a. The 

purpose of the geoohemical analysis was, therefore, to enable 

identifios. tion of the initial igneous rook types by oomparison with 

geochemica11y similar igneous rooks, and to provide a broad framework 

within which possible courses of' evolution of' the dykes oou1d be 

disoussed. 

1, Sample Collection 

Table II.4 is a list of localities sampled and briefly indioatea 

the field relationships of the material oollected. The choice and s11e 

ot aamplea were in aocordance with the recommendations of' Wager and Brow 

(1960). 

2. Preparation ~or Analysis 

Weathered rind was removed and the samples were out into 3 DIIIl. 

sized oubes by means of a "Denb1gh" rock splitter. These fragments were 

then passed through a "Sturtevant" jaw crusher. 



At this stage it was neoessary to make a ohoioe between turthel' 

orushing either by means of a Ni-Cr II Tema-millit , or by the use !)f a 

Roller orusher. Both of these methods presented the possibility of 

oontamination by Ni and Cr; sinoe it was intended to analyse tor these 

elements, it was nece8sary to determine the contamination leve18. 

A sample of dyke material "GSIt was split into two tractions 

after it had been passed through the "Sturtevant" jaw crusher. One 

fraction was then orushed to -240 mesh in a roller mill, and the ether to 

-240 mesh in the "Tema-mill". Both tractions were analysed f'or Ni and 

Cr using Emission Spectrographio teohni~es. Arithmetio means of results 

for GS are shown in Table 11.5, from whioh it is apparent that, ceteris 

paribus, the "Tema-mill" produoes a significant level 01' Ni oontamination. 

In order to :f'llrther verity these tindings, and also to check 

the contamination levels produoed in the roller mill, the experiment was 

repea ted for two turther samples, GM and GN. A three way split was made 

tor these samples, and the third f'raction was crushed to -240 mesh by 

means of agate orusher8, not avaUable in the Keele Department. The 

re8ul ts of Ni and Cr analyses for these speoimens are also presented in 

Table U.5. 

It i8 apparent that the Ni oontamina tion produoed in the 

"Tema-m1ll" is utreme and is coupled with a limited amount ot Cr 

oontamination. However, there seems to be only a minimal amount ot 

Ni and Cr contamination produoed during the crushing process in the 

roller mill, and on the basis of these findings all the samples of this 

geoohemioal survey were crushed by means 01' a "Wardell It roller orusher. 

Each sample was taken to -240 mesh and, betore analysis, eaoh powder was 

o dried at 120 C overnight in order to drive ott hygrosoopio water. 

3. :Methods of Chemioal An!J.ysis 

Solutions A and B and Standard Solutions Were prepared, 
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following the instructions of Riley (1958). 

Si0
2

, Al
2

0
3

, total iron as Fe20
3

, P20
S

' and )ln0 were determined 

spectrophotometrically (Riley, OPt oit.) using a "Unicam SP.500" optical 

speotrophotometer. The optioal density of the standards used was checked 

against Riley's recommended values. 

Na
2

0 am. ~O were determined by means of an "EEL" flame 

photometer (Riley OPe cit.). 

~o was determinedby' visual titrimetrio methods using· 

potassium dichromate as the indicator (Shapiro and Brannook 1962). 

CaO and KgO oonoentrations were asoertained using a ·Southern 

Analytical A17SO Atomio Absorption Speotrophotometer" (Walsh and Howie 

1967) • 

Eaah series of analyses made contained an inter-laboratory 

standard as a cheok upon analytioal aoouracy. For major element 

analyses, two standards were used, namely:-

BeR..." the Amerioan diabase standard. 

BL3571, the Bristol amphibolite standard. 

Table II.6 lists the results obtained for these standards. 

Concentrations of Ba, Cr, So, Sr, V, Co, Cu, Ni and Zr were 

measured by emiaaion speotrographio techniques, follOwing the standard 

prooedures adopted in the Geology Department Laboratories at Keele 

University. The speotrograph used was a Hilger Large Quartz Spectrograph, 

type E742; speotral line intensities were measured with a Joyoe-Loebl 

Miorodenaitometer, krk 313. 

Inter-laboratory standards :BeR-1, BL3571 and KUK-1, the Keele 

"greenstone" standard, were used as checks upon acouraoy. 

4, Calculation of Results 

c.r.p.w. and Moleoular Norms were calculated by oomputer using 

programmes available for this purpose in the Keele Computer Centre. The 



programme available for C. I.P. W. norms is an Algol version ot' Kelsey' 8 

(1965) method. 

F. DISTRIBUTION OF THE },{Am ROCK GROUPS AND OF THE BROAD STRUCTURAL 

PEATURES OF THE .AREA AS A WHOLE 

These are illustrated on the large folder map incorporated 

at the end of Volume 2. 

In the Creag )(he all Beag area, the aoid gneiss complex 

includes numerous pods and lumps ot' bado and diori tio oompod tion. 
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The prominent, steeply dipping gneiasoae banding is t'olded by folds which 

have steep north-east-dipping axial planar foliation. A. narrow 

W.N. W.-E.S.E.-trending outcrop of presumed metasedimentary rocka, the 

Gruinard metasediments, are intimately associated with the Gruinard 

basite; both metasediments and basite have a dominant north-east-dipping 

foliation, parallel to that in the enolosing acid gneisses. 

Basic ~kes, intrusive in the gneiss complex, han also 

intruded the Gruinard baaite and metasediments. The dyke. usually 

displa.y steeply dipping oontaots, parallel to the dominant north-east

dipping t'olia.ticn in the gneisses and metasediments. 

In the Kernaar,y area, the dominant foliation in the gneisses 

assumes a less steeply inclined attitude as it is traced southwards, and 

it becomes sub-borilontal~ disposed in the areas immediately south of 

Mean na JleirJe J thereatter the tolia tion in the gneisses shows 

progressively increased dips towards the south-west, as it 11 followed 

southwards into the Beinn Airigh Charr area. 

The foliation. in the gneisses thus define a broad, antit'ormal 

arch, the Carnmore Antiform, whioh has a sub-horbontal N.W.-S.I.-trending 

hinge line. The basic dykes wi thin this struoture are, for the most part, 

ooncorda.nt with the foliation in the gneisses. Those dykes on the 

louth-_st limb are typically more foliated than the dykes on the north-east 



limb, and the foliation of the ~kes in the Xernaar,y area is parallel, 

or sub-parallel, to that in the gneisses. 

n.12. 

The Gleann Tulacha metasediments and Beinn Airish Charr bad te 

are arranged in a complex synf'ormal stnloture, the Letterewe Syntorm, 

outoropping in the Beinn Airigh Charr area. The foliation in the basite 

and metasediments displ8iY's great variability in attitude; dips are 

usually moderate or steep, comparable with those in the adjacent aoid 

gneisses. 

The basio ~kes do not intrude the Gleann Tulacha metasediments 

and Beinn Airigh Cbarr basi te and occur only in the gneisses, usually in 

the torm of foliated amphibolites 8l'ld hornblende sohists. Typioally the 

~ke margina, dyke toliation and the dominant foliation ot the gneisses 

are parallel in a tti tude. 

The dominant folia tion in the gneiaaes and dykes ot the· Beinn 

Airigh Charr area has been tolded on both small and large scales (see 

Maps SA, SB).· A large IlIOnoolinal told atteoting the foliation ot the 

gneisses and ~kes ooeurs also in the Xernaar,y area and extends northwards 

from Xerns&r,y farm to Meall na Keine (aee Map 4). 

The gneias complex in the Poolewe area, situated to the south-weat 

of the Loch Maree fault, contains a greater proportion of hornblende 

gneiaaes and gneisses ot diori tio compod tion, compared with the gnehses 

in the three areas desoribed above. The basic dykes are more numerous 

and display a greater frequenoy ot branohing than those in the other areas; 

in addition there is a greater proportion of orush rook am pseudotaobylite, 

particularly along the south-western edge ot the area. 

The dominant struotural element in the gneiases ot.the Poole,.. 

area is a steeply inolined, north-east-dipping toliation: . basic dyke 

margins are generally parallel to this foliation and are only locally 

disoordant. ](ost ot the dykes have been oonverted into foliated 



amphibolites, the foliation in the dykes being parallel or au'b-parallel 

to that in the gneisses. Struoturally,' the Poolewe area represents a 

northern extension of the north-eaat limb of the Tollie Antitorm. 

G. THESIS ORGANISATION 

The histor.Y' of research into Lewiaian rook., (aee Ch.n) 

1'oouaaea attention onto one ot the major problems in the study 01' 

Lewisian rocks, am indeed, ot other basement gneiss oomplexes; the 

partioular problem' is that of struotural correlation. 

11.13. 

Struotural oorrelation of metamorphio rooks, or 'for that matter 

~ seological oorrelation whioh is not biostratigraphioally based, 

necessarily involves some degree ot ambiguity. Some Lewiaian researchera 

have used the period ot dyke intruaion as a time marker wi thin the complex; 

others have correlated metamorphio struotures a.nd oonoluded that 

auccessive phases of dyke intrusion were separated b,y teotonio episodes, 

thereby challenging the rale of the basic dykes as atratigraphical 

indioa tors. 

Recently, Park (1969b) haa reviewed and oritioised the 

traditional usage of told atyle, told orientation a.nd 1'o1d symmetry tor 

purposes ot correlation in metamorphic belts.' An attempt _s there'fore 

made to reoognise criteria whioh could be used tor purposes ot metamorphio 

oorrelation and thus to test the validity of using the basic dykes as a 

time marker within the oomplex. 

The tield mapping 01' struoture. essentially oonailts 01' 

fbllowing a particular struoture and observing its detailed relationships 

with other struotures; for example, a toliation may be traced and found 

to represent an axial planar atruoture assooiated with the 'folding o'f an , 

earlier 'foliation; it may also be tolded itselt during a subsequent 

detormational episode. Dittioulties would however be expeoted in those 

situations in whioh the later struotures were developed parallel to earlier 
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struotures. 

During the progress of field mapping it was observed that the 

dominant south-west-dipping foliation in the gneisses on the south-west 

11mb of the Carnmore antiform, had a different aspeot compared with the 

north-east-dipping foliation forming the north-east limb of the struoture; 

the former had a finer foliation and muoh less distinot gneislose banding. 

These differenoes were analysed miorosoopioally and explained in terms 0 f 

shape fabrio elements. 

It was also observed that the dykes on the. south-west limb of 

the Carnmore antiform appeared more schistose and had ,different miorosoopio 

fabrios oompared with the dykes in the Creag Mbeall Beag area; moreover 

in this latter area it is possible to observe looal disoordanoe between 

the dykes and the foliation in the gneisses. 

The reasonable conolusion to be drawn 1'rom these observations 

is that the dominant foliations in the gneisses on the respeotive limbs, 

of the Carnmore antiform are different in age, and the dit'terent 1'oliationa 

in both dykes and gneisses may be reoognised in terms of shape fabrio 

elements. 

Common shape fabrio elements considered inolude:-

(i) The shapes of indiridual grai~ and grain aggregates. 

(ii) The mutual relationships between porphyroblasts and 

matrix phases. 

(111) The mutual relationships of matrix torming phases. 

The ~othesis that dit'terent foliations may be identified on 

the basis of :t"abrio elementa developed was tested generally throughout 

the areas mapped. Struotural oorrelations were made by studying the 

detailed relationships of the c1,ykes and dyke struotures with atruotures 

in the gneisses; these oorrelations were baaed upon the premiae that the 

basio dykes could be used as stratigraphical markers. Struotural 



oorrelations were also made using fabrio oriteria. Comparisons made 

between the struotural sequenoes deduoed in these two ways resulted in 

neither fabrio nor struotural inoonsistenoy. 

The thesis is therefore organised aocording to the fabrio 

sequences recognised, and since no evidence was observed re:f\1ting the 

hypothesis that the basio dykes oonstitute a stratigraphioal marker 
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wi thin the oomplex, pre-dyke and. post-dyke :fabrio sequences are presented 

in separate ohapters. ' 

Since the basic dykes do not intrude the Gleann TIllaoha 

metasediments am. Bainn Airigh Charr basite, fabrio oorrelations ot 

struotures in· thes~ and. struotures in the gneisses may seem more teml~s: 

this apparent di£fioul ty was overoome by extrapolation f'rom a oommon 

struoture. 

Thus, for reasons stated in section II.C the somewhat 

unconventional presentation ot this thesis is adopted. Suooessive 

generations ot struotures bave developed under different metamorphio 

oondi tioM and exhibit ditterenoes in areal extent am. intenai ty ot 

development. These differences have been reoognised in terms ot 

metamorphio fabrio elements. Each ot the h.brios desoribed in 

Cha. III-V represents an end-member fabrio reoognised in each of the main 

rook types desoribed in section II.B2; an almost intini te number of 

gradatioM is however possible between each of the end-member fabrics 

described. 

Thus the struotural and metamorphio oorre1ations made in the 

sequel, are based upon structural. mapping am microscopio fabrio 

analysis; this approaoh seems justifiable empirioall.y, rut suffers the 

same 1imi ta tiona as all corre1a tiona whioh are in essence 

1ithostratigraphioal. 
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CHAPl'ER ITI 

THE PRE-DYKE PETROLo;.y OF THE CcmPLEX 

The broad compositional range in terms of the modal 

proportions of mineralogical phases present in each of the mapped rook 

units was presented in Chapter II (see sections II.B2 and II.C). 

III.1. 

Detailed desoription of recognised pre-dyke fabric end-members 

and metamorphic mineral paragenesis is presented in this chapter. In 

practioe, most speoimens studied oontained elements of more than one of 

the fabrio end-members; indeed the sequence of tabrio development 

recognised is based upon study of the mutual relationships of different 

generations of shape fabrio elements. 

A sequence involving nine deformational episodes has been 

reoognised in the oomplex (see Chapter VI); fabrio elements are 

labelled in a manner oonsistent with the deformational episode with 

whioh they are associated. The basic dykes were intruded between the 

D5 and D6 events (see Chapter IV); thus 85 and pre-85 fabrios are 

pre-dyke in age, whilst D6 and post-D6 fabrios post-date the period of 

bade dyke intrusion. 83 and 85 fabrics are the most importM.t 

pre-dyke tabrics reoognised. 

A. THE ACID GNEIS8 COMPLEX 

1. The S5 Fabrio 

S5 is the dominant structural element developed in the 

gneisses; it is associated with extensive modifioation of earlier 

structures and fabrics and 1s considered to have exerted an important 

influence on the post-D5 struoture of the complex. 

South of' Meall na. Meine and north ot the Loch Maree taul t, 

85 is usually oonsiderably modified. North of Meall na. Meine, 85 



varies progressively in attitude from sub-horizontal to sub-vertical 

near the Gruinard River; dips are to the north-north-east. 
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S5 may be identified mesoscopioally by the elongation of 

quartz folia, or by the preferred dimensional orientation of biotite 

flakes. An L5 lineation, representing the intersection between S3 and 

S5 is developed parallel to F5 fold axes. 

Mioroscopioally S5 is defined by preferred lattioe and 

dimensional orientation of phases developed in M5. No gneissose or 

segregation banding of 1G generation was observed and in so far as S5 

appears to be defined by gneissose banding, this represents earlier 

S-surfaces transposed parallel to S5. 

Plagioolase (AD 25-2%) typically forms an equigranular 

granoblastio mosaio with quartz (see Plate III.ia-b). Grains are 

xenoblastio or subidioblastio, having a mean diameter of 0.7mm., with 

an approximate size range of 0.4mm. to 1.5mm. Mutual interfaces are 

straight or slightly ourved; irregular boundaries are most noticeable 

where twin lamellae are oblique to grain boundaries. Plagioolase

quartz interfaces are usually curved, well defined, both smooth and 

irregular. 

Many plagioclase cr,ystals show evidenoe of zonation; normal, 

reverse and oscillator,y zonation may be observed within a single thin 

seotion. These effeots are most apparent in those gneisses whioh have 

been strongly affeoted 'by post-S5 deformation and metamorphism. It is 

therefore considered that the zoned plagioclase crystals post-date MS. 

Most of the feldspars are twinned; both albite and perioline 

twins are developed. Albite twins are more oommon, and using the 

oriteria of vanoe (1961), most twins are seoondary glide twins. 

The mean length-breadth ratio is 0.7 for seotions out normal 

to L5, and 0.6 in sections out parall~l to S5; thus crystals are 



elongate in the plane of the foliation, and in the lineation direction. 

Quartz occurs as xenoblastic grains. It usually contains 

trails of inclus ions (unidentified). The mean diame ter of quartz 

grains is O.6mm., but there is considerable variation in size. The 

modal grain size in the quartz aubfabric usually exceeds O.4mm. Where 

individual quartz folia are mesoscopioal1y visible, miorosoopio 

examination shows that they comprise quartz aggregates in which 

individual grains may exoeed 3 mm. in their greatest dimension. 

Crystal margins are typically rounded to lobate, both smooth and 

irregular. Most grains are noticeably' strained, being flattened in 

S5 and elongate in L5. 

Biotite occurs both as single crystals and in aggregates. 

Aggregates have their greatest dimension parallel to S5. The modal 

grain diameter of basal sections is O.5mm. although in coarser textured 

examples the mean diameter of basal sections is 1.5mm. with the largest 

flakes exoeeding 4mm. diameter. The modal grain thickness, measured 

perpendicular to ~OO1~ oleavage traces is O.2mm. .Most grains are 

subidiob1astio. Crystal boundaries with other phases are distinct, 

straight where p~ra1lel to ~001~' but ragged on ~010~ and ~110~ faces. 

P1eoohroism with absorption is strong acoording to the sohema 

X - straw yellow, Y - pale brown, Z - greenish brown with Z ). Y > X. 

Where present, biotite defines S5, both by lattioe and dimensional 

preference (see Plate III.1a); this is less obvious however when the 

biotite ocours in aggregates. 

Hornblende tends to be layer speoifio when present in excess 

III.3. 

of 10f0 of the mode. Hornblende rioh layers may exceed1cm. in thickness; 

typioa1ly they are 1 mm. thick, with an average layer apaoine of between 

2mm. and 5 mm. The thicker hornblende rich layers usually have a wider 

spacing with strongly developed segregation of mafio and fe1sio 



constituents. 

Most crystals are xenoblastio or subidioblastio in form. 

The mean diameter of basal sections is 0.6mm. and the mean length of 

longitudinal sections is 2.5mm., although there are considerable 

variations in size. Generally there is a deorease in grain size 

assooiated with decreasing proportions of hornblende in the rook mode; 

in addition, strongly segregated hornblende gneisses tend to haTe 

coarser hornblende subfabrios. 

III.4. 

Grain boundaries show variation from straight to lobate, 

smooth or slightly irregular. Mutual hornblende interfaoes are curved 

or straight, smooth or slightly irregular. Textural evidence suggests 

that hornblende has in part overgrown the granoblastic feldspar fabrio, 

whioh is preserved as rounded inclusions and enclaves within xenoblastio 

hornblende crystals (see Plate III.1b). L5 is sometimes defined ~ the 

elongation of hornblende, probably representing mimetio crystallisation, 

in view of the evidence presented above. 

2V is large and exoeeds 800
; Z"" C = 180

; pleoohroism is 

aooording to the soheme X - pale greenish yellow, T- green, 

Z - deep blue green, with Z > y > X. 

Epidote is ot several different genera tiona. The preoise 

ohronology is diffioult to detennine. The general form ot an epidote 

crystal oomprises a rounded core ot allanite, mantled ~ subidioblastio 

or idioblastio colourless epidote, whioh in turn is surrounded by a 

granular aggregate of yellowish green pleoohroio epidote. These lones 

may not all be present, but the order ot occurrenoe does not vary. 

The largest grains exceed 0.7mm. in diameter. The modal 

grain size is 0.3mm. Most ot the epidote is olosely assooiated with 

the'mafio minerals present; in particular a strong preference exists 

for a site at whioh biotite 1s replaoed. 



~nite forms large irregular disorete orystals, whioh show 

no preferred orientation and whioh cut aoross S5 (see Plate III.2a). 

Some crystals attain lengths of 7om; most are subidioblastio and 

markedly poikiloblastio. Many samples also illustrate well developed 

kink bands, (see Appendix to this Chapter). 

III.5. 

Chlorite of M5 generation is not oommon in the gneisses, being 

found mainly in the kyanite bearing variet,y. Crystals are subidioblastio, 

both stout and slender; the mean flake length is 1.5mm. Birefringenoe 

is high for ch1orite. There is a tendency for ch10rite to mimic the 

foliation defined by biotite, and several examples in whioh chlorite 

exhibits oross-cutting relationShips with respeot to S5, suggest that 

chlorite growth oocurred during a statio metamorphio phase. 

Sphene occurs in accessory proportions and shows characteristic 

lozenge shape. The longer diagonal of rhombic seotions has a mean 

value of O.4mm. Sphene frequently ooours in assooiation with biotite 

aggregates, and is often in the form of trails aligned parallel to 

biotite ~001 ~ oleavage traces. 

Apatite is also found in aooessory proportions. It ooeurs 

mainly as disorete idiob1astie orystals; basal seotions rarely exceed 

O.2mm. in diameter. 

Zoisite usually ooours as disorete subidiob1astio or 

xenoblastio grains. Basal seotions rarely exceed O.2mm. in diameter. 

Some zobite crystals have an irregular mantle of pale yellowish green 

p1eoohroic epidote. Rare examples of zoisite outgrowths from 

idioblastic colourless epidotes having allanite cores were also observed. 

On the basis of this textural evidence it i8 oonsidered that zoisite 

growth post-dated that of the colourless idioblastio epidote, but 

pre-dated that of the xenoblastio pale yellowish green variety. 

Iron Ore of various types waS observed in those gneisses having 
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85 as the dominant planar element. The ore, for the most part, 

post-dates M5 and is not considered fUrther in this seotion. 

2. The Modified 83 Fabrio 

The 83 fabriohas not been observed in an unmodified form in 

the area studied in detail; however, in the north east of the Creag 

llheall Beag area the intensity of 85 wanes and it is from here that 

most of the petrographical information about 83 was collected. 

Usually 83 represents a compositional banding in which there 

is segregation of mafic and felsic constituents. Felsic bands have a 

mean thickness of O.75cm., and in mafic bands the mean thickness is 

O.5cm. There is, however, considerable variation in the thickness of 

mafic and felsic layers and some bands attain thicknesses of several 

centimetres. At ~ fold closures the compositional layering is folded 

and 83 is represented by penetrative foliation; thus the 83 banding 

probably represents an earlier compositional layering, now mainly 

transposed. 

P1~giocla5e (An 25-30%) is the dominant felsio mineral ot 

these gneisses. It forms large xenoblastio grains, usually showing 

the effects of serioitisation, and typically containing numerous 

inclusions of which subidioblastio forms of clinozoisite are the most 

common; quartz blebs, small biotite flakes, epidote and other 

unidentified dusty inclusions were also observed. Most inolusions are 

less than O.1mm. in diameter, although there 1s considerable size 

variation. The modal diameter ot plagioolase crystals is 1.5mm.; 

some grains exceed 3mm. diameter. Mutual plagioclase interfaces vary 

from straight to irregular and stepped. Plagioolase-quartz boundaries 

tend to be rounded. Margins with biotite are straight, parallel to 

the biotite ~OO1~ cleavage, but ragged in other directions. 



Many plagioolase orys tala exhi bi t oomplex patterns of undulose 

extinction, partly resolvable in terms of strain effeots, but partly 
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due to mineralogical zonation. The zoning is normal and variation in 

composition across the zoned mantle is usually les8 than ~ An. The 

relatively oalcio cores show preferential sericitisation (see Plate III.2b). 

Most grains have combinations of albite and pericline twinning. 

Quartz oocurs as xenoblastio grains containing trails and 

scattered unidentified dus~ inolusions. The mean diameter is O.7mm., 

but individual grains exceed 1 .5mm. Quartz aggregates occur in some 

felsio bands which are relatively rich in quartz; most members of such 

aggregates are elongate parallel to 85, producing the typical 

meso8copically visible quartz folia which define S5. Some grains exoeed 

2.5mm. in their greatest dimension. 

In some domains in whioh quartz is les8 abundant irregular 

lobate forms are found interstitial with respect to the feldspar 

subfabrio and mafio aggregates. Crystal boundaries vary from smooth to 

irregular. Undulose extinction is universal. 

Biotite is the dominant mafic mineral. of the 53 banded gneisses. 

It most commonly occurs in aggregates of variable size (see Plate III.2b); 

some of these aggregates attain diameters in excess of 3mm., although the 

modal flake length is approximately O.5mm. Conoentrations of aggregated 

biotite are parallel to the 53 banding, although individual flakes show 

no strong orientation preference. Most crystal.s have a subidioblastio 

form. Pleoohroism with absorption is aooording to the scheme 

X - straw yellow, Y - brown, Z - greenish brown with Z > Y> X. 

Hornblende is uncommon in the 33 banded gneisses. Most forms 

are xenoblastio or subidioblastio. Elongate seotions have a mean 

length of 1.5mm. Basal sections have a mean diameter of O.8mm. Most 

crystals are markedly poikiloblastio; grain boundaries tend to be 



straight parallel to ~110~ cleavage traces, but lobate, smooth or jagged 

in other directions. Hornblende is usually nucleated upon biotite 

aggregates and shows no obvious preferred orientation. Subidioblastio 

forms were observed in cross-cutting relationships to both the. 83 and 

85 foliations. 2V is large, Z"C = 190
• Pleochroism is according to 

the scheme X - greenish yellow, Y - green, Z - bluish green with 

Z ). Y ~ X. 

Epidote is generally associated with the mafic aggregates 

occurring as a colourless, weakly pleochroic variety ~lich develops 

subidioblastio forms. Elongate sections have a"mean length of O.3mm., 

basal sections have a mean diameter of O.15mm. Occasionally epidote 

has a oore of metamiot allanite. 

Zoisite occurs quite commonly.in the 83 banded gneisses. 

In felsic domainS, fewer but larger zoisite cr,ystals are developed than 

in adjacent relatively mafic domains. The modal grain size is similar 

to the values quoted for epidote (above). Crystal forms are 

8ubidioblastic. Zoisite cr,ystals were oocasionally observed with thin 

co:oona.s of weakly pleochroio, strongly birefringent epidote. 

III.8. 

Sphene occurs in accessory proportions as irregular xenoblsstio 

grains and aggregates. There are considerable size variations, the 

largest crystals having diameters of 1 nun. A strong locational 

preference exists for biotite aggregates. 

Apatite occurs occasionally as small idioblastio prisms having 

diameters less than O.1mm. 

Iron Ore of various t,ypes oocurs in small amounts. 

3. The Unmodified S3 Fabrio 

Within the area studied in detail the S3 fabrio has been 

modified to a greater or lesser degree; the unmodified S3 fabric may 



be studied in S3 banded gneisses to the immediate north and east of the 

Creag Mheall Beag area. 

Plagioclase (An 31%) occurs as tresh, interlockin8 

equidimensional, xenoblastic crystals. The grain size is coarse and 

SOIlB crystals have dimensions in excess of 1 cm. Crystal boundaries 

are smooth to jagsed, stepped or slightly curved. Zoning is absent, 

although undulose extinction oocurs as a result of strain. Both 

albite and perioline twins are developed. 

Orthopyroxene ooours as fresh xenoblastio and subidioblastic 

forms which sometimes attain lengths of 10m. in elongate section. 

III.9. ' 

Rhombio seotions attain diameters of 3mm. Size variation is 

considerable. Crystals occur singly or as anastomosing aggregates. 

Crystal margins are smooth or slightly irregular, straight or rounded. 

Pleochroism is pronounced in shades of pink am pale green. 2V is large. 

Clinopyroxene oocurs as :fresh xenoblastio forms which sometimes 

exoeed 3.0mm. in length. Crystals oocur disoreetly or in small 

aggregates. Crystal margins are smooth or slightly irregular, straight 

or gently curved. Pleochroism is weak: in shades of pale green. 

2V is large and positive. 

Quartz ocours as irregular blebs and patohes along interfaoial 

boundaries of the other phases. 

4. S5 Fabrio Modifioations of S3 

Andesine, orthopyroxene, olinopyroxene and. quartz are the 

prinoipal minerals oomprising the S3 fabrio. The modifioation by S5 

may be considered as a series of progressive stages, viz:-

(i) The least modified stage is represented by the re

oonstitution of orthopyroxene. Chlorite and biotite pseudomorphs 

after orthopyroxene have a corona of antbophylli te mantled by a deep 

greenish blue, strongly pleochroio amphibole. Clinopyroxene is :fresh, 



a1 though similarly mantled with greenish-blue amphibole; plagioclase 

is slightly sericitised at this stage. 

(ii) The second. stage is represented by the reconstitution 

o~ clinopyroxene. A fine grained mosaio o~ intergrown biotite and 

quartz is succeeded on its outer margin by a variably developed zone 

o~ green biotite. Numerous small granules o~ exso1ved iron ore are 

irregularly distributed throughout the area o-r a pseudomorphed grain. 

Biotite has a red-brown colour where closely associated with magnetite. 

Orthopyroxene at this stage has been completely replaced. 

111.10. 

Aggregates of cummingtoni te are mantled by zones 0 -r fine grained quartz 

and blue-green amphibole intergrowtha, which in turn are succeeded by 

coronas in which coarser grained greenish brown-co1oured biotite is 

developed. Numerous small iron ore grains are again present and have 

an irregular distribution. 

Plagioclase at this stage remains relatively unaltered. 

(iii) The third stage is the first recognised wi thin the 

mapped area and involves the first microscopically identifiable 

reaotions involving feldspar (see Plate 1II.3a). Complex quartz-

~eldspar intergrowths occur in domains separating M3-plagioclase xenocr,ysts. 

These xenocr,ysts typically contain numerous bleb-like inclusions of quartz. 

The mafic minerals at this stage oomprise biotite and epidote aggregates. 

(iv) In the fourth stage, the M3 feldspar xenoorysts are more 

sericitised and contain numerous inclusions, notably c1inor;oisite and 

epidote. Biotite and epidote aggregates represent the sites of M3 

pyroxenes whilst the areas in between the M3 plagioclase xenocrysts 

comprise a finer-grained granoblastio fabrio of quartz and feldspar, the 

latter being more typical o~ 55 (see Plate III.3b). 

(v) In the fifth and final stage before the original 53 

mineralogy is completely obliterated, relict feldspar augen oocur in a 
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fabric Which is otherwise entirely of S5 generation. Biotite aggregates 

are less conspicuous and individual flakes of biotite define S5 in a 

typical granob1astic quartz-feldspar mosaic. The relict feldspar augen 

are flattened parallel to 35; they are poikiloblastic and show evidence 

of replacement by microcline, a post-dyke effect (see section V.D5). 

B. THE METASEDIMENTS 

1. The rrlefl.nn Tulacha Metasediments 

a. Calcareous Rocks 

None of the samples studied possessed a sufficiently unmodified 

S5 fabric to justi~ detailed description. Phases which grew in M5 

were muscovite, biotite, chlorite, plagioclase and magnetite. Quartz 

and caloite were probably involved in M5, but they have been de:formed. 

and recrystallised in post-S5 events, and all evidence bearing upon 

their M5 paragenesis has been destroyed. 

Plagioclase (An 27,%) Using the evidence of the relatively 

few specimens available for study, there appears to be a positive 

correlation between the amount of chlorite observed. and the modal 

proportions 0 f plagioclase feldspar. 

Chlorite of a colourless varie~, with polysynthetio twinning 

and relatively high birefringence was observed in soma of the calcareous 

and calo silicate schists. Basal sections have a mean diameter of 

O.5mm; forms tend to be stout. 

Muscovite and Biotite ocour in variable amounts and proportions 

and are usually homoaxially intergrown. The largest mica flakes exceed 

5mm. in diameter. 

b. Pure Quartzites 

The 35 fabrio comprises an irregular granoblastic mosaio with 
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S5 defined by the sub-parallel alignment of muscovite flakes, that are 

occasionally present. 

Quartz has a mean grain size of O.05mm.; the largest orystals 

rarely exceed 0.1 mm. Most crystals are equidimensional, a few are 

elongate parallel to S5. Crystal margins are smooth, straight or 

slightly ourved. Most orystals are unstrained. A lineation visible 

mesoscopioally oomprises.elongate aggregates of granoblastio quartz. 

Musoovi te orystals have a mean length ot O.03mm. and a 

sporadio distribution. Rare examples of larger muscovite orystals 

attain lengths of O.7mm. These large crystals are not always 

ooncordant with S5 and are considered to be related to a post-D6 event 

(see section V.D5b). 

c. Impure Quartzites 

None of the impure quartzites preserves an unmodified 85 fabric, 

howeVer most of the strain ot subsequent deformation appears to have been 

concentrated in the quartz orystals themselves, leaving the other M5 

phases relatively unmodified. 

Hornblende xenoblasts preserve some ot the 35 fabrio as an 

internal subtabric (see Plate III.4&). They usually form discrete 

poikiloblastic crystals, enclosing quartz and magnetite, and 

recrystallised in the statio phase ot M5. Prismatio sections have a 

mean length of 2mm.; basal seotions have a mean diameter of 0.75 mm. 

Pleoohroism with absorption obeys the scheme 

x - pale yellowish green, Y - green, Z - deep bluish green with Z ~Y> X. 

2V is large and negative. 
A 0 

Z C = 16 • Crystal boundaries With other 

phases, particularly quartz, are irregular. 

Garnet also crystallised in the static phase of M5. It is 

a pink variet,y whioh appears almost colourless in thin section. 

Usually it occurs in clusters, elongated in planes parallel to 35. 
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Individual crystals are subidioblastio, somewhat sieved with quartz. 

The lar~st aggregates, normally comprising about 25 individuals, exceed 

1 cm. in length. 

Biotite is relatively evenly distributed throughout the more 

impure quartzites as individual fiakes or small aggregates. Forms 

range from subidioblastic to xenoblastic. The mean ~lake length is 

O.5mm. Biotite crystals define S5 more clearly than any other phase 

present. Pleochroism with absorption is according to the scheme 

x - pale yellow, Y - brown, Z - deep brown with Z ) Y ~ X. 

Pleochroic haloes are occasionally developed. 

d. Mica Schists 

A detailed description of the S5 fabrio of the mica sohists 

is not possible since it has bean greatly modified ~ later events; 

M5 phases probably include staurolite, muscovite, ohlorite and oligoclase. 

Staurolite oocurs as discrete subidioblastio, poikiloblastic 

crystals. The mean length o~ elongate seotions is 1 mm. ltost crystals 

show well developed "pressure shadow" domains and polygonisation in 

response to post D5 strain (see Plate III.4b). 

Muscovite crystals show evidence of D6 deformation 

(see Plate III.5a) and are aligned parallel to S5. An M5 age is 

therefore deduced for such crystals. 

Chlorite is a oolourless variety and is polysynthetically 

twinned with ~001 ~ as composition plane. The birefringence is high for 

chlorite. It olosely resembles the chlorite described in sections III. Ai , 

C1, IV.B1a-b. 

2. The Gruinard Metasediments 

A lithological layering within this group has been"deformed 

by llS ~olds. Macrosoopically this layering is defined in terms of 



mappable units of mica schists and quartzites of variable purity, 

interbanded within garnetiferous amphibolites - the Gruinard basite. 

Jtresoscopically, intarbanding ot these lithologies is 

apparent; individual bands may be only a few centimetres thick, or 

defined ~ trails of M5 garnets. 

a. The S5 Fabric 

In view of the restricted distribution and intimate 

association of the Gruinard metasediments and basita, they are 

considered together in the following S5 fabric description. This 

fabric has been considerably modified by subsequent metamorphio and 

structural events, and its presence is thus inferred from relict 

subfabrics. 

Garnet occurs as discrete idioblastic crystals attaining 

2cm. in diameter. Crystals of quartz and. magnetite are oommonly 
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enclosed; internal and external foliations are continuous and coplanar; 

it is thus concluded that the garnet is a statio }~ phase. 

Biotite detines a planar subfabrio ~ the preferred 

orystallographic orientation of ~OO1~ cleavage traces parallel to SS. 

Most crystals are subidioblastio; basal sections have a mean diameter 

of O. 7mm. Pleochroism with absorption is according to the soheme 

X - almost colourless, Y - pale yellow, Z - pale brown with Z > Y > X. 

Hornblende Nematoblastio hornblende crystals have a mean 

diameter of O.6mm. in basal seotion. Most crystals are subidioblastio. 

Pleochroism with absorption is X - pale green, Y - green, Z - bluish green 

with Z > Y> x. 

Chlorite occurs as subidioblastio flakes having a mean diameter 

of 1 nun. in basal section. Birefringenoe is relatively high, pleochroism 

is weakly developed with X - colourless, Z - very pale green. 



Polysynthetio twinning is common, with ~001~ as composition plane. 

The chlorite subfabric is decussate and post-dates both the planar 

biotite and nematoblastic hornblende subfabrics; it is considered to 
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have crystallised during the static phase of MS. Post-crystallisation 

de~ormation and kinking is apparent in many specimens. 

Magnetite forms xenoblastic and subidioblastic crystals having 

a mean grain size o~ O.2mm. The magnetite subfabric appears to 

post-date that of chlorite, since magnetite appears to have replaced 

chlorite in a direction parallel to the chlorite ~001~ cleavage. 

Elsewhere mimetic magnetite cr,ystallisation has occurred parallel to S5. 

C. Tim BEDm AIRIGH CHARR BASlTE 

F5 folds were observed within the basite body although the 

original nature of the pre-S5 surface is unknown. Typically the S5 

fabric comprises alternating layers of granoblastic quartzo feldspathio 

mosaics, and nematoblastic hornblende. F5 fold closures, visible 

mesoscopically, are less obvious microscopically, although it is apparent 

that S5 is in part a transposed pre-S5 compositional layering. Pbr 

purposes of S5 fabric description the Beinn Airigh Charr basite may be 

conveniently subdivided into massive and laminated hornblende sohists. 

1. Laminated Hornblende Schists 

Hornblende defines a well developed lineation, L5, upon S5 

which comprises alternating layers, relatively enriched or impoverished 

in hornblende. Basal seotions have a mean diameter of O.07mm.; 

prismatio sections have a mean length of 1mm. although there are 

considerable size variations. 

In many of the finely laminated hornblende schists, two distinct 

size ranges of amphibole are apparent, ani the mean dimensions of the 

larger individuals is about five times those already described; these 
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larger hornblende crystals occur as discrete subidioblastic forms which 

have overgrown the dominant nematoblastic fabrio of smaller crystals. 

The group of larger hornblende crystals displays random orientation and 

is considered to represent M6 crystallisation (see section V.A1). 

The characteristic form of M5 amphibole is subidioblastic. 

Pleochroism with absorption is in accordance with the scheme 

x - pale greenish yellow, Y - green, Z - blue green, with Z> y::> X. 

Quartz is confined to the more felsic laminae; it tends to be 

equidimensional, with smooth or slightly serrated, straight or slightly 

curved boundaries. The mean grain size is O.2mm. Most crystals are 

slightly strained. 

Plagioclase (An 31~.shows similar textural and size relation-

ships as quartz; wi thin mafic domains, however, in which quartz is 

frequently absent, the andesine occurs as small discrete xenoblastio 

grains. The feldspar is usually fresh; twinning is not common. 

Zoning, both reverse and normal, was observed in some grains. Zoning 

was most pronounced in those specimens in which the 85 fabric had been 

subsequently modified; it is therefore considered to be a post-M5 effect. 

Chlorite has a restricted occurrence in the basita, but where 

it does occur it forms up to 20.10 of the mode. Chlorite-bearing sohists 

tend to show a cruder lamination than do the other mesoscopically 

layered rocks. 

Most crystals are xenoblnstio, but show a strong preferred 

orientation fabric with ~OO1 ~ clea.vega traces defining S5. Basal 

sections of individual crystals exceed 1cm. in diameter. Polysyntbetio 

twinning with ~001~ as composition plane is common. Birerrineence is 

high for chlorite. Crystal margins are irregular, straight or slightly 

curved. 

Garnet is not commonly developed and usually ooours as discrete 
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individuals. Most crystals are idioblastic; twinning is occasionally 

apparent. The mean grain size is 4mm. Most crystals are sieved by 

quartz and. magnetite which define an internal foliation, which is 

continuous and parallel to the external S5 foliation; the garnets 

obviously represent growth under statio metamorphio conditions 

(see Plate III.5b); textural evidence is, however, inconclusive and 

growth may have occurred in the static phases of either U5 or M6. 

Iron Ore of' U5 generation occurs as platey crystals defining 

S5. The mean grain size is O.3mm. The ore is magnetite. Most 

crystals are subidioblastic. In the granoblastio quartzo-f'eldspathio 

domatns it is ~he iron ore which most olearly defines S5 (see Plate III.6a); 

however, where iron ore occurs as inclusions in chlorite, it is parallel 

to the chlorite ~OOi~ oleavaee (see Plate III.6b). 

2. Massive Hornblende Schists 

Hornblende is markedly xenoblastio and exhibits considerable 

range in grain size; basal seotions of some orystals exceed 2mm. in 

diameter. 

Quartz and ~ld8par ocour as granoblastic mosaics within 

discrete felsic domains; these domains are elongate parallel to S5, 

seldom, however, exceedin8 2mm. in this direotion or imm. measured at 

right angles to this direction. Within these felsic areas, the 

dimensions and textural relationships of' the component quartz and feldspar 

crystals are similar to those described in section III.C1 above. 

D. THE PRE-DYKE MIGMATITES 

Three pre-dyke migmatitio phases have been recoenised within 

the complex, the latest of' which was ooeval with D5. 

Migmatltio events of' post-D2, pre-D3 age and. synteotonio to 

post-tectonic D3 age are well developed in the Creag Mhea1l Beag area. 



In areas further south, the evidence of the earliest events has been 

masked by the combined effects of D5 and, in some cases, as many as 

three post-dyke deformations. However, in those southern areas where 

relatively unmodified S3 is occasionally found, the pre-D5 migmatitio 

events are represented, demonstratine that these events are not 

isolated occurrences restricted to the Creag l.lheall Beag area. 

1. Post-D2. Pre-D3 Mtgmati tas 

III.18. 

Most of the evidence of the earliest S-surface developed in 

the complex was observed in the early basi te bodies; similarly most of 

the data concerning the earliest migmatitio event are derived from these 

early basite bodies. 

Plate III.7a illustrates a t,ypical phlebitio miematite of this 

generation in whioh the trondhjemitio neosome outs across the axial trace 

of an F2 fold of the amphibolite paleosome. In other localities, 

similp.~ thin neosomes which appear broadly concordant with S2 have been 

folded in F3 and ac~ired penetrative S3 foliation. 

2. D3 Syn-tectonio to Post-tectonio Migmatites 

Evidence of these migmatites is more extensively preserved 

than in the case of the post-D2, pre-D3 migmatites, and in both eases 

this evidence is confined to members of the gneiss complex. Field 

relationships observed between migmatite neosomes and paleosomes are 

dependent upon the two main subdivisions of the gneiss complex into 

acid gneisses and early basites. 

a. Early Basi tea 

During D3, migmatisation of the early basite bodies involved 

the production of agmatitio and phlebitio struotures. The neosomes of 

this generation of migmatites are thicker, more irregular and anastomosing 

than those already desoribed (section III.D1). Most have penetrative 



S3 ~oliation (see Plate III.7b). 

The leucosomes o~ the post-D2, pre-D3 and D3 syntectonic 

migmatites petrographically resemble the modified 83 ~abrio o~ the 

acid gneisses (section III.A2), except ~or a lack o~ compositional 

banding and lower proportions o~ mafio minerals. 

b. Aoid Gneisses 
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Migmatisation of the acid gneisses apparently post-dates D3 

since thin neosome sheets o~ trondhjemitio composition locally cross 

cut 83, with which they are generally sub-concordant. The thickness 

of the neosome sheets rarely exoeeds several centimetres and ~quently 

these sheets contain ~eldspar porphyroblasts, the latter sometimes 

attaining several centimetres in length (see Plate III. B). 

The D3 post-tectonio migmatisation resulted in the produotion 

o~ calcio oligoclase augen which are usually elongate in the plane o~ 

83 and overgrow the 83 ~abrio. 

M~ o~ the e~rects of the D3 post-tectonio migmatisation in 

the aoid gneisses have been modified ~ subsequent deformation and 

metamorphism; petrographically the neosomes have 85 or younger fabrics. 

Mafic minerals usually form only about ~ of the neosome mode. 

o. Segregation Effects 

Some o~ the gneisses in the northern part of the Creng Mheall 

Beag area, where 83 is .the dominant foliation, have a ooarse quartzo

~eldspathio ~abric flecked with irreeular mafio aggregates. Biotite is 

the dominant mafic phase, but hornblende and epidote are oommonly present. 

The mafio flecks have a mean diameter o~ 5mm. Contacts between "flecked" 

gneisses and 83 banded gneisses are diffuse (see Plate III.9a). The 

transition ~rom flecked gneiss to banded gneiss occurs parallel to the 

strike of 83 and does not involve any overall change in mineralogical 

proportions. Moreover the original ~orms of banding are sometimes 
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preserved in flecked gneisses (see Plate III.9b). It is therefore 

concluded that the flecked gneiss developed from the banded gneiss by some 

form of segregational process involving short range diffUsion. 

This effect is not only apparent in banded gneisses, rut also 

occurs in an agmatised meladiorite body (see Plate III.10) where the 

mafic and felsic constituents are segregated in both the neosome and 

the paleosome. 

The fabric of the segregated gneisses is similar to the 

modified S3 fabric described for the acid gneisses (section III.A2) and 

the segregation process is regarded, at least in part, as an !li3 effect. 

3. D5 Syn-tectonic Migmatites 

The D5 syntectonio migmatites are developed over much of the 

area and it is possible to study the variations in intenSity of 

migmatisation and migmatite structures, both absolutely and relatively 

with respect to the paleosome. In many instances it is not possible to 

make categorical distinction between the effects of deformation, 

metamorphic differentiation and migmatisation, due in part to the 

contemporaneous operation of these processes. Fbr purposes of 

continuity, therefore, description of aome of the deformational and 

metamorphic effects associated with the D5 migmatisation are included 

in this seotion. A two-fold. subdivision of' the D5 syn-taotonio 

migmatites is made on the basis of paleosome type. 

a. Early Basites 

G-unn (in Peach et al. 1907 p.176) makes the followine; 

observations about the early basic rocks of the Gruinard District -

"(1) their foliation is parallel to that of the acid gneiss; 

(2) they have a nor~l-oast strike; and •••• They seem to aot like eyes 

or nuclei of resistance to the general flow of the aoid gneiss, whether 
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we regard that as a fluxion or as due to mechanical movements." 

In (1) Gunn is presumably referring to the :foliation, here 

designated S3, and in (2) he is apparently discussing the relative 

behaviour of contrasted rock materials during D5. Thus whilst the D5 

deformation of the acid gneisses generally resulted in the production 

of relatively plastic folds and penetrative foliation, in the early 

basites, a variety of structures varyine from undisrupted relatively 

olose folds (Fleuty 1964-) (see Plate III.11a) to intenselyagmatised 

bodies having the overall form of a fold (see Plate III.11b). The 

neosomes which separate the fragments of agmatised pale080me are 

trondhjemitic in composition. In most deformed early basites, the 

dominant foliation in the melanosome is S3, which, ~lere the melanosome 

is strongly agmatised, shows varying degrees of rotation within the 

neosome. 

Where early basite bodies ha.ve been involved in large-scale 

F5 folding, fold closures preserve relatively unmodified S3 fabrics. 

On the limbs of such folds, however, there is a progressive increase in 

the intensity of disruption and migmatisation, leading in some oases to 

the development of schlieren structure (see Plate III.12); paleosomes 

have sigmoidal or twisted forms and the neosome forms an inoreased 

proportion of the rock bulk. Using such broad indicators as the 

relative amounts of disruption and the proportion ot neosome with respeot 

to the paleosome, it is conoluded that the D5 migmatisation was most 

intense in the region of Meall na Meine, but decreased in intensity to 

the north am sou tho 

(i) Leucosomes 

The leuoosomea assooiated with the D5 ayn-teotonio 

migmatisation of the early basites are trondhjemitio and oharaoteristically 

possess an S5 fabrio; in some examples quart. forms aggregates of large 



xenoblastio orystals which sometimes attain diameters of 4mm.; the 

aggregates themselves sometimes exceed 1 cm. in diameter, measured 

parallel to S5. 

Large subidioblastic, but considerably sieved hornblende 

crystals have overgrown the 35 fabric of some leucosomes. Irregular 

quartz blebs form the majorit,y of the inolusions. The largest 

hornblende orystals exceed 2cm. in length. Pleochroism with 

absorption is strong, X - pale yellowish green, Y - green, 

Z - deep blue green with Z > Y > x. 
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Biotite usually forms less than ~ of the leucosome mode and 

epidote is the dominant mafic mineral. The mafic proportion of the 

mode is usually less than 1~. 

(ii) Melanosomes 

The melanosomes in most cases form the paleosomes and 

exhibi t a dominant S3 foliation. This is expressed by slight 

variations in mineral proportions and to some extent by a poorly 

developed nematoblastic fabric. Hornblende i8 the dominant mafio 

mineral; the mean diameter of basal sections is 2mm., but size 

variation is considerable. Most crystals are xenoblastio or 

subidioblastic, usually poikiloblastio and appear to have overgrown a 

fabrio similar to that described in seotion III.A2. 

Apart :£'rom the more obvious large bodies of' basic rock which 

have been metamorphosed and migmatised, the early basio rocks include 

innumerable small inclusions of basic and ul trabasio rocks wi thin the 

acid gneiss complex; indeed Gunn (in Peach at al. 1907 p.177) states 

that "The leading feature of the FUndamental Complex in this district 

may be regarded as the extraordinary abundance of' the knots of basio 

material included in the gneiss.". These inclusions have a widespread 

but sporadic distribution, often arranged in trails; they var,y in size 
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from several millimetres to several metres in diameter. Both ovoid and 

fold. forms were commonly observed and most inclusions are elongate in the 

plane of S3. Some are foliated, but the foliation is usually oblique to 

that in the enclosing gneiss. Unfoliated varieties are usually ultrabasic. 

The u1trabasio varieties commonly comprise monomineralio 

aotinolite aggregates. Most crystals are 8ubidiob1astio or xenob1astio 

and the mean grain size is 2mm. Mesoscopica1ly these have a pale green 

colour. 

The basic types contain more feldspar. A blue-green coloured 

hornblende is the dominant maf'ic mineral and oocurs as subidioblastio or 

xenob1astic, usually poikiloblastic crystals. Epidote occurs as 

irregular scattered inolusions, usually within plagioclase crystals, or 

as granular clusters along hornblende-plagioclase interfaces. 

Mesoscopically a dark green colour charaoterises the basic inclusions. 

Irregular scales of biotite may be present in both ultrabasic 

and basic types. Biotite also forms an envelope about some inclusions 

in areas where S5 is strongly developed. In the Kernsary area, some of 

the basic inclusions are flattened in S5 and the biotite envelope 

constitutes the bulk of the inclusion. 

Gunn (op. oit. p.178) regarded the basic ino1usions as 

"products of segregation" or "inoluded f'l-agments of an older rook-system". 

On the basis of the distrirution and field relationships of these 

inolusions, it is considered that they represent paleosomes of formerly 

more extensive basic and ultrabasio bodies, f'l-aemented by the combined 

action of deformation and migmatisation. Metamorphio segregation 

probably served to intensi~ pre-existing contrasts. 

The existing form of these inolusions is oo:ns1dared to be a 

product not only of U5 syn-tectonio migmatisation, rut also earlier 

mie;matitic phases; there 1s no evidenoe of any post-D3, pre-D5 
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introduction of basic material into the complex, nor is there any 

evidence to sug~st that lar~r earlier basio bodies escaped the effects 

of D3 and older migmatisation. Plate III.13 serves to illustrate how 

basic inclusions may be developed as a consequence of D3 and D5 

deformation and associated migmatisation. 

b. Acid Gneisses 

The field relationships associated with the D5 syn-tectonic 

migmatites imply regional variations in the intensit,y of this 

migmatisation. 

In the Creag Mheall Beag area, near the Gruinard River, 

trondhjemitio neosomes are developed parallel to the axial planes ot 

F5 folds (see Plate III.14). The neosomes occur in restricted horizons, 

usually those containing the greatest proportion of hydrous phases. 

The neosomes are not associated with any bodies of obvious igneous 

provenance, and are developed as planar sheets parallel to 55; 

paleosome-neosoma margins are indistinctly defined. Thus, whilst there is 

an obvious structural control by 55 over ne080me development, original 

compositional heterogeneities may also have been an important faotor in 

migmatite development. 

Plate III.15a illustrates the common situation in the northern 

part of the Kernsary area mlere 55 appears to exert even greater 

structural control over neosome development. The neosomes are formed 

along the limbs of asymmetrio F5 folds; a preference is shown for those 

limbs in which the S3 foliation is more closely transposed into the S5 

attitude. The neosomes are similarly trondhjemitio and have diffuse 

margins. 

Locally, however, in the area of Meall na Meino, the D5 

structures appear to be controlled by the D5 syn-tectonio miematisation 

(8e& Plate III.i5b); F5 fold forms lack continui~ and show signs of 
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increased plasticit,y with the paleosome more generally pervaded by the 

neosome. This situation represents the greatest intensity of the D5 

syn-tectonic migmatisation and 1s located about O.5km. north of the hill 

crest. 

The petrology and fabric of the acid gneiss paleosomes is 

similar to that described in section III.Ai. Precise petrological 

description of the neosome is not possible because of extensive post-D5 

fabric modifications; in particular, the metasomatio introduction of 

microoline and the concomitant development of sympleotitio musoovite 

(see section V.D5). Together these minerals may form 6~ of the mode, 

giving a neosome that 1s strictly granitio rather than trondhjemitic. 

Quartz occurs as coarse xenoblastic grains and forms up to 25% 

of the mode. Some crystals attain diameters of 2.5mm. and form irregular 

aggregates elongate parallel to S5. Crystal margins are lobate, both 

smooth and. irregular. 

Plagioclase (An 23) torms xenoblastic or subidioblaatic 

orystals and constitutes about i~ of the mode. Grain diameters vary, 

usually within the range ot 1mm. and 3mm. troat crystals show the 

etfects of post-D5 modifications and replacement by microcline. 

Biotite and various minerals of the epidote group may form up 

to 10% of the mode. Textural relationships exhibited by these minerals 

are similer to those described in section III.A1. 

E. SUMMARY ali' PRE-DYKE METAMORPHIC EVENTS 

1. Pre-M3 Metamoryhisms 

There is no evidence relating to the original nature of S1. 

At F2 fold closures, S2 was observed as a penetrative folia.tion; thus 

whilst it is necessary to postulate that S2 is a surface developed under 

metamorphic conditions, the metamorphic grade ot M2 remains obsoure due 
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to the effects of subse~ent deformational and metamorphio episodes. 

2. The M3 Metamorphism 

Relict fabrics assooiated with the M3 event have been traced 

northwards f'rom the Creag Mheal.l Beag area into two-pyroxene-bearing 

gneisses, implying metamorphism in granulite facies. 

In the areas studied in detail, however, any pyroxene whioh 

may have existed in the gneisses has been replaced, and coarse-crained 

refraotory M3 feldspars and biotite aggregates provide the only olues 

of former high-grade M3 metamorphic fabrios. 

The D3 episode involved produotion of an 53 fabrio and the 

syn-teotonio migmatisation of the early basites; since migmatisation 

appears to be essentially an amphibolite-facies phenomenon it seems 

reasonable to equate this event with the prograde development of J..l3; 

the faot that the neosomes of the M3 syn-teotonic migmatites possess 

83 fabrios (seotion 1II.D2a) lends support to the hypothesis that 

migmatisation ocourred prior to the inferred granulite facies 

culmination of M3. 

Another hypothesis may, however, be suggested in whioh the 

grade ot M3 inoreased in a northerly direction, so that within the aI~as 

mapped in detail, granulite-faoies conditions may have been approached 

or perhaps locally attained, but mainly the metamorphism was in 

amphibolite facies. 

The syn-tectonic migmatisation of the early basites was not 

accompanied by any introduction of pegmatoid neosomo into the enolosing 

acid gneisses, nor is there any evidence to sue~st that anatexis 

ocourred; this migmatisation is regarded as a produot of mechanioal 

anisotropies induced during D3 and metamorphio seereeational processes 

occurring in M3, both in turn a product of the fundamental compositional 

anisotropies between the early basites and the enclosing acid gneisses. 
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The envisaged mechanisms operative are thus similar to those proposed 

by Reitan (1958). As the early basite paleo some is strained to the 

point of mechanical failure and rupture occurs, anisotropic pressure 

domains are generated within the body as a whole. Establishment of 

these pressure gradients induces "chemical aotivi~ gradients" whereby 

mineralisation occurs in the low pressure domains, thus forming the 

neosome. The new minerals favoured are those with high molal volumes 

such as plagioclase and quartz. Evidence in support of the operation 

of this process is the trondhjemitio nature of the neosomes which 

largely reflects the sodic nature of the 83 acid gneisses enclosing the 

early basite bodies, and from which most of the neosome material was 

presumably derived. 

Post-D3 migmatitio events involved the metasomatic growth of 

calcio oligoclase augen, and the injection of trondhjemitic pegmatoid 

arterites (see section III.D2b). 

3. The idS Metamorphism 

The phase assemblages described in sections III.A1, III.B, 

III.C and III.D3 are consistent with metamorphism in amphibolite facies. 

In the northern parts of the Creag Mheall Beag area. 85 becomes 

decreasingly penetrative and there is progressively more evidence of 83 

'fabrics in a. north easterly direction; this implies tha.t the effects of 

M5 diminish northwards in the area of' the Gruinard River, although there 

is little evidence to suggest that the grade of' :M5 decreases in this 

direction. 

The D5 syn-tectonio migmatites are best developed in the areas 

north of' Meall na Meine (section III.D3); M5 kyanite-bearing assembll'ges 

were observed about 100m. south of lfeall na Meine whereas in the peli tes 

of the Gleann Tulacha metasediments only staurolite 1s found. Thus 1 t 

is possible to suggest tentatively that there is an increase in the grade 
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o~ MS northwards ~m Loch Maree in the direction of Meall na Meine. 

4. Migmatisation 

There are no recognisable granitic plutons with which any of 

the migmatite neosomes may be associated and it seems probable that 

anatectic conditions were not generally attained. FUrther, evidence 

o~ migmatisation suggests neither anatexis nor the reeional introduction 

of neosomes (e.g. see Plate 1II.11b, which illustrates how the neosome 

is confined to domains o~ agmatised early basite and does not penetrate 

the acid gneisses). 

Detailed chemical studies o~ the acid gneisses were not 

undertaken, but certain parallels may be drawn between these and the 

Skagit gneisses, which l!isch (1968) considers to be mie;matised by 

processes involving metamorphio differentiation and metasomatism, rather 

than by any anatectic mechanism. Among the criteria presented by Misch 

which can also be applied to the present area are:-

(i) The composition and zonation of plagioclase cr,ystals in 

the neosome and paleosome are broadly comparable, although in some oases 

the plagioolase in the neosome is slightly more sodio. 

(ii) Potassio feldspar is o~ten laoking in the migmatite 

neosomes; where it is developed, textural evidence suggests that the 

K-~eldspar was introduced in a subsequent metasomatic event 

(see section V.DS). The generally trondhjemitic nature of the 

migrnatite neosomes represents considerable deviation from minimum-melt 

composition expected in an anatectic situation. 

However, in the area of Mea1l na Meine, where the DS 

8~tectonic migmatites appear best developed, textural evidence does 

not conclusively support a post-D5 metasomatic origin for the K-feldspar, 

and it is probable that the D5 syn-teotonio migmatites in this area were 

granitio rather than trondhjemitic; this, considered in association with 
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(section III.D3b),may be indicative o-r localised anatexis. 
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(iii) A similar solid-state recrystallisation and de-rormation 

sequence is recorded in both neosome and paleosoID9; this implies a 

metamorphic rather than magmatic mechanism -ror migmatisation. 

Consideration of all these factors leads to the conclusion 

that the pre-dyke migmatisations were accomplished by metamorphio 

segregational processes rather than by anatexis or regional introduction 

o-r granitic magma. Migmatisation of the early basites essentially 

involved disruption and the addition of trondhjemitic neosome, the 

obvious source of the latter being metamorphio segregations hom the 

acid gneisses which enclose the early basites. Generally, therefore, 

the pre-dyke migmatitic events involved a redistribution of the salio 

components of the acid gneisses. 

The metasedimentary units recognised are not migmatised, yet 

have been metamorphosed and deformed in D5. The two areas of 

metasediment outcrops are, however, remote from the Meall na Meine area, 

where the effects of the D5 syn-teotonio migmatisation are most apparent. 

The contrasted response to D5 deformation in the gneisses and 

metasediments may be of greater significance. D5 in the metasediments 

did not involve the disruption which is so charaoteristic of the early 

basites so that segregation o-r leucooratio neosomes in the manner 

described in section E2 (above) would be inhibited. 

One fUrther oonsideration concerns the intense post-dyke 

de-rormation which has occurred along and adjacent to the gneiss

metasediment contaots (see Chapters V, VI), so thAt it is possible that 

evidence of D5 syn-teetonio migmatisation of the metasediments may have 

been obscured by the effects o-r such deformation. 



F. APPENDIX 

Kinking in !irS l\yani te 

Kink bands are often present in LI5 kyani te, the form of the 

kink banding is illustrated diagrammatically in Plate III.16a. 

The kink bands are best displayed in sections cut parallel 
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to ~010~; the ~100~ cleavage traces have been rotated through 420 

within each kink band, whilst in the crystallographic domains separating 

adjacent kink bands, bend gliding has resulted in apparent rotations of 

up to 12
0 

for the ~100~ cleavage traces. The mutual relationships of 

kink bands and bend glide features are such that the two phenomena 

appear to be genetically related. 

Kinking occurs by translation gliding on glide planes; 

experimental deformation of kyanite shows that slip traces are parallel 

to ~100l' external rotation occurs about ~010~ and the slip direotion 

is ~001 (Raleigh 1965). These conclusions are thus consistent with 

the evidence for the naulral system presentad above. 

Using the geometrical model of Starkey (1968), the angle of 

external rotation can be found theoretically as follows: 

In Plate III.16b T is the glide plane; it is normal to the 

plane of the figure and equivalent to the ~100~ oleavage of kyanite. 

The glide line t lies in the plane of the fieurej d is the spacing 

between two active glide lines co~sidered. ABeD and A'B'C'D' outline 

the unit cells of the host crystal and kink band respectively. 

Since there is no phase change across the kink band boundary the two 

parallelograms are congruent. 

Structural identity can only be maintA.ined if DKB is equal 

to the lattice vector parallel to the glide line t, i.e. vt or an 

integral multiple of vt. 
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DIm' = MKN ( CDU 
~s A' B' N are congruent) 

:. MK = RN = ! DIm' 

and Ta.n 6 = Tan E d 
= 1- (n.vt) (n is integer) - Eq. (I) 

Using the kyanite lattice parameters o~ Deer et a1. 1966. 

f3 = 101 0 2' 

d = ao cos (/3 - 90) 

= 7.1 cos 11 0 12' 

vt = 5.57 j 

For n = 1 and substituting in E<pation I 

" 1\ 

S = E = 680 12' 

<.U (the angle o~ external rotation) I: 1800 
- (0 + E. ) 

This is therefore in close agreement with the measured angle of 

external rotation. 

The kinking is considered to be a D6 effect; ~G static 

kyani te occurs in areas in which D6 is the only significant post-M5 

deformational event. 
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CHAPrER IV 

THE DYKES 

A. Th'TRODUCTION.AND SOlvlE PROBLEMS OF PRE-CA1:BRIAN STRATIG-RAPHICAL 

CORRELATION 

In many Pre-Cambrian terrains, the scarcity ot Pre-Cambrian 

fossils, or the intensely metamorphosed and deformed nature of many 

of the rock units, renders classical biostratigraphical and 

lithostratigraphical correlation inapplicable. Attempts to establish 

stratigraphical sequences in Pre-Cambrian metamorphic regions have 

followed several courses. 

Many authors have adopted the approach of Wegmann (1938) 

and Eskola (1948) and have studied the structural am metamorphio 

relationships between basement gneisses and schistose supra-crustal 

series. Comparisons made between basement and cover successions 

often indicate markedly different responses to the same geological 

events (Zwart 1963, Ramsay 1963) and this should be an important 

consideration in any appraisal of the validity of stratigraphical 

sequences established by this method. 

IV.1. 

Holmes (1951) has demonstrated a new approach to the problems 

of Pre-Cambrian stratigraphy by studying the pattern of radiometric age 

determinations' with respect to interferine orogenic belts. Radiometrio 

methods have been extensively used (e.g. Vinogradov et al., 1960, 

Polkanov and Gerling 1960), but "absolute" chronologies which rely on 

relatively large numbers of' dated samples require careful correlation 

with established relative chronologies and cannot in themselves resolve 

the problems of' Pre-Cambrian stratigraphy. 

Teall (1907, in Peach et ale Ch.VII) describes the 

"Pre-Torridonian Intrusive Rocks associated with the Lewisian Gneiss" 



and. states that such dykes and sills are "of later date than the 

:fundamental Complex". Implici t in this statement, therefore, is the 

existence of a temporal indicator by which the geological events of 

the :fundamental Complex may be distinguished trom those which have 

post-dated the intrusive rocks. 

IV.2. 

Sederholm (1926 p.32) likewise states, with reference to basic 

dykes, that "on the one hand they give the criterion for separating the 

older and. younger Archean granites. On the other hand they fUrnish a 

material on which the intensity of the metamorphic changes can be 

measured.". 

Later workers, especially those interested in gneiss terrains, 

have used similar methods. Berthelsen (1961) thus extended and modified 

the work ot Wegmann (1938), whilst more recent work by "'egmann and 

Schaer (1962) used three generations of basic dykes to establish a 

relative chronology in the Pre-Cambrian rocks of Southern Norway. 

In the present study, using the methods ot Sederholm (1926), 

a sequence of pre-dyke and post-dyke events has been established. 

Study of the post-dyke events alone has been made by reference to the 

dykes themselves. Criticism may be levelled at this approach on the 

grounds that there is controversy concerning the extent to which the 

dykes may be regarded as members ot the same tectonio suite 

(see Chapter I); justification of this methodology is, however, twofold:

(i) It does not result in a~ inconsistencies in the fabric 

analyses. 

(ii) It has been successfUlly used by many other researchers 

into Lewisian rocks. 

At least three suites of basic dykes are known to exist within 

the area of the present study. In the Creag Mheall Beag area the 

relationships between the three dyke suites are particularly well . 



displayed and the sequence of intrusion has been established; a; 

chronological division or First, Second end. Third-Period dykes is 

thus recognised. 

It is important to emphasise, however, that whilst it is 

often possible to distinguish these suites petrologically, no 

structural and metamorphic episodes have been recognised as occurring 

in the time interval separating the three periods of dyke intrusion. 

Most or the dykes studied have a north-westerly strike; 

with the exception of some dykes in the Kernsary area, most display 

steeply dipping contacts with the country rocks. 

Three metamorphic events, M6, lIi7 and Ma, have affected the 

complex subsequent to the intrusion of the dykes; these events have 

been registered to varying degrees within the dykes. All the dykes 

are nowamphibolites am show the effeots of at least one metamorphia 

event; none preserves an unmodified igneous fabrio. 

B. THE DYKE SUITES 

1, The First-Period Dykes 

The dykes of this generation are petrographical~ distinotive; 

three dykes of this group wore studied in the Creag Mheall Beag area. 

Only two other dykes of this 8uite were observed, as narrow outcrops on 

Creag Cairneasair. 

Gunn (in Peach at ale 1907 p.184) recognised the petrological 

individuality of this 8uite in the Gruinard area, "A second type is 

represented by a considerable number of 80ft green dykes, somewhat 

irregular in character and containing abundant mica. These are for the 

most part older than the epidiorite dykes. In the field they weather 

somewhat like ultra-basic rocks, and appear to be less acid than the 

ordinary basic type.". 
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This quotation describes the essential characteristics ot 

the First-Period dykes, although Gunn mistakenly identi:f'ied chlorite 

as mica. 

a. First Period Dykes of the Creag }.iheall Beag Area 

The three ~kes studied have a met~morphio fabrio but do not 

display well-developed planar structures. Dyke margins are somewhat 

finer grained and marginal facies tend to have more felsic minerals. 

Hornblende forms between 4~ and 7~ of the mode. Large 

8ubidioblastio cry~tals exoeeding 5mm. in elongate section are arranged 

in an interlockine network, set wi thin oontiguous aggregates of fine 

grained xenoblastio and subidioblastio forms. Lamellar twinning with 

~100~ as oomposition plane is common. Pleochroism with absorption is 

X - colourless, Y - pale green, X - pale blue green with Z > Y :> X. 

Z 1\ C = 190
• 

Prismatio sections of the larger orystals display the effeots 

ot replacement by another amphibole. Replacement patches are elongate 

parallel to the ~110~ cleavage traces of the hornblende host (see 

Plate IV.1 a). The secondary amphibole shows weaker absorption and 

pleochroism; Z AC (= 150
) is smaller. 

Plagioclase usually torms less than 1 ~ of the mode. Tabular 

felsio patches, attainine 1 cm. in length and visible mesoscopioally, 

comprise plagioclase aggregates and probably represent recrystallised 

igneous feldspar. Some tabular feldspars appear less recrystallised 

but contain abundant small aoioular hornblende crystals aligned parallel 

to the ~010~ cleavage traces; determination of the feldspar composition 

is therefore dif:f'icult. 

In the recrystallised domains, most forms are xenoblastio, 

crystal margins are irregular and lobate and the mean grain diameter is 

O.2mm. }.!ost crystals are fresh. Albite and perioline twins are 



infrequently developed. Zonation is normal and there is usually less 

than ~ difference in An content between the core and margin ot an 

individual crystal. 

Chlorite occurs as large subidioblastic flakes and aggregates 

and constitutes up to 1~ ot the mode. The diameter ot basal seotions 

:frequently exceeds 5mm. Polysynthetio twinning with f001 ~ as 

composition plane is typical (see Plate IV.1b). Pleochroism is weak, 

x - colourless, Z - very pale green. Many crystals display the 

effects ot post-crystalline flexing and kinking. o 2V = 10 and 

orientation is positive. 

There is evidence of' oblori te replacement by hornblende. 

Acicular hornblende crystals have penetrated some ot the idioblastio 

chlorite ~001~ taces, whilst small included xenoblastic hornblende 

crystals are elongate parallel to the ohlorite basal cleavage traces. 

Biotite is usually present in small quantities - less than 

% ot the mode. It is associated with other mafio minerals and torms 

aggregates ot xenoblastic or subidioblastic flakes. Basal seotions 

have a mean diameter ot O.6mm. Pleochroism with absorption accords 

wi th the scheme X - buff, Y - yellowish brown, Z - reddish brown, with 

Z > Y >X. Biotite appears to have replaced hornblende; the f001~ 
oleavage traces ot inoluded biotite are otten co-planar with the ~110~ 
prismatic cleavage ot host hornblende crystals. 

Quartz shows considerable variation in its distribution and 

grain size. It sometimes constitutes more than ~ ot the mode. 
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Fbrms are xenoblastio and occur interstitially in both mafio and telsio 

domains. 

Rutile usually comprises about 1% ot the mode in the form of' 

subidioblastio and xenoblastio granules; these have a mean diameter ot 

O.1mm. and rarely attain O.2mm. in diameter. They are most commonly 



inolud.ed in hornblende in the mafio domains, hlt are also numerous in 

the recr,ystallised feldspar domains. In a few instanoes a thin oorona 

of sphene mantles the rutile granules. 

Apatite Idioblastio and subidioblastio forms are present 

in aocessor,y proportions. 

PYrite oubes or subidioblastio or,ystals are oocasionally 

present. 

b. The First-Period Dykes of the Beinn Airigh Charr Area 

These differ from their oounterparts in the Creag Mbeall 
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Beag area by having a well defined planar hbrio of hornblende orystals 

and feldspar lenticles. 

Hornblende oonstitutes between 50% and 60% of the mode and 

ooours in planar aggregates. Most forms are 8ubidioblastio. The 

mean diameter of basal seotions 1s O.ltmm. Some cr,ystals po1ldloblastioally 

include 'Parts blebs in their oores, hlt this is a leas common feature 

in these dykes than in the lPirst-Period dykes ot the Creag )(heall Beag 

area. Simple or repeated lamellar twinning with ~100~ as oomposition 

plane is oommo~ developed. Pleoohroism with absorption is aooording 

to the soheme X - oolourless, Y - pale green, Z - pal. blue green, with 

z >Y ')x. 
Plagioolase (An 36) usually :forms about 3~ ot the mode. 

Within the feldspar lentiolea, xenoblastio or,ystals are oommon; 

polygonal grains are awndant and albite and perioline twins are 

oommonly developed. The plagioolase or,ystals are sometimes oompletely 

altered, but many are tresh; in these a oompositional lonal arrangement 

is apparent. This zonation has an osoillatory nature. Idealised 

traverses trom the oentre ot a orystal to the margin indio ate normal. 

zoning, reverse zoning and then normal. soning; a few or,ystals, honYer, 

show more than two ohan8$8 ot lonation trend. The mean oomposition ot 



fresh crystals has an An content of 36%; variations consequent upon 

zonation do not usually exceed &.10 An content. 

Chlori te rarely accounts for more than 1 C1% of the mode; it 

forms subidioblastic flakes and aggregates having a sub-parallel 

disposition with respect to the foliation. Basal sections of 

individual flakes may attain 2mm. in diameter. trost aggregates 

comprise much smaller crystals and the mean diameter of basal sections 

is O.5mm. Polysynthetic twinning with ~001~ as composition plane is 

usually developed and ~~ere is much evidence of post-crystalline 

deformation in the form of kink bands or disruption parallel to the 
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basal cleavage. Pleochroism is weak, X - colourless, Z - very pale green. 

Textural evidence indicates considerable replacement of chlorite by a 

pale reddish orange biotite, and also by prehnite and zoisite. 

Biotite usually constitutes less than ~ of the mode. It 

is usually associated with other mafic minerals as a replacement phase. 

Most crystals are xenoblastic or subidioblastio. Basal sections rarely 

exceed O.4mmo in diameter. Pleochroism with absorption is 

x . - ruff, Y - yellowish brown, Z - reddish orange brown with Z :> Y :> X. 

guartz usually forms less than ~ of the mode and displays 

considerable variation both in its distribution and gra.in size. 

Crystals are typically xenoblastic; lobate projections and corresponding 

embayments ot crystal margins are common. Most crystals have undulose 

extinotion as a result of strain. 

SQhene Comparison with the First-Period dykes of the Creag 

Mheall Beag area indicates that xenoblastic granules which sometimes 

attain O.2mm. in diameter have completely replaced rutile. 

Zoi8~te Subidioblastio and idioblastic zoisite crystals are 

a common replacenlent product ot plagioclase. ,The mean grain sille is 

O.1mm. 

Apatite ldioblastio and subidioblastio crystals occur in 



accessory proportions. 

Microcline may constitute more than 1 ~ of' the mode and f'orms 

xenoblastic crystals. The mean diameter is O.2rnm. };Tost crystals are 

concentrated in small groups which occur in association with the 

plagioclase lenticles parallel to the f'oliation. This microoline 

development is considered to represent the effects of a post-~·ke 

metasomatic event which affected the complex, and is considered more 

fUlly in section V.D5. 

2. The Second-Period Dykes 
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Criteria for Ule identification of' this suite ware established 

in the Creag Mheall Beag area, where cross-cutting relationships of the 

three dyke suites are particularly well displayed. In Ule Kernsary 

and Bainn Airigh Charr areas it has not been possible to establish a 

sequence of dyke intrusion; however, consideration of' the petrological 

:features of' these dykes has resulted in their assignment to the 

Second-Period group. Similar reasonine; has placed the Poolewe dykes 

within this second group, a decision supported by the presence of 

Third-Period dykes which display intrusive relationships towards them 

(see Plate IV.2). 

The dykes of the Second-Period suite comprise "epidiorites" 

and "hornblende schists" according to the definitions of' Peach et ale 

(1907 p.89). "Epidiorites" are "plaeioolase, hornblende rocks, with 

or wi thou t a mineral of the epidote group". 

equivalent to "foliated epidiori tes". 

"Hornblende schists" are 

a. Internal Structures of the Second-Period Dykes 

Lithological heterogeneities are a characteristio feature of' 

the Second-Period dykes. Much of' the variation is attributed to igneous 

processes, rather than to the results of subsequent metamorphism. 



(i) The evidence for multiple intrusion 

Most o~ the dykes o~ this suite have margins which are 

appreciably finer grained than the corresponding central facies; and 

it is the chilled effects of one dyke ~acies against other facies of 

the same dyke which provide most of the evidence of multiple intrusion 

(see Plate IV.3). 

(ii) Sub-horizontal layering in the dykes of the 

Creag l,1heal1 Beag Area 

Succeeding the chilled marginal facies of some dykes in 

the Creag lIlhea11 Beag area is a zone in which there is obvious 
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separation of mafic and felsic constituents to produce a stratiform 

effect (see Plate IV.4). Individual layers may exceed Scm. in thickness; 

most have a sub-horizontal atti~lde and dip towards the dyke centre. 

(A constant 200 south-easterly dip component has been subtracted from 

these calculations and to correspond approximately with the regional 

dip of the overlying Torridonian sandstone.) Such layered zones seldom 

exceed several metres in width and their contacts against other facies 

of the dyke are'sub-parallel to the dyke margins. 

Sub-horizontal mineralogical layering in basic and ultra-basic 

igneous rocks has been described by several authors (Brown 1956, 

Hall 1932, Hess 1938, Jones et a1. 1960, Peoples 1936, Wager and Deer 1939) 

and has been attributed in part to the gravit~tional settling of crystals 

fiom a convectine magma. The form and struoture of the banded facies 

within the dykes described here show similarities to some of the rhythmic 

gravitational layering described by these authors. Examination of 

individual layers reveals that whilst there is a gradation fioln mafic to 

felsic domains, the base ot each mafic unit is more clearly defined than 

the base of the sucoeeding felsic unit, features wlrlch would be expected 

it gravitational settling of cr.ystals had oocurred, even if settling was 
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restricted to a single mafic phase. 

Wagar et ale (1960) have described textural criteria by which 

gravitationally-layered basic igneous rocks may be identified and 

classified, but since the dykes do not preserve unmodified igneous fabrics, 

it is difficult to apply these. However, no alternative mechanism by 

which such a regular stratification may be produced has been envisaged. 

Wager and Deer (1939), Brown (1956) and Hess (1960), explained 

sone of the features of rhythmio layering in teI'11l3 of the action of 

convection currents within the magma chamber. However, conveotion 

currents are unlikely to have operated in intrusions as small as the 

dykes being considered. 

Yoder and Tilley (1962) have demonstrated that high water 

vapour pressures suppress the crystallisation of plagioclase. 

Fluctuations in water vapour pressure could therefore have controlled 

the relative quantities of mafio and fe1sio phases, thus affecting the 

rate of accumulation of possible cumulus phases. Rhythmio layering 

in response to water vapour pressure fluctuations has been described 

for late-stage dir-rerentiates of granitio magmas(Jahna. and Tuttle 1963). 

However, the relatively uniform thiokness of the mineralogical banding 

in the dykes, combined with the relatively large number of rhythms, 

would necessitate a large number of regular fluctuations in water vapour 

pressure; this mechanism is therefore considered unlikely. 

Wager (1959) argues that in basic ma.gmas undergoing slow 

cooling, stable crystals nucleate when the maema is supersaturated in 

their components; cr,ystal growth reduced such supersaturation, but 

alteration of the composition of the magma consequent on cr,ystal settling 

may cause supersaturation in the components of other phases, thus leading 

to their nucleation and growth. Isolation of tho second phase causes 

supersaturation of the components of the first phase, and so the process 



may be continued to produce gravitationally differentiated cumulates. 

In a footnote, Wager (1961) suggests that the more complex crystal 

structures require a greater degree of supersaturation and cooling 

before nucleation occurs. 
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The feasibili~ of the gravi~J-settling hypothesis may be 

challenged by suggesting that tilere is no effective floor to the magma 

chamber upon which crystals could accumulate. However, a study of' the 

mapped forms of the intrusions reveals that they have irregular shapes 

and often display branching or have small offshoots; it theref'ore seemS 

probable that their shape in vertical section woulcl show similar 

irregular form and, indeecl, where different levels of a dyke are brought 

into juxtaposition by a fRuIt, they can selclom be exactly correlated. 

Crystals gravitationally settling trom the magma could therefore 

accumulate above gneissose screens or in dyke apophyses. 

(iii) Sul>-vertical banding in the dykes of the 

Creag Mheall Beag Area 

Tho central facies of the dykes which have been least 

metamorphosed display relict igneous textures, similar to the ophitio 

textures of unmetamorphosecl dolerites and gabbros; relict lath-shaped 

plagioclases of igneous provenance are commonly visible meso8copioa1ly. 

The central parts of many dykes also show considerable 

variation in the proportions of their mineralogical constituents. 

Compositional heterogeneities frequently show a layered disposition which 

may have a folded form (see Plate IV. Sa-b) • Individual bands vary in 

thickness trom a few centimetres to several metres. Banding and told 

axial traces are oriented parallel to the dyke margins; thus in the 

Craag Lilieall Beag area where the dykes are steeply dipping sheets, this 

banding makes a hieb angle with the sub-horizontal gravitational layering 

which it truncates. 
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Contacts between the mafic and felsic rock types are frequently 

sharp and the felsic domains are appreciably finer grained near to the 

contact (see Plate rv.6). (Similar banded structures have been observed 

in Second-Period dykes in the other areas studied; the bandine does not 

always have a sub-vertical attitude, but is developed parallel to the 

dyke margin.) 

The heterogeneities having folded forms are interpreted as 

earlier formed planar banding deformed either b,y the influx of fresh 

magma in the axial region of the dyke, or by the action of compressional 

forces exerted on the sidewalls of a partially consolidated dyke. 

Expulsion of intercrystalline liquid would serve to heighten existing 

lithological contrasts and lead to the generation of fUrther 

differentiates b,y filterpress process,es. 

The planar inhomogeneities observed in the axial regions of 

several dykes (see Plate IV.5b) may represent extreme flattening of 

earlier formed banding in the least crystalline portions of the dykes; 

alternatively flowa~ di~erentiation of suspended crystals may be 

considered as a possible explanatory meohanism. 

b. Review of the Considered Differentiation Mechanisms 

Although the evidence in support of multiple intrusion is clear, 

the metamorphosed state of the dykes obscures much of the textural and 

mineralogioal evidence which is necessary to test the proposed operation 

of gravitational-settling and filter-press mechanisms. 

Upton (1964) has desoribed intarnal stroctures in the Tugtuloq 

gabbro dykes of South Greenland resembling the sub-horizontal layering 

described here, and attributes them to the effects of magmatic winnowing 

ot crystals and. fluctuations in the partial pressure of volatiles. 

However, within the dykes studied here, the major lithological subdivisions 

have an approximately symmetrioal distribution, and litholoCLoal oontacts 



are parallel, or closely parallel to dyke margins. 

The greatest single control over the history of an emplaced 

magma is its rate of cooling; the form and distribution of the main 

lithological subdivisions within the dykes imply, therefore, that the 

dyke margins have been the surfaces of ereatest heat loss. To explain 
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the sub-horizontally layered basites as accretion products on the surface 

of greatest cooling would be an untenable hypothesis, since in the 

Creag Allieall Beag area this surface generally has a sub-vertical attitude. 

An idealised sequence of events succeeding the formation of a chilled 

border facies involves, therefore, the production of gravitational 

stratifioation in favourable looalities and under quiet magmatio 

oonditions; much of the stratification may, however, have been destroyed 

or deformed by subsequent influxes of magma. or by the action of stresses 

upon the sidewalls of the ~kes. Those domaina,olose to the dyke 

margins, where there was sufficient crystallisation of interstitial 

licpids to produce a coherent rock would. be preserved. The 

sub-vertically disposed layering in the axial regiona of the dykes may 

represent the consecpences of flow lamination, or intense deformation 

of the least crystalline domains. Fig. IV.1 illustrates a diagrammatio 

section across a differentiated Second-Period dyke. 

c. Petrology of the Seoond-Period D,ykes 

Considerable variation in fabrio is exhibited between and. 

within members of this suite, and a complete spectrum exists between 

foliated amphibolites or "hornblende schists" and the "epidiorites". 

Mineralogical variation expresses itself mainly in terms ot 

the relative proportions and forms developed by the two dominant 

mineralogical phases, hornblende end. plagiocls.se. 

Fbr convenience, the petrological description of this group 

will be considered in terms of the two fabric end members, "epidiorite" 



and "hornblende schist". 

(i) The Epidiol~tes 

These comprise un~oliated rocks in which remnants of 

the original igneous fabrics are preserved, whilst the present 

distribution of lithological heterogeneities olosely re~ects the 

initial igneous lithological variations. 

Hornblende In banded and layered epidiorites, hornblende 
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may constitute 9;1% of tho mode of the mafic domains; normally, however, 

it comprises between ~ and 60.10 of the mode. Hornblende is usually 

concentrated into aggregates, visible mesosoopically (see Plate IV.6). 

The individual xenoblastio grains which constitute such aggregates are 

frequently smaller than O.01mm. in diameter. With increased modification 

o~ the ieneous fabrio by subsequent metamorphio events, the hornblende 

aggregates assume the forms of disorete xenobla.stic or subidioblastio 

hornblende cr,ystals, which have a oore of randomly orientated fine 

grained quartz and hornblende cr.ystals succeeded by an inclusion-free 

mantle in optical continui~. 

The mean diameter of the hornblende aggregates is 4mm. in the 

widest dykes. Pleochroism with absorption is according to the Bcheme 

X - pale green, Y - green, Z - bluish green with Z ). Y :> x. 
Plftgioc1A.Se rarely exceeds 5~ of the mode even in the felsio 

domains of the layered epidiorites. It usually oocurs as tabular laths 

which may exceed 5mm. in length. Grain boundaries are smooth, but 

irreguls.r. Most crystals are turbid 'but have a thin mantle of fresh 

plagioclase which is normally zoned; such zoned mantles have oomposi tions 

in the range 35% to 3~ An and display albite and pericline twins. The 

turbid core domains probably represent the sites of plaeioclase more 

calcic than the existing fresh mantles. The plagioolase subfabrio 

resembles the pilotaxitio textures of gabbros and dolerites. 
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Blot! te usually constitutes less than !7% of the mode. Most 

crystals are xenoblastic and occur as aegregates of interlocking flakes; 

such aggregates are concentrated about the margins of hornblende 

aggregates. The mean diameter of basal sections of biotite is O.1mm. 

The pleochroic scheme is X - beige, Y - pale brown, Z - orance brown. 

Discrete xenoblastic biotite flakes occur within the felsio domains. 

Quartz usually f'orms about 5% of the mode and occurs in 

association with the hornblende aggregates as small poikiloblastic 

blebs. Xenoblastic lobate quartz crystals commonly occur interstitially 

with respect to plagioclase laths. 

Magneti te - nmeni te intergrowths bave skeletal babi t and 

consti tute up to ~ of the mode. Such irregular patches of intergrown 

ores attain diameters of 3mm. Thin coronas ofsphene mantle the 

magnetite-ilmenite intergrowths. 

Apatite forms subidioblastic crystals and oocurs in accessory 

proportions. The mean grain size is Oo1mm. 

(ii) The Hornblende Schists 

Mesoscopioally the most apparent feature of such rocks 

is a foliation defined by the parallel:S.sm of platey aggregates of 

hornblende and feldspar. Original igneous lithological heterogeneities 

have been flattened to impart a banded structure parallel to the 

foliation (see Plate IV.7). 

Hornblende forms between ~ and 6~ of the mode and occurs 

as aggregates of subidioblastio inclusion-free prisms. Crystal 

margins are smooth, straight or slightly curved. 1.!utual interference 

by adjacent grains has produced polygonal mafio subfabrics. Planar 

or linear orientation preference by hornblende defines the fabrio. 

The mean diameter of basal sections is O.5mm. although the ranee of 

variation is considerable. Pleoohroism with absorption is aooording to 

the scheme X - pale green, Y - bluish green, Z - deep blue green with 
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z> y::> x. 

Plagioclase (An 2~ was rarely observed in an unaltered state. 

It usually constitutes between 35% and ~ of the mode. l!ost forms 

are xenoblastic. Crystal mareins are smooth, straight or slightly 

curved, and the feldspar subfabric typically comprises polygonal grains. 

The mean grain diameter is 0.5mm.; in sections cut perpendicular to the 

lineation the mean breadth: length ratio is 0.5. 

Rioti te is not always present, but may :form up to 10% o:f the 

mode. Most crystals are subidioblastic and occur as discrete grains 

which display a preferred orientation with the basal cleavava aligned 

parallel to the :foliation. Most flNee! are slender and the mean 

diameter of basal sections is 0.4mm. Pleochroism with absorption is 

according to the scheme X - pale greenish brown, Y - brown, Z - deep brown. 

Sphene ocours as small eranules end thin coronas about 

dispersed magnetite crystals. The magnetite crystals are xanoblastic 

and have a mean grain size of 0.1mm. 

Anati te is present in accessory proportions 0 trost forms are 

subidioblastic; the mean grain size is 0.1mm. 

d. Metamorphic Fabric Development within the Dykes 

The development of hornblende schists and epidiori tes from the 

original basic igneous rock of the dykes was acoomplished in three 

metamorphio stages, L16, }til and !r8; deformational episodes assooiated 

with these metamorphio stases are labelled DG, D7 and D8 respectively. 

Each o'f these structural and metamorphio episodes shows variation both 

in the erade o'f metamorphism and. in the areal extent to which it is 

developed.. 

(i) The s6 Fabrio 

D~ces which are considered to have been only slightly 

deformed in D~ are essentially epidiorites, but mny have selvedges of 
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hornblende schist. The reconstitution o~ the original ieneous ~abrio 

of the dykes to produce u~oliated. epidiori te is regarded as an 1\;6 effect 

(see Plate IV.8a). 

Dykes which have been more intensely deformed in D6 are 

schistose throughout, whatever their original thickness. A combination 

of D6 and M6 conditions has therefore produced. thoroughly foliated 

hornblende schists (see Plate IV.8b). 

Dykes which are intermediate in t.ype between epidiorites and 

hornblende schists display particularly interesting plagioclase 

subf'abrics. 

Plagioclase in equigranu1ar polygonal crystals displays 

compositional zonation, both reverse and normal. Oscillatory zoning is 

common and up to four changes o~ zonation trend were recorded ~or 

individual crystals; usually the outermost zones are normal. The mean 

composition for such plagioclase crystals is An ~ and. the maximum 

range of variation between compositional zones is An ~~ (see Plate IV.9a). 

The sieni~cance of the zoned plagioclase crystals is not well 

understood. There is no evidence of a chanee in metamorphio grade 

between the epidiorites and the hornblende schists; the foliation in the 

latter, however, provides strong evidence of their deformed. state. It 

therefore seems that deformation has been an important controlling factor 

over plagioclase recrystallisation. Such recrystallisation would. ot 

necessity involve annealing (c~. McLean 1964). Plate IV.9b illustrates 

the development o~ lath shaped ~eld.spars into polygonal ~eldspar grains, 

a situation analogous to the assembly of crystallographio dislocations 

into sub-bound.aries in annealed metals. Such polYGOnal ~eld.spar grains 

act as nuclei about which further growth occurs until the lath shaped 

feldspar subf'abric is eliminated. 

Growth about a stable nucleus depends upon ionio diffusion 
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rates, which in turn are related to the metamorphic grade. It 1s 

therefore considered most likely that the observed compositional 

zonation of the plagiocla.se feldspar represents st1'lges of growth in 

response to relatively slight fluctuations in metamorphic grade, 

superposed upon the main 116 event. Similar compositional zonation 

features in other metamorphic minerals have also been attributed to 

variations in metamorphic grade (Harte and Henley 1966, Hollister 1966). 

~arnet in idioblastio orystals attains diameters of 5mm. It 

~s usually inclusion-free and has overgrown S6. ~arnet distribltion 

is sporadic within individual dykes and within the dyke group as a whole. 

It is considered to represent a static M6 phase. 

Blotite 'When present, its preferred orientation Serves to 

define s6. Biotite is most abundant in the Second-Period dykes of the 

Kernsary area, within which it may oonsti~lte 15% of the mode. It 

occurs as discrete subidioblastic crystals and lenticular aggregates 

parallel to s6. The mean diameter of basal sections is O.7mm. 

Pleochroism with absorption accords with the scheme 

X - pale greenish brown, Y - brown, Z - deep brown. 

(ii) The S7 Fabrio 

All the dyke rocks in wlioh this fabrio has been 

recognised are hornblende schists. It is diffioult to distinguish 

between s6 and S7 hornblende and plagioclase subtabrics; however, the 

S7 fabric can usually be distinguished on the basis of the epidote 

subfabrio developed. 

Epidote sometimes forms more than 1 CY/o of the mode and theN 

is a strong positive correlation between the distribution of J!7 folds 

of the dykes and the amount of epidote in the rock mode of the 

Second-Period dykes. t:6 game ts, some of which were f'la ttened in D7 

parallel to S7, have been replaced by aggregates or subidioblastic 



epidote. Epidote also occurs as discrete idioblastio and subidio

blastio crystals, which appear to have replaced both hornblende and 

plagioclase. The mean grain size for the epidote subfabrio is O.1mm. 

(iii) The S8 Fabrio 
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F8 folding of the dykes was not associated with any 

neomineralisation. Existing hornblende and plagioclase subfabrics 

display evidence of mechanical degradation and fracturing. The ~artz 

subfabrio has been intensely deformed and a planar structure of 

mylonitic ribbon quartz has been developed •. 

The combined effect of the fabric-produoine events is a 

complex sequence of mineralogical and textural readjustments which 

correspond closely to stages 2 to 5 in Sutton and Watson's (1951) 

schemes of increasing Laxfordian metamorphism. 

(iv) Microcline-Bearing Second-Period Dykes 

Some of the dykes of the Kernsary and. Beinn Airigh Charr 

areas contain microcline, usually to the extent of less than 1cr;:: of the 

mode. Samples from some 4ykes, however, contain more than 3Q% microcline. 

Most mcrocline crystals are xenoblastio, some are equant and yet others 

are markedly inequant. The mean grain size is O.7mm. 

The development of microcline post-dates that of the s6 

plagioclase subfabricj polygonal plagioclase cryst~ls have been 

partially enclosed by amoeboid lobes of microoline. Some microoline 

xenoblasts contain numerous small inolusions of idioblastic hornblende; 

it seems likely, therefore, that hornblende was also crystallising at 

the same time as microoline since partial replacement of hornblende by 

moroeline would be expected to produce xenoblastio bleb-like hornblende 

inclusions. 

It is therefore concluded that microoline was introduced into 

the dykes after D6 rut wi thin the static phase of M6. l.':icrocllne in 



the dykes was deformed in D8. 

The development of microcline in the dykes is considered to 

be an effeot of a potash metasomatic event. Detailed consideration 

of this is reserved for a later section (Chapter V.D5). 

The development of miorocline within tho dykes appears to 

be associated with replacement of biotite. The extent of replacement 

is extremely variable and completely pseudomorphed biotite ocours 

wi thin a few millimetres of :fresh crystals. Pennini te is the common 

pseudomorph although prehnite lentioles are quite frequently developed 

parallel to biotite ~001~ cleavage traoes. Epidote and zoisite are 

commonly assooiated with pseudomorphed biotite. Mioroo l1ne 

development thus appears to be linked with a complex series of 

mineralogioal readjustments, involving in partioular the diffusion of 

,.. 2+ 3+ 4-f. K , Gil. , Al and. Si ions • 

30 The Third-Period D;yke s 

Dykes of this generation were observed in the Creag ~fueall 

Beag area; ona other example was observed in tho Poole we area. 

IV.20. 

There is oonsiderable variation in dyke thickness and lithology between 

members of this suite. Individual dykes, however, have a uniform 

aspect and there are no obvious examples of mineralogioal segregation. 

Reliot igneous fabrios are finer-grained than in dykes of comparable 

width in either the First or Second-Period dyke suites. Dyke margins 

are also appreciably finer-grained than corresponding dyke centres. 

Hornbltmde constitutes between 45% and 6,% of the mode. In 

the centres of the widest dykes hornblende ocours as aggregates of 

xenoblastic and subidioblastio crystals displaying no orientation 

preference. The xenoblastic crysta~s have oores containing irregular 

poikiloblastio blebs of quartz and plagioclase; orystal margins, 

however, tend to be inclusion-free; the mean diameter of suoh 



xenoblasts is O.8m. 11!any display complex replacement patterns 

parallel to ~110~. The replacive mineral is a similar type of 

hornblende. 

Felted masses of subidioblastic hornblende prisms are 

inclusion-free; the mean diameter ofprismatio sections is O.2mm. 

Elongate sections have a mean length of O.7mm., although there are 

considerable variations in size. Simple and lamellar twinning is 

sometimes developed with ~100~ as composition plane. 

In the narrower dykes and in dyke margins, hornblende 

displays a planar subfabrio of subidioblastic cr,ystals. The mean 

diameter of basal sections is O.1mm. The pleochroic scheme is 

x - pale green, Y - green, Z - bluish green with Z :;> Y "7 X. 

PlAtdoclase (An 32% - 3~) usually comprises between 1 ~ and. 

35,% of the mode. Lath-shaped plagioclase crystals have been almost 

completely recrystallised or replaced; Where recognisable they are 

usually very turbid, although oompod tional determinations mA.de upon 

a few fresh crystals indicated .An contents of 3% adjacent to 

sericitised cores and normal zoning of the fresh rim to An 3~. 

Combined albite and pericline twins are developed. 

IV. 21 • 

The mean length of plagioolase laths from the coarser-grained 

dyke faoies is 1.5mm. Recrystallised plagioclase forms xenoblastio 

polygonal grains Mlich display both reverse and normal compositional 

zonation. The mean composition is An 31% and adjaoent compositional 

zones differ ~ up to ~ An. Normal zoning i3 more common than reverse; 

the occasional occurrence of reverse followed by normal zonation was 

recorded. The mean diameter of the recrystallised grains is O.2mm.; 

many appear untwinned, but oombined albite and pericline twins are 

commonly developed. 

In dyke margins plagioclase oocurs as xenoblastio orystals 
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which have a mean diameter of O.1mm. 

Biot! te was not observed in every sample of the Third-Period 

dykes, but in some it forms more than 10;: of the mode. It occurs both 

as individual crystals and aggregates of several grains. Most are 

subidioblastic. The mean diameter of basal seotions is O.2mm. in dyke 

margin facies and 4mm. in the relatively coarse-grained facies of some 

of the widest dykes. 

Discrete biotite xenoblasts attain diameters of 2mm. in the 

marginal facies of some dykes; some of these xenoblasts have been 

replaced by aggregates of prehnite and penninite. A 'Weak orientation 

is displayed by the biotites of the dyke margins, which probably 

represents mimetio crystallisation parallel to existing planar 

structures. Elsewhere the biotite displays no preferred orientation. 

Most biot! te is associated with the hornblende aggregates. Pleochroism 

with absorption is acoording to the soheme 

X - beige, Y - pale brown, Z - orange brown. 

Epidote Minerals of the epidote group are commonly 

developed in the Third-Period dykes and may constitute more thnn 15% 

of the mode. In coarse-grained facies the epidote minerals appear to 

have replaced plagioclase feldspar. Most orystals are xenoblastio or 

subidioblastio; they ooour as discrete crystals less than O.1mm. in 

diameter as granular aggregates and as irregular dendritio masses up 

to 1mm. in diameter. 

Zoisite usually oocurs as individual bleb-like crystals or 

small aggregates associated with recrystallised plnBioclasa laths. 

Clinozoisite and epidote usually form the larger aggregates 

and irregular masses. Clinozoisite crystals are frequently mAntled 

wi th birefringence increasing towards the crys tal ma.rgins. Coloura tion 

is pale yellow green to neutral. Pleochroism is weak or absent. 
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In the fine-grained marginal facies granular and subidioblastio 

epidote crystal.s have a mean diameter of O.05tun. and. are evenly 

distributed within these rocks. 

Quartz usually comprises about ~ of the mode. It is 

markedly xenoblastic, forming small bleb-like inclusions in hornblende 

crystals and larger irregular patches in the interstices between other 

phasesj these patches rarely exceed 1mm. in diameter; they tend to 

have lobate projections and. invaginations. . Some crystals are strained. 

STlhene forms up to ~ of' the mode. Irregular granular 

aggregates attain 2rrun. in diameter. They contain minute necks of ore 

and probably represent unmixed titaniferous magnetite crystals, the 

ilmenite of' which has been replaced by sphene, thus leaving a residuum 

of magnetite. 

Apatite is present in accessory proportions. 

Pyrite is present in small quantities. Subidioblastio 

crystals attain diameters of 0.1 mm. 

c. THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF PETROLCGICAL VARIATION IN TIlE 

SEC OND-PERIOD DYKES 

The First and Third-Period dykes are not numerous end have a 

restricted areal distribution; spatial analysis is therefore 

concentrated upon the dykes of the Second-Period suite. 

1. The Sra.tial Distribution of Ieneous F'Rb1"in VI11"iat:ionl-l 

In the Creag 1.:hea11 Beag area the northernmost dykes display 

marked internal heterogeneity and both sub-horizonta.l and sub-vertical 

mineralogioal banding is developed. Towa.rds the south of this doma.in 

heterogeneities within the dykes are less pronounced a.nd. mil'lAralogical 

ba.nding, where developed, is parallel to the dyke margins. 



The widest dykes of the Poolewe area also illustrate 

considerable internal he terogenei ty and. bandinc of mineralogical 

constituents which is also parallel to the margins. 

The dykes of the Kernsary and Bainn Airigh Chn.rr areas are 

internally heterogeneous, but not to the same extent as in the Creag 

Mheall Beag and Poolewe areas; heterogeneities resulting from 

segregation of mineralogical constituents are elongate parallel to 

dyke margins. 

IV. 24. 

It was areued in section IV.2 that the internal heterogeneities 

observed within the dykes represent relict igneous structures, and. that 

the dykes having the greatest internal heterogeneities had. differentiated 

within the least active tectonio environments. It follows that there 

are two possible explanations for the observed igneous petrological 

variations:-

(i) All the dykes were intruded into a tectonically inactive 

environment and the relatively homoeeneous dykes of tho Kernsary and 

Be inn Airigh Charr areas represent dyke domains in which there was a 

comparatively high rate of magma now. 

(ii) The internally heterogeneous dykes of the Creag Mheall 

Beag and Poolewe areas were intruded into less active tectonio 

environments than the dykes of the Kernsary and Beinn Airieh Charr areas. 

The actual operative mechanism may involve a combination of 

both processes. Relatively short periods of tectonism, apparently not 

registered in the acid gneiss complex, may be separated by periods of 

quiescence. If the dykes, emplaced. in periods of quiesconce 

differentiated in situ, the likely consequence of the subsequent 

deformation of a partially consolidated dyke would be increased maema 

flow, possibly acoompanied by the emplacement of new dykes at higher 

structural levels. Accordins to such a hypothesis the dykes of the 



Creag Mheall Beag and Poolewe areas represent samples from structurally 

deeper levels than the dykes of the Kernsary and Beinn Airigh Che.rr 

areas. 

2. The Sl1Rtial Distribution of }.ietamoryhic 'F'abrj 0 Vadn.tions 

The Second-Period dykes of the Creas lIlhea.ll Bea.g area have 

schistose selvedges, but most dykes are essentially epidiorites. The 

dykes of the Poolewe area are usually hornblende schists throughout, 

but in some of the relatively wide dykes near Naust,lenticular domains 

of epidiorite, several metres in diameter, are preserved between 

domains of hornblende schist. 

In the Kernsary and Beinn Airigh Charr areas, most dykes are 

foliated throughout, but the foliation is not usually as finely 

developed as in the Poolewe area. 

This distribution may be explained qy variation in intensi~ 

of the D6 deformation. In the Poolewe area, therefore, D6 appears to 

be increasingly penetrative in a south-easterly direotion, whilst in 

IV. 25. 

the other three areas D6 is increasingly penetrative in a south-westerly 

direction from the Creas Mheall Beag a.rea. 

It was not possible to detect any variation in the metamorphio 

grade of M6 between any of the areas studied. M6 assemblages involving 

andesine, hornblende, garnet, biotite, quartz and sphene, are 

consistent with metamorphism in the amphibolite facies. 

37 fabrio development is restricted to the Beinn Airigh Ch3.rr 

and Poolewe areas; the diagnostio feature of the 37 fabrio within the 

dykes is the replacement of ~:6 garnets by epidote and. the increased. 

proportion of epidote in the mode. In the Beinn .A.irigh Charr area 

37 becomes more penetrative towards the outcrop of the metasediments; 

within the Poolewe area, D7 structures and. the effects of If] are 

increasingly apparent in a south-easterly direction. Metamorphism 



occurred in low amphibolite or upper greenschist facies. 

The S8 ~abric is a ~lonitic banding usually associated 

with domains o~ JiB folding. In the Kernsary area a north-south

trending belt of steeply-dipping foliation to the north of Kernsary 

farm forms one limb of an J!S monoclinal structure (see Map 4); 

within this belt the dykes possess penetrative S8 foliation. 

In the Beinn Airigh Charr and Poolewe areas, JiB folds are 

common but large scale FB structures are less clearly defined than in 

the Kernsary area. The distribution of S8 is correspondingly 

inhomo geneous. 

D. GEOCHEl.iISTRY OF TIm DYXES 

1. Introduction 

Uajor element analyses were undertaken for:

(i) 4 samples of the First-period dykes 

(ii) 19 samples of the Second-Period dykes 

(iii) 6 samples of the Third-Period dykes 

Selected trace element analyses were rrk~de for:-

(i) 3 of the 4 samples of the First-Period dykes 

(ii) all 19 samples of the Second-Period dykes 

(iii) 5 of the 6 samples of the Third-Period dykes 

Selection of specimens for ann.l.ysis was directed towards the 

study of several possible sources of eeochemical variation viz:-

(i) variation between the three dyke suites 

distinguished on a petrological and chronological basis, 

(ii) variation wi thin a particular member Rnd botvroen 

the various members of the same suite, 

(iii) patterns of' spatial variation between mombers of 

the same suite. 

IV. 26. 

Such aims may appear ambitious in view of the small number of 
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analyses made; however, it was considered necessary to acknowledge 

all these possible sources of variation and hope that the present 

limited survey might reveal broad trends which could indicate the lines 

along which more detailed fUture research might be directed. 

Since the Second-Period dykes are the most numerous and widely 

distributed, most of the specimens for analysis were selected from this 

group. 

Tables IV.1 to IVo~ give the chemical analyses and various 

geochemical calculations for the d~ykes sampled. It is apparent that 

there is considerable variation between the samples analysed. 

All of the dykes have been metamorphosed and are now 

amphibolites; the original igneous rock types and processes are 

therefore inferred by comparison of the chemical analyses with those of 

known igneous rock suites, a method successfUlly employed by Evans and 

Leake (1 960) • Implicit in this approach is the assumption that any 

variation between the analysed samples is the result of ieneous 

processes, and not of any subsequent metamorphic readjustments. 

Althou~~ cross-cutting relationships have led to the 

identification of three dyke suites, it has also been stated 

(section IV.A) that these suites cannot be distinGUished tectonically. 

As an initial working hypothesiS, it is assumed that tho ceochcmical 

variation represented in the sampled dykes is the result of tho 

differentiation of a single maema type. 

2. Petroeraphical Characteristics Il.nd Affinities of tho Dyke Suites 

a. The First-Period D,ykes 

The mean composition of this group closely oompares with the 

average of 28 tholeiitic olivine basalts eiven by Nookolds (1954) 

(see Table IV.~). 
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When plotted. on the silica-alka1i diaeram (sea Fig. IV.2) the 

First-Period dykes correspond. with the tholeiitic basalts of Tilley (1950), 

but lie wi thin the tholeiitic and. high aluminA. basalt fields of Kuno (1968). 

Yoder and Tilley (1962) do not recognise high alumina basalt as B.n 

intermediate type between tholeiites and alkali basalts (Kuno 1960). 

Hypersthene and olivine are important normative minerals in all 

the analyses of the First-Period dykes (Table IV.2b), Mlich, according to 

the classification of Yoder and Tilley (1962) are therefore considered 

to be undersaturated tholeiites. 

b. The Second-Period Dykes 

Since there is considerable petrological variation within a 

single dyke for members of this group the menn chemical comllosi tion has 

been calculated for fine-grained marginal facies only, and the moan 

value so obtained compares closely with. the average of 137 normal 

tholeiitic basalts, (Nocko1ds 1954) (see Table IV.4). 

Silica-alkali plots for this suite (see Fig. IV.2) illustrate 

that the marginal facies have tholeiitic affinities, with dyke-centre 

facies extending into the alkali basalt field (Tilley 1950). By 

Kuno's (1968) classification the marginal facies of this group concentrate 

in the high alumina basalt field., whilst most derivatives plot in the 

alkali basalt field. 

Accord.ing to the schema of Yoder and. Tilley (1962) all of the 

analyses of the Second-Period dykes represent tholeiitic 00 sal ts; three 

analyses of dyke margins and twelve analyses of dyke centres represent 

oversaturated tholeiites; one analysis of a dyke margin and. three of 

dyke centres correspond to undersaturated tholeiites. 

C. The Third-Period Dykes 

The mean chemical composition of this group (see Table IV.4) 
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resembles the normal tholeiitic basalt of Nockolas (195~). On the basis 

of the silica-alkali plots (see Fig. IV.2), the dykes of this suite have 

tholeiitic affinities (Tilley 1950), but cover the spectrum of alkali, 

tholeiite and high alumina basalts in the scheme of Kuno (1968). 

By the classification of Yoder and Tilley (1962) all the dykes 

of this suite are tholeiitic basalt types; two analyses of dyke margins 

and one of a dyke centre correspond to oversaturated tholeiites; one 

analysis of a dyke margin and two analyses of dyke centres represent 

undersaturated tholeiites. 

d. Geochemical Comparisons between the Dyke Suites 

The AMF (cation) diagram (see Fig. IV.3a) illustrates a clear 

distinction in the distribution of the conpositional fields of each dyke 

group. The First-Period dykes are relatively rich in magnesium, whilst 

the Second-Period dykes illustrate a relative iron enricmnent, with 

subsequent differentiates demonstrating enrichment in alkalis. Dykes 

of the Third-Period occupy a compositional field which is intermediate 

between those of the First and Second-Period dykes. 

The AMF (oxide) diaeram (see Fie. IV.3b) enables oompa.risons 

to be made between the specimens analysed here and other wall known 

analyses of differentiated tholeiitic suites, (Waeer and Deer 1939, 

Walker and Pold.ervaart 19~9). The plots of the three dyke suites 

together define a differentiation trend in which relative enrichment in 

iron or magnesium is important. 

There is a broad overlap of the compositionnl fields of the 

+ + 2+ three dyke groups when plotted on a K - Na - ea diaeram (see Fig. IV.3d); 

this diagram does, however, illustrate a eeneral feature of tho 

Second-Period dykes, in that most samples from dyke oentres are richer in 

alkalis than samples of the margin facies. 

Wager and. Deer (1939) argued that the Ska.ergaard differentiation 



trend towards iron enrichment, with later enrichment of alkalis and. 

silica, was typical of average basal tic magma. Edwards (1942) and 

Walker and Poldervaart (1949) observed similar trends in the Tasmanian 

and Karroo dolerites respectively. 

Osborn (1959) using the results of studies of the system 

MgO - FeO - Fe20
3 

- Si02 (Maun and Osborn 1956) suegested that an 

olivine tholeiite magma would differentiate with iron enriohment if 

the oxygen content remained constant, which was dependent upon the 

magma having a low water content. 

IV. 30. 

Fig. IV.4 illustrates how the samples analysed here correspond 

with Osborn's (1959) "tholeiitio trend". Thus if the three dyke groups 

are derivatives of a single magma type it seems likely that the emplaced 

magmas had a low wa. ter content. 

The compositional fields of the Second and Third-Period dykes 

show greater overlap on the FeO - CaO - MgO diagram (see .F.I.g. IV. 30) , 

oompared with the AlifF (cation) diagram (see Fig. IV.3a). Study of the 

FeO - MgO axis is still most important in distineuishing the three dyke 

suites. 

Fig. IV.4b illustrates a olear separation of the compositional 

fields of the three dyke groups. Increase in solidifioation index 

cOITelates with an increase in MgO; the highest values were recorded 

for samples of the First-Period suite, and the lowest for samples of the 

Second-Period suite. All differentiated basalts have trends similar to 

that demonstrated in .F.I.g. IV.4b (Kuno 1968). 

Watterson (1968a) has distinguished two types of fractional 

crystallisation differentiation, nAmely "series differentiation" and. 

"phase differentiation". The former is "due to separation and. 

isolation of early formed minerals from the remaining liquid when the 

major phases cr,ystallise together", whilst "phase differentiation is that 



due to separation of different mineral phases" (Watterson op.cit.). 

Watterson's (1968a) ideal differentiation trends are 

reproduced in Fig. IV.4cj the line AB represents ideal series 

differentiation, whilst the line CD represents ideal pM,se differentiation 

from an original parent magma having a composition represented by the 

point p. 

}.~ost of the analyses of margin facies plot near the point P, 

whilst the compositional fields of the three dyke groups are disposed in 

a manner which suggests that phase differentiation may provide an 

explanation of the variation between the dyke groups and within an 

indivirulal group. 

Watterson (op. cit.) explained ~~e phase differentiation of the 

nordleq dykes as a response to crystallisation at high water-vapour 

pressure. However it is apparent from the AMF diagram (see Fig. IV.3b) 

that the sampled Lewisian dykes show a much greater variation in thoir 

MgO : FeO ratios than the Ilordleq dykes, and that the former show a 

greater affinity towards tholeiitio basalts which are oonsidered to have 

differentiated under conditions of low water-vapour pressure. 

A comparison of the norms of the three dyke groups 

(see Table IV.2b) reveals that it is mainly the variation in amounts of 

olivine which distinguishes them. 

Fig. IV.3b illustrates the fraotionation trend of Hawaiian 

olivine tholeiites and tholeiitesj differences between end members of 

this trend have been explained mainly as a consequence of olivine sattling 

(Macdonald 1944, Muir, Tilley and Scoon 1957). 

Experimental work on tholeiites and olivine tholeiites has 

shown that "olivine is predominantly the first silicate phase to form" 

(Yoder and Tilley 1962). Groen and Ringwood (1967) have demonstrated 

experimentally that, at atmospheric pressure, olivine is the first phase 



to orystallise f'rom an olivine tholeU te liquid, thereafter 

fractionation is governed by the preCipitation o~ olivine and 

plagioclase together. However at pressures 01' 9kb. it was tound that, 

ot the basalts studied, olivine tholeiites had the highest olivine 

li~idus temperature and the largest temperature interval tor the two 

phase assemblage ot olivine and liquid; moreover it was also noted 

that at 9kb. plagioclase appeared late end in smell quantities. 

It seems unrealistio to envisase confining pressures as high 

as 9kb. tor the ~kes under disoussion, but it is suggested that a 

relatively high cont'ining pressure, in :facilitating olivine 

fractionation f'rom an olivine tholeiite liquid, oould aooount for the 

trend ot the plotted analyses (see Fig. IV.3b). It would also be 

possible to reconcile the phase dit't'erentiation hypothesis with 

differentiation under low water-vapour pressure. 

Fig. IV.4d illustrates that the m~o index is important in 

distinguishing the three ~ke groups, whilst the felsio index is 

important in distinguishing intra-group dit't'erenees, especially in the 

case ot the First-Period ~ke8. This pattern would be expected it the 

First-Period dykes represent aocumulates 01' early-tormed maNe phases. 

The Second-Period dykes illustrate a trend ot increasing iron I magnesium 

ratio with increasing values 01' the felsio index - a prediotable 

consequenoe 01' the fractionation ot early-tonned mafio phases (i.8. a 

"normal" differentiation trend). 

3. Geoohemioal Variation within the Dyke Suites 

a. Jlajor Ilements 

Briet reterence has been made (.ee seotion IV.D.2d) to some 01' 

the intra-group variation trends and it is apparent that they olosely 

parallel JDIUly' ot the inter-group trends; this point is partioularly 



well illustrated by the plots of the analysed Second-Period ~kes. 

Two significant geochemical trends, one of iron enrichment, 

and another of slieht enrichment in alkalis, are revealed; these are 

characteristic of middle and later stage diN'erentiates of tholeiitic 

magmas. Other trends are illustrated in Fig. IV.S; the trends of the 

Karroo dolerites are inserted for comparison. It is apparent f'rom 

these plots that the sampled First-Period dykes correspond to early 

differentiates of a tholeiitic magma, whilst some of the sampled 

Second-Period dykes of the Kernsary area correspond to the much later 

differentiates of tholeiitic magmas. Between these two extremes the 

majority of the samples, particularly those of the Second-Period dykes, 

define trends comparable with those of other tholeiitic suites and 

correspond generally with middle-stage'fractionation products. 

Of the plots illustrated (see Fig. IV.Sa), three are worthy of 

more detailed consideration:-

(i) Nieeli alk : mg. J.ibr the Second-Period dykes the trend 

has a negative slope end there is considorable variation in tho mg and. 

alk indices for anyone dyke. Stratistically ~ke mareins have higher 

mg indices (tnd lower a1k indices than the central facies of tho dykes, 

although this pattern is reversed in the case of individual dykes. 

Fbr the First-Period dykes the alk indices appear to show 

little correlation with the mg indices. 

The contrast between the poor correlation shown by the k f mg 

plot and the good correlation in the alk : me plot mny reflect extensive 

substitution between X+ and Na+. 

(ii) Niesli p :' me. The Second-Period dykes show tho 

greatest diversit,y in their p indices. Wager (1963) on the basis of 

textural criteria has demonstrated concentration of phosphorus in the 

late stage differentiates of a tholeiitio maema. The negntive slope 
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of the p : mg curve supports this conclusion, although wi thin individual 

dykes there appears to be no simple pattern of variation. The 

relatively high phosphorus content of the Kernsary dykes is linked with 

a greater concentration of apatite in these dykes. 

(iii) Nigg1i ti : mg. The Second-Period dykes display a trend 

which suggests enrichment of titanium in the midd10 and later stages of 

differentiation; the variation patterns within individual members of the 

suite are not, however, consistent. Comparison with other 

differentiated tholeiites (Waeer 1960, Walker and Poldervaart 1949) leads 

to the conclusion that the titanium concentration is reeu1ated by the 

crystallisation of titaniferous magnetite. The sam:p1ed Kernsary dykes 

are less isolated from the remainder of the Second-Period dyke plots on 

the ti : me graph than on the p : mg and a1k : mg plots, which suggests 

that crystallisation of titaniferous magnetite may have checked the trend 

towards iron and titanium enrichment before the latest stages of 

differentia tion. 

The sphene-magnetite intergrowths within the Second and 

Third-Period dykes may represent the metamorphio equivalents of 

titaniferous magnetite in the original igneous fabrio. 

Comparison of the plots of Fig. IV.5b with other tholeiitio 

series reinforces the sueeestion that the First-Period dykes correspond 

with early stage differentiates, whilst the Kernsary dykes resemble 

later-stage differentiates. 

Silica, alkaliS, alumina and titanium are enriched in later 

differentiates whilst ferromagnesian constituents are concentrated in 

early tholeiitic derivatives. 

Most of the plots of Fie. IV.5b show well defined trends both 

overall and for the Second-Period dykes. The variation patterns within 

individual dykes, ho~rever, reveal no consistent trends. 



In the rm : si and al : si plots, the margin facies ot the 

Second-Period dykes plot within the central portion of the trend line 

of the whole group; centre facies plotting away ~om this position 

probably represent mafic or felsic fractionation products. 

b. Trace Elements 

IV. 35. 

The concentrations of So, Cr, V, Sr, Ba, Cu, Ni, Zr and Co 

were determined by emission spectrogra.phic technicr.tes. Experimental 

error was defined simply as the difference between duplioate analyses. 

The standard deviation of the experimental error distribution for each 

element was determined. Fbr the number of annlyses ~de it is assumed 

that the error terms adopt a I t l distribution. TabJe IV.3a presents 

the mean values ot duplicate analyses for the trace elements studied; 

Table IV.3b gives the standard deviation and three confidence Hmi ts 

for the respective error terms. Thus for each element it is possible 

to ascertain whether the recorded differences in trace element content 

between the analysed sa~ples reflects real compositional differences, 

or are apparent and due to experimental errors. 

Cr, Ba and Ni show considerable real v~riation with respect to 

the computed experimental error. Sta tis tic ally significant 

concentration variations were revealed by Sc, V, Sr, Co, Zr and Cu but 

no inter-group, intra-eroup or geographically controlled variation trends 

were recognised, except in the case of Zr which showed appreciable 

concentration in the Kernsar.1 dykes. Nockolds and Mitchell (1948) state 

that "Zirconium does not appear to enter any of the major minerals in 

appreciable amount, but is in tho accessory mineral zircon". The 

appearance of zircon is associated with tile later staees of cr.1stallis

a tion of basio magmas (0. f. Wager and Mi tohell 1951), and. is further 

evidence in favour of the Kernsar,y ~kes being relatively late sta~ 

differentiation products. 



Since maenesium is concentrated in early differentiates, 

whilst titanium is concentrated in the later differentiates of 

tholeiitic magmas, Cr, Ba and Ni are plotted against me and ti 

(see Fig. IV. G) • Similar plots Mva been used by Lef'..ke (1964-) and 

Power and Park (1969). From these plots it is apparent that:-
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(i) Barium exhibits no obvious variation trend althoueh the 

oentre faoies of dykes are noticeably enriched when compared with margin 

facies; this feature is apparent both within individual dykes and for 

the Second-Period suite as a whole. Comparison of the Ba : mg plots 

with the k : mg plots (see Fig. IV.5a) reveals a close correlation 

between the two distribution patterns and reflects the strong 

geochemical coherence between barium and potaSSium. 

(ii) Chromium is concentrated in the First-Period d~ykes and 

is present in smallest quantities in the sampled Kernsary dykes. The 

Third-Period dykes occupy an intermediate position between the fields 

of the First and Second-Period dykes. \'lager end l.li tchell (1951) note 

that chromium is concentrated in the early rocks of the Skaergaard 

intruSion; they quote a chromium content of 170 p.p.m. for the original 

magma, a figure very similar to the mOM Cr value for mareinal facies 0 f 

the Second-Period dykes. Concentrations of 1500 p.p.m. of chromium were 

attained in some of the Skaergaard gabbro picrites by accumulation of 

early formed chrome spinels, whilst olivine was a commonly associated 

cumulus phase. WOolker and Poldervaart (194-9) also record the eOorly 

separation of picotite and olivine in the Elephnnt's Hend picrites. 

The chromium distribution trends in the Skaereaard and KOorroo 

series are so similar to those of the present study tllnt it seems likely 

that the fractionOotion of chromo spinels mo.y have played nn importnnt 

part in ooncentra.ting chromium in the First-Period dykes. Another 

consideration which may h~ve relevance to the fraction~tion of chromium 



is the f'act that chromium enters abundo.ntly into early f'ormcd pyroxene 

(Wager and tTi tchell 1951). 

(iii) Nickol is also concentrated in the First-Period dykes, 

whereas the lowest nickel concentrations were recorded f'or the Kerns~ry 

dykes. 
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Vogt (1923) demonstro.ted that nickel in iencous rocks was 

concentrated in mae;nesium silica.tes and tr.nt there was a sympa thetio 

variation between nickel and maenesiu!l concentrations; he also showed 

that olivine was the silica.te phase in which nickel was most concentrated. 

Wager and Mi tehell (1951) observed. ngrecmont with Voet's conclusions for 

the Skaergaard rocks whilst Wa.lker and Polderva.nrt (1949) hnve 

demonstrated that nickel is associated with the ea.rliest cryst.q,l phases. 

Thus the evidence f'rom the trace element concentra tiona 

strengthens the argument that t.l-}e First-I"erio(l dykes represent picri tio 

cumulates, whilst the sampled Kernsary dykes represent later st..<t(13 

differentintion products or tholeiitic maonas. 

4. Srl'tttal PRtt9rns of G-oochp.m1.cnl Vnr1nt1()n 

Consideration is restricted to dykAs of the ;3econd-Period suite, 

since they have the broadest areal distr11?t1tion and hnve been most 

intensively sampled wi thin the area studied. 

The major and. trace element analyses indicaia A. e:eoc;rorhiCAl 

distribution of chemiCR.l variAtion such that the dykes of the Karnstl.ry 

area correspond with relAtively late stave differentiates of a tholeiitio 

maCma., whilst the Second-Period dykes of' the Creag l.:hetl.ll Bea.g and Poolewe 

area.s correspond with tho miadle 8 hee differentiation produo ts. 

Many of' the dykes of' the Kernsary areA. contA.in microclinfl which 

has been met.lsomatically introduced (see section IV.B.2d(iv)), and it wa.s 

therefore considered that the chemical indivldua.li~ of' the Kernsary 

dykes may be the result of' metasomatio processes. This 8ueeestion has, 



however, been rejected since only one of the chemically ann.lysod dykes 

contained microc1ine. Consid.eration of elements other thnn potassium 

also establishes the Kernsary dykes as relatively late stage tholeiitio 

d.ifferentiates,since it is extremely unlikely that metA.sorrk~tism could. 

have adjusted all these elements to simulate magmatic differentiates. 
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Graphs plotted. with Fe2+ : Fe3+ as orclinate have reven.led no 

consistent trend; however, it is apparent thnt for the Second-Period. dykes 

of the Poolewe area the oxidation ratios cluster about a value of 3.5 and 

appear to be significantly different to the corresponding values for the 

Creag 1fueall Beag and Kernsary areas which cluster about a value of 2.6. 

Such differences are probably accountable in tenns of post-dyke 

deformational and metamorphic events. 

5. Summary of the Geochemical DatA. 

The geochemical d.ata as a whole lead to the f'ollowing 

conclusions:-

(i) The dykes of the First-Period. suite are chemically 

eTlivalent to picrites and represent the accumulates of early formed. 

phases of tholeiitic magmas. The separation of early formed olivines 

from the magma provides the mos t likely mechanism to explain the 

geochemical data, although pyroxene and ohrome-spinel fraotionation mn.y 

also have been effeotive. 

(ii) The Second.-Period. dykes are chemically equivalent to 

dolerites and gabbros and. compare closely with the middle and later stn.Ce 

fractionation products of tholeiitio magmas; the sampled Kernlary dykes 

appear to represent the later steee differentiates. Decreasing 

magnesium ratios in the later stages of differentintion may hnve been 

effected by the early fractionation of olivine, but the occasional 

appearance of olivine in the normative mineraloey of tilis group leads to 

the suggestion that pyroxene fractionation mny have been a more effective 
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mechanism. 

Iron and titanium enrichment trends in the later 

di~ferentiation stages were probably controlled by the c~stallisation 

o~ titani~erous magnetite. Increasing alkali and silica contents and 

decreasing mafio indices in the later differentiates are likely 

consequences o~ increased feldspar and quartz in the rock mode. 

(iii) The Third-Period dykes ~orm a group chemical~ 

intermediate between the two earlier dyke generations. 

6. Some COl'ln!trisons with Oth~t" Scourie Dykes 

Table IV.~ illustrates average compositions of dolerite dykes 

in the Scourie-Loch Laxford area o~ Sutherland (Burns 1966). These 

analyses closely resemble the mean value o~ analysed Second-Period dyke 

margins (see Table IV.4) although the Sutherle.nd dykes are richer in 

Ti02 and CaO and correspondingly poorer in }ie;O and Al203• 

Compariso~ o~ the plots o~ analyses of the Second-Period dykes 

with those of other analyses from the Southern Region of the mainland 

Lewisian outcrop reveals similar geochemical fields and trends 

(Park 1966, Cresswell 1969). 

It is also apparent (see Table IV.4) that the Torridon type 

TB and TD hasites (Cresswell 1969) are geochemically similar to the 

First and Second-Period dykes respectively; these similarities also 

express themselves petrologically. However, in the Torridon area the 

type TB basites were emplaced a~ter the type TO hasites. Such 

apparently contradicto~ evidence need not involve any confliot of 

opinion in view of the complexity o~ the intrusion sequence established 

by Tarney (1963) in the Assynt area of the Central Region of the 

mainland Lewisia.n outcron. .. Indeed, it is commonly ~ound in suites o~ 

igneous rocks that the order of emplacement does not necessarily 

correspond with the position in the supposed differentiation sequence, 



although it is likely that rocks formed by in-situ accumulation of 

crystals, or by filter pressing, will be post-dated by rocks formed 

from their respective res:i.dual fractions (Watterson 1968 ). 

Cresswell (1969) suggests that the primary crystallisation 
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and fractionation of amphibole may have been an important differentiation 

mechanism in the Torridon type TB basites. However, although Tamey (1963) 

records kaersutite in the olivine gabbro dykes of the Assynt area, 

primary amphibole does not appear to be abundant in any of the Assynt 

dykes j it is therefore unlikely that smphi bole fractionation has been 

important in differentiation there. 

In contrast, olivine and possibly pyroxene fractionation have 

been proposed as likely differentiation mechanisms (see sections IV.B2b 

and IV.D3); important in this respect are the cross-cutting picrite and 

layered gabbro intrusions occurring to the south-west of the Gruinard 

River (Bowes, \'fright and Park 1964). The layering of these bodies 

comprises primary preoipitate olivine and pyroxene crystals and 

interprecipi tate labradorite; Park (1970 1'.395) states that "Clearly 

these bodies are broadly correlatable with the Scourie dyke swarm". 

This and the evidence from the comparatively unmodified dykes of the 

Central Region (Tamey op. cit.) lends support to the olivino 

fractionation mechanisms proposed here end also corroboratos O'Hara's 

statement (1968 p.96) that "Quartz-normative tholeiites have probably 

attained their present compositions by continuous olivine fraotionation 

unaccompanied by extensive fraotionation of other phases". 

It is possible, however, that magm~tio differentiation of the 

dyke suites may have been controlled by olivine fractionation, but for 

the dykes themselves to have orystallised as primnr,y amphibolites. 

Windley (1970) cites examples from Greenland in which relatively dr,y 

tholeiitic magma crystallised as primary amphibolite uron emplacement 
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into a metamorphic environment. 

O'Hara (1961) and Tarney (1963) have argued that the 5courie 

dykes were intruded into hot countr.y rock. The occurrence of chlorite 

in the First-Period dykes may be cited as evidence in support of such a 

conclusion. This chlorite is similar in its mode of occurrence and 

optical properties to that observed in the Gruinard e.nd Gleann Tulacha 

metasediment groups, the Beinn Airigh Charr basite, and. also in the 

kyani te gneisses B.nd "tremoli te rock". In all these rocks the chlorite 

was considered to be a static M5 phase. 

Within the dykes, chlorite and relict igneous plagioclase 

crystals comprise the oldest fa.bric elements, and. have been replaced or 

modified ~ 56 fabric elements. It is therefore possi bla to argue 

ei ther that all chlorite crys ta.l1isa tion occurred' subse quent to the 

emplacement of the First-Period dykes, or that the static J.:5 

crystallisation of chlorite continued into the period of dyke emp1acemont. 

Both of these alternatives imply dyke emplAcement into a metamorphio 

environment. 

Tarney (1963) considered that the absence of a reaction 

rela tionship between ali vine and orthopyroxene in the Assynt picri tes 

a.nd ~he unserpentinised nnture of the olivine in equivalent thoroughly 

altered picrites, indicated dyke emplacement at pressures correspondine 

to depths between 15 and 20J..."lIl. of the ea.rth's crust, and country rook 

temperatures of 500°C. 

Wi thin the pressure re gime envisl\.ged by Tarney (1 963) the 

Me-rich chlorite + kyanite + quartz assemblaee would be stable up to about 

6 0 • 0 
00 C, wlulst at temperatures of 500 C this assemblace would be unstablo 

at pressures below 41tb. (Seifert and. Schreyer 1970). 

Other evidence which may be taken as indioative of dyke 

intrusion into a metamorphic environment is the nature of tho relict 



igneous fabrio of the Third-Period dykes, which is finer O'o.ined. and. 

texturally more homogeneous compared with adjacent Second-Period dykes 

of simila.r width. If the First-Period dykes were emplt:lced into hot 

country rocks, it may be argued that succeeding phases of injection 

occurred into a progressively cooler complex. 

Conclusions which mfly be drawn from this comparative o'nc..lysis 

are that the First-Period dykes ma.y represent intrusion into the hottest 

country rock where cooling of the emplaced macron was slow, facilitating 

difTerentintion and allowing the emplacement of macma into hieber 

structural levels than the present level of exposure. The First-Period 

dykes could thus represent crystal cur.ulates at low stnlctural levels. 

The Second-Pariod dykes may represent intrusion into a cooler 

complex, the present level of exposure representing comparatively higher 

levels in the emplacement se quence with corresponding middle and 10. te-s tage 

magmatic differentiation products. The complex would, however, still be 

hot enough to cause very slow cooling, enabling the seeregation of mafio 

and felsic minerals to take plnce under favourable circumstances 

(see section IV.B2a). 

Intrusion of the Third-Period dykes mny have occurred into a 

comparatively cool complex, perhaps so cool that stronc macmatic 

differentiation was inhibited, thus accounting for the eeochemically 

intermediate character of the Third-Period dykes between those of tho 

First and Second-Period suites. 

The dyke emplacement schema ou tlined above thus envisages the 

three dyke suites as derivatives from a common source area. 
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THE POST-DY1<'E DEVELOP1.~NT OF Tm C Oi-~I;EX 

In Chapter III the important part played by compositional, 

structural and metamorphic anisotropies in the evolution of the 

pre-dyke complex is explained. A similar theme is expressed in this 

Chapter; presentation is likewise organised on the basis of fabrio 

criteria. 

Each fabric end member shows variation in development, both 

with respect to the major lithological units mapped, and within these 

units. Such development is an important factor in analysis, since 
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it enables comparative studies to be made of different materials 

undergoing deformation and metamorphism, wlulst it is the preservation 

of relics of earlier fabrics and mineral assemblages which provides 

the means to elucidation of the long and complex deformational and 

metamorphio history of these Lewisian rooks. 

Three post-dyke deformational episodes have been recognised 

in the complex; these are labelled D6, D7 and DB and are assooiated 

with S6, S7 and S8 metamorphio fabrios respectively. In addition a 

late deformational episode, which resulted in the production of 

cataclasites and mylonites with associated pseudotachylito, has been 

tEn-med D9. S9 is therefore a mylonitic banding loca.ted wi thin 

prominent crush zones indicated on Mnps 3-6. 

A. THE BEn-TN ADUGII CHARR BASlTE 

1. The s6 Fabric 

QUI'\,rtz forms xenoblastic grains which demonstrate pronounced 

elongation parallel to transposed S5. The mean length of crystals in 

sections cut perpendicular to 16 is O.2mm. and the mean breadth: length 
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ratio is 0.3. Grain boundaries are usually irreeular and suulred. 

Strain shadows and Boehm lamellae are commonly developed. 

Pl~eioclnse (An 2~)occurs as xenoblastic, inequnnt erains. 

Crystal margins are irreeular. The mean grain size is 0.2mm. Accurate 

determinations of' An content were not made due to the small size and 

turbid nature of' many of' the grains. Fresh crystals exhibit both 

albi te and pericline bans with marked, of'ten complex, patterns of' 

compositional zonation. 

Hornblende usually f'orms relatively laree subidioblnstio 

crystals. In the basites which are dominantly composed of' quartz, 

plagioclase and hornblende, basal sections of' 1,:6 hornblende crystals 

have a mean diameter of' 0.3rrun., and the size contrast w1 th the M5 

hornblende is immediately apparent (see Plate V.1a). The planar 

orientation of' the M6 hornblende f'orms a marked contrast with the strong 

linear orientation of' the 1.:5 hornblende. 

In the basite samples containing more than 15% of' chlorite or 

bioti te, the },:6 hornblende occurs as large subidioblastic crystals; 

dia.meters 0 f' basal sections attain 4mro.; prismatic sec tiona exceed 

1 cm. in length. 

The pleochroic scheme is X - pale greenish yellow, Y - grean, 

Z - deep blue green VIi th Z ~ Y ::> x. Absorption and pleochroism of' this 

and most of' the ~5 hornblende is such as to sueeest t~~t the hornblende 

is a pargasitic variet,y. 

The relatively coarse-textured basite samples provide most of 

the evidence of' mineral paraeenesis, for exrunple in Plnte V.1b, 11:6 

hornblende has clearly replaced chlorite and mngnetite trails which are 

contained in the chlorite ~001~ cleavaee traces are incorporatod. within 

the hornblende as a.n internal S5 subfabrio. 

M6 hornblende erowth beean, in a. few insta.nces, with 
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intergrowths o-r acicular crystals displayine; marked discoruance with 

35; most crystals, however, occur as discrete individuals in planar 

orientation; this pre-rerred planar orient.'\tion preference is considered 

to represent mimetic overgrowth pt:trallel to a pre-existing S-surface 

and that l.l6 hornblende growth occurred during a static phase o-r 

metamorphism. 

However, near the marble-basite contact, in a structure which 

appears to represent one limb of a laree-scale 116 fold, the L!6 

hornblende crystals contain sigmoidal inclusion trails (see Plate V.2a). 

The trails are continuous with the external -roliation and the hornblende 

is thus considered to be syn-tectonic. The association o-r M6 syn-

tectonic hornblende with areas in which the rocks display marked 

contrasts in competency is regarded as evidence of' protracted strain in 

these areas, so that deformation continued into what was elsewhere a. 

static metamorphic phase. 

Biot:1.te -rorms decussate aggregates of subidioblastio crystnls. 

These show speoific concentration in the hinee zones of chevron F6 folds 

(the most common mesoscopically identified folds within the Beinn Alrigh 

Charr basite). Crystals have a mean length of O.5mrn. measured parallel 

to the ~001 ~ Cleavage, although some crystals exceed 1 mm. in this 

direction. 

On F6 fold limbs biotite shows a strongly-developed preferred 

orientation, most of the crystals havine slender form. 

Pleochroism with absorption is accord.inc to the echeC'.6 

X - pale yellow,· Y - brovm, Z - lustrous red brown with Z ~ Y ~X. 

It is concluded that biotite grew e.S a statio }.16 phase, 

producing decussate aggregates along F6 chevron fold M.nee zones, and 

also in biot! te-rich basi to samples i mbetio biotite growth, parallel 

to S5, is however characteristio on the limbS of 1'6 folds. 
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2. The 87 end S8 Fnbrins 

The S7 and S8 fabrics cannot satisfa.ct.orily be distineuished 

microscopica.lly. Tho existence of S7 and S8 events ma.y be proved using 

field evidence of interfering fold sets. Distinct 57 ar~ S8 surfaces 

were not commonly produced, although a few exaoples of seereeation 

ban dine were observed on the limbs of asynunetric F7 and F8 folds 

(see Plate V.2b). 

The dooinant S7 and S8 fabric elements are strain modifications 

of older fabrics; neocrystallisation is not a pronounced feature. 

Quartz shows well developed strain effects and tile production 

of a mylonitic subfabric (see Plate V.3 ). 

Chlorite and :Riotite of M5 and 176 generation show the effects 

of interlayer slip, pronounced kinking and ultimate eranulation. 

Epidote was not commonly observed in the Beinn .Hrigh Charr 

basite, but tends to be concentrated in restricted domains, within 

which it sometimes exceeds 15% of the mode. Both idioblastio cr~,.-stals 

and subidioblastic equidimensional granules were observed. The meEln 

grain size is O.1mm. Crystal ma.rgins are smooth or slightly irre6Ular. 

I,lost epidote replaces hornblende. If biotite is a.lso present it usually 

displays partial replacement by pennir1i to. 

The localised occurrence of epidote wi thin the Bainn Airieh 

Charr basite leads to the conclusjon that proximity to the a.ctd gneisses 

has been an importnnt control over the formation or epidote. 

Sphene and Ar~tite are present in accessor,y proportions. 

Iron ores of various types are observed in rock seotions 

possessing S7 and S8 fabrics, but none of these ores is considered to 

be of 1f7 or lir8 paragenesis. 

MA·cne ti te and I1mAni te intercrowths crys tnllised in M5 and. }.~6. 

pyrite forms idioblastic cubes, subidioblastio acereentes axn 



thin sheet-like bodies which have not been affected by F7 or 10"'6. 

There is considerable variation in the size of individual crystals; 

the mean diameter of subidioblastic forms is O.2mm. 

Hematite occurs as irregular aeCregates or thin coronns 

around pyrite, which it is therefore considered to post-dato. 

B. THE GLEANN TULACHA 1;ETASEDU:EliT3 

1. CalCf\,reous Rocks 

V.5. 

These have an abundance of micro fold sets which has enabled 

a fabric sequence to be elucidated. In most ce.ses, fabric analysis 

does not permit distinction between 37 and S8 fabrics, for example 

Plate III.5a illustrates a case in which it is not possible to assign 

the refolding of the muscovite flake to F7 or FO. 

a. The s6 Fabric 

Calcite forms an eguigranular eranoblastio mosaic in the 

pure marbles. The mean grain diameter is O.7rum. l.~ost crystals are 

subidioblastio and grain boundaries are slightly curved, rarely smooth, 

but not markedly irregular. Glide twinning is commonly dGveloped. 

In the more impure marbles and calcareous schists, calcite 

shows greater variabili~ in grain size. Irregular xenoblastic 

crystals exceeding O.25mm. in diameter are set in an eguidimcnsional 

granular matrix in which the mean orystal diEllDeter is O.05111m. 

The calc-silicate schists contain markedly xenoblastio 

calcite forms. There is great variation in grain sizo ~nd shape. 

The largest crystals are eloneate parallel to 16 and mny exceed 4mm. in 

this direction. Average bree.,dth : leneth ratios for such lares crystals 

are 0.3 for sections cut perpendicular to the foliation. Smaller 

crystals are more equidimensional. l!ost crystals have extremely 

irregular margins. Glide twinning is commonly doveloped. 



Dolomite occurs in the more impure marbles and caloareous 

schists. It fbrms equigranular subidioblastio granules having a mean 

grain size o~ O.OSmm. 8Jld is invariably associated with oaloite. 

Garnet has restrioted ocourrenoe and waa observed in the 

oaloareous schists. It is idioblastio 8Jld colourless and overgrows 

v.6. 

l!6 ~olds o-r the litholosioal layering. Crystal diameters in exoess 01' 

1._. 198re reoorded. Crystal boundaries are smooth, straight or 

slightly ourved. Inolusions are not oommon. Growth probably ooourred 

in statio metamorphio oondi tions. 

Phlosppite waa observed in some 01' the dolomitio marble 

horizons. Yost orystals ooour as disorete xenoblaata in sub-parallel 

alignment. Both stout and alender torms are developed. The mean 

diameter 01' basal sections is O.2mm. Boundary surtaoes are smooth and 

straight parallel to ~001 ~ blt uneven in other direotions. 

Pleoohroism with absorption is 198ek, X - colourless, Z - pale bltt. 

Tremolite torma more than 50% ot the mode 01' some speoimena 

and is the dominant oalo-sUioa te mineral. It torms aheat-lilce 

aguegates 01' aoicular crystals or large xenoblastio grains. The 

largest crystals attain diameters of 1.5mm. and contain internal S5 

subtabrios 01' quarts and magnetite inolusions. Crystal boundaries 

are usually 1rre gular. 

Quartz in small quanti ties torma the usual impurity ot the 

impure marbles, blt may oonstitute more than 1~ 01' the mode in the 

ohemioally less ditf'erentiated oaloareous metasediments. The quarts 

subtabrio is granoblastioJ grains are not markedly inequant, blt detine 

s6 by their dimensional orientation preferenoe. The _an grain li.e il 

O.1mm. Crystal margins are irresular wt not strongly sutured. Moat 

orystals are strained. 

Plagioclase (An 261') usually ooours as treah xenoblaatio 
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crystals in a granoblastic subfabric. The mean crain size is O.15mm., 

'but some crystals exceed. O.25mm. in cliruneter. Crystal mo.reins are 

irregular, and a stepped. appearance is produced. whore albite twin 

lamellae make a large angle with the crystal margin. Some crystals 

display zonation, usually normal, but sometimes reverse and. then 

normal; a few individuals show two oscillations. The mn.ximum 

compositional variation in any one crystal is usually.less than ~ An 

content. 

}~crocline is present as isolated. crystulll in some of the 

'luartzo-feldspathio domains of the calc-silicate schists. l,:ost 

orystals are xenoblastio and rarely attain O.2mm. in diameter. 

b. The 57 and S8 Fabrios 

D7 and D8 episodes produoed. noticeable strain effects in 

phases of }.i5 and. li6 eenera tion. J,:ica and chlori to were l'o.rticul::l.rly 

susceptible and usually show evidence of foldine on a microscopio scale. 

Recrystalliso.tion effects are most pronounced. in tho quortz and co.lci to 

subfabrics. 

Quartz displays xenoblastic forms as a result of 

polygonisation and recrystallisation. Recrystn115sation in association 

wi th F7 and I!'8 folding prod.uces axial pla.no.r foliation d~scribed. by the 

quartz aubfabrio (see Plate V.4). 

Calcite recrystallisation hus produced. sm~ll c~cito granules 

around the edces of pre-~q calcite crystals. Some elide t'T.Lnnine WAS 

probably accomplished in D7 and D8. 

Zoisite occurs as iuioblastic crystals which ho.ve repla.ced 

muscovite and biotite intererowths. 

Tourmaline Sub-idioblastic crystals attain ainmeters of 

O.2mm. Most crystals display zonation. The relative nce is uncertain. 



Iron Ore in the c~lc~reous rocks is most common in the 

calc-silicate schists. 

}.:aeneti te occurrine as xenoblastio erains forms elonenta 

crystals parc.llel to 55. l.~ost crystals nrc less thAn O.1nrn. in 

their greatest dimension; mal'\1 now form inclusions in trelUoli te of' 

}',6 age. 

Pyri te has subidioblnstic form and clearly overo:-ows the 

36 fabric. The lA.reest cubes occur in the ca.lc-oiliMte schists and 

in these rocks the mean erain s17.6 is 0.1 mm. 

Hematite occurs 8.S irree;ular masses. It is usna.lly 

subordinate to pyrite, about which it i'requently forms a. thin corona. 

2. SUr-Irt'7,ttes 

Each of the post-dyke defomntin.nal events, DG, D7 and D8, 
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produced a quartz subfabric. In the purer qUA.rtzi tes 1 t 1s difficult 

to desienate a particular fabrio in the absence of' mQ30scopioa.lly 

identifiable folds. For the more 1mllure quartzites, howover, 1 t :1.'3 

possible to establish a fabrio sequenee by microscopio ane..lysis. 

Post-35 fabrics have been distinCllished trofl SS fabrics vJhera 

the post-55 t'oliation hc.s developed o11liquely to the 35 comrositionnl 

la.yering, or where M5 qunrtz crain-size contrnsts have been only 

partially obscured by the effects of post-~.15 metamorphism 

(see Plate V.5a). 

Relationships between porphyroblnsts and mntrix are also 

useful in determining the relo.tive aco of:' fabrios doveloped; for 

example in Plate III.4.0. the intBrnn.l SS fabrio of tho porphyroblast is 

now obli~le to the do~innnt 36 external foliation. 

Relatively laree lIluscovi to crystAls hfw9 nlso provided. a btlsis 

of fabric identif'ica tion; such crys tills sooetim(3S attain lene;ths of 

O.7nun. and are usually discordant to plnnnr fabrio elements. SOl:Je of 
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the muscovite crystals have been deformed, others have notj aince all 

the discordant muscovite is considered to be paragenetio, the fabrics in 

which such muscovite is deformed post-date those in which it is 

undeformed. 

Quartz recrystallisation in each of the post-dyke metamorphio 

episodes involved the progressive destruotion of the 55 granoblastio 

fabrics. The resultant fabrics display marked inequigranularityj 

grains are extremely strained and possess strongly sutured margins. 

Typical breadth: length ratios are in the range 0.4 to 0.3. 

Greatest elongation occurs parallel to the foliation and the mean 

length in this direction is 0.3mm. 

Feldspar of several types was observed in quartzites 

containing undeformed discordant muscovite. Plagioclase (An 26%) is 

!'resh and occurs as equigranular xenoblastio grains; the mean diameter 

is 0.3mm. Grain boundaries are irregular and show evidence of reaotion 

with quartz. Some oligoolase crystals possess irregular,'disoontinuous 

rims of alkali feldspar. Other feldspars illustrating similar 

paragenetio relationships are classified as string antiperthites, 

(Andersen 1928). Feldspar usually cons ti tu tea less than ~ of' the 

mode in the quartzites. 

Biotite was observed in some of the more impure quartzites. 

It forms xenoblastio flakes and scaly aggregates. The moan diameter 

of basal sections is O.1mm. Both atout and slender forms are developed. 

S-surfaces defined ~ the preferred orientation of' biotite pro-date the 

formation of discordant muscovite crystals. Pleoohroism with 

absorption is strong, X - pale yellow, Z - lustrous red brown. 

Pleochroic haloes are common. 

Iron Ore occurs as irregular grains, sometimes exoeeding 

0.5mm. in their greatest dimension. Hematite is dominant, but 



sometimes preserves a core of magnetite. Grain concentrations are 

dominantly parallel to S5. 

3. Mica Schists 

a. The s6 Fabrio 

D6 involved widespread transposition of 85 in the mica 

sohists, and a new metamorphic fabrio was imparted. 
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Quartz occurs as xenoblastic grains which show elongation 

parallel to s6. The mean length of crystals in sections cut 

perpendicular to L6 is 0.2mm. and the breadth I length rntio is in the 

range 0.3 to 0.4. Most crystals are strained. Grain boundaries are 

straight, slightly curved or irregular. Forms commonly display 

marked angularity and strongly sutured crystal margins are abundant. 

Plagioclnse (An 2~~) Fresh, xenoblastic, inequant crystals 

display both albite and perioline twinning. The mean grain diameter 

is 0.15mm. Crystal margins are irregular and. stepped. Some crystals 

show normal zonation and have a core composition of An 26% grading to 

An 2~ at the margin. 

Biotite usually forms discrete xenoblastio crystals which 

define s6. The mean diameter of basal seotions is 0.1mm. although the 

largest :flakes exceed 0.3mm. in diameter. Crystal margins are well 

formed and straight parallel to ~OO1 ~ but ragged in other directions. 

Pleoohroism is X - pale yellow, Z - red brown. Pleoohroio haloes are 

oommon. Biotite replaoes US statio chlorite, usually by means of 

homoaxial overgrowth; such a process results in extremely slender 

biotite forms parallel to the ohlorite ~001~ oleavage traces, and stout 

lentioular forms where biotite replacement has not extended itself very 

far along the chlorite basal oleavage. 

Tremolit~ forms sheaf-like aggregates and subidioblastio 
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prismatic crystals showing greatest elongation parallel to s6, but with 

no preferred linear orientation. Individual crystals attain diameters 

of 0.4mm. in basal section and lengths of 1mm. in prismatio seotion. 

Sheafs o~ acicular intergrowths exceed 4mm. in their greatest dimension. 

Most tremolite is associated with the relatively mafic domains. Trails 

o~ quartz and magnetite inclusions define an internal S5 fabrio. 

Crystal margins are irregular and mB.Ily crystals are discordant to, and 

replace, M5 chlorite. Sometimes tremolite extends along the 

chlorite ~001~ cleavage traces. 
1\ 0 0 

Z C = 16, 2V = 80 with negative orientation. 

b. The S7 and S8 Fabrics 

These cannot satisfaotorily be distinguished miorosoopioally. 

A myloni tio quartz subfabrio was produoed and pre-M7 phases were 

deformed. Mica schists possessing S7 and S8 fabrics typioally have 

mesoscopioally penetrative mioro~old sets. The wave-length ot such 

~olding may be 0.3mm. or less. 

Quartz has been recrystallised to produoe xenoblastio grains 

whioh have strongly sutured margins and undulose extinotion. Most 

crystals are inequant; typioal breadth: length ratios average 0.3. 

Phyllosilicates which formed prior to M7 were deformed in 

D7 and D8. The most common struoture produoed was kink banding on 8. 

crystallographio scale. No appreciable reorystallisation ooourred in 

'1v..7 or M8. 

Apatite and Tourmaline constitute a very small proportion ot 

the rock mode. Forms are idioblastio and subidioblastio. Crystal 

dimensions rarely exoeed 0.1mm. Their chronological position in the 

metamorphic sequence remains obsoure. 

Magneti te oocurs in small granular ooncentrations and as trails 

parallel to S5, but now enolosed within M6 tremolite. 
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Pyrite has idioblastio and subidioblastio forms, some cube 

faces exceed O.5mm. in length and. have overgI'own the S8 fabric. l!any 

crystals have a thin corona of hematite. 

Hematite occurs in thin sheets, usually less than O.2mm. thick. 

These show general concordance with the S5 lithological l~ering; in 

detail they illustrate disoordance with S6, which they are therefore 

concluded to post-date. 

c. THE GRUINARD BASITE AND METASEDIMENTS 

The Gruinard basite and metasediments are considered together, 

in view of their restricted outcrop and interdigitation. In most 

samples of the Gruinard metasediments it is difficult to distinguish 

the S5 and s6 fabrios. However, the presenoe of M5 chlorite in some 

of the garnetiferous hornblende sohists of the basite enables this 

distinction to be made. The chlorite subfabrio desoribed in 

section III.B.2a is considered to be equivalent to similar statio 

metamorphio subfabrios described in the acid gneiss complex 

(sections III.A1, V.D1b), the Beinn Airigh Charr basite (section III.C1) 

and the Gleann Tulacha metasediments (seotion III.B1a& d) •. 

1. The 86 Fabric 

s6 is not a well developed surface. M6 phases apparently 

grew in static metamorphic conditions. 

Biotite has replaoed chlorite (see Plate V.5b) and a deoussate 

subfabrio of discordant biotite flakes 1s therefore considered to 

post-date both chlorite crystallisation and the planar 85 biotite 8ubfabrio. 

Most crystals are subidioblastio and the mean diameter of basal seotions 

is O.8mm. Pleochroism with absorption is X - colourless, Z - pale brown. 

Hornblende The M6 hornblende subfabr1c likewise oomprises 

crystals discordant with S5. No linear M6 hornblende orientation ia 
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apparent and the tendency towards a planar arrangement probably 

represents mimetio overgrowth of S5. ~!ost hornblendes are subidio

blastic and include fragments of plagioclase, quartz and magnetite 

crystals. There is considerable variation in grain size; prismatio 

sections sometimes exceed 1 cm. in length. Pleochroism with absorption 

is according to the scheme X - pale green, Y - green, Z - bluish green 

with Z>' Y 7X. 

~gioclase (An 31%) occurs as xenoblastic polygonal grains. 

Mostly these are quite fresh. The mean grain size is O.2mm. Crystal 

margins are smooth, straight or slightly curved, and tend to be more 

irregular adjacent to quartz rich domains. Many crystals display 

evidence of zonation, initially reverse, but succeeded by a normally 

zoned mantle; the maximum difference in composition between adjaoent 

zones is An ~. 

Quartz forms xenoblastio crystals which usually have smooth 

and rounded margins. There is oonsiderable variation in grain size, 

the mean value being O.15mm. Some of the larger quartz crystals 

contain numerous bleb-like inclusions of biotite, hornblende and feldspar. 

Most quartz crystals show evidence of strain in the form of undulose 

extinotion. 

Garnet Statio M6 garnets are idioblastic to subidioblastio 

and are filled with inclusions of' which quartz and magnetite predominate. 

Individual orystals exceed 10m. in diameter. Crystal margins a,re smooth. 

and straight, but sometimes slightly irregular where the overgrown S5 

fabrio has been incompletely digested. 

Apatite occurs in accessory proportiOns and forms 8ubidio

blastic crystals having a mean diameter of O~mm. 

Pyrite forms idioblastio cubes; the length of' cube taces 

sometimes exoeed 2mm. 



Hematite forms coronas around pyrite and is sometimes 

developed along biotite ~001~ cleavage traces. 

2. The S7 and S8 Fabrics 

These have not been specifically recognised in the ~ruinard 

basite and metasediment tract. 

D. THE ACID ~NEISS COMPLEX 

The dominantly quartzo-feldspathic nature of the acid gneiss 

complex and the absence of mesoscopic F6 folds over much of the area 
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has made it difficult to recognise the 56 fabrio within these rocks. 

Evidence has been advanced in Ch. IV (see also Oh. VI) which illustrates 

that ~ke intrusion was not a single event. There is, on the other 

hand, no evidence to show that 8IJY major structural or metamorphio 

events affected the gneiss complex as a whole during the period of dyke 

emplacement. 

It is also apparent that the dykes in the Creag llheall Beag 

area differ considera~ from those studied further south 

(see section IV.C2). The ~kes of that northern area commonly have 

schistose margins, but centres of all but the thinnest dykes are 

typically poorly foliated or completely unfoliated. In contrast, the 

southern ~kes are characteristically well foliated and schistose 

throu ghou t. 

The dominant schistosit,y within the dykes of the Poolewe ard 

Beinn Airigh Oharr areas has been affected by two further deformational 

episodes, i.e. D7 and D8. These latter episodes have also been 

identified within the acid gneiSS in these areas where both dykes and 

gneisses have been folded about common axes. 

Comparison of the gneisses in the Creag Mheall Beag area with 

those further south reveals important fabrio differences, not 

attributable to the effects of D7/J..7 or DO/MS, nor indeed to any known 



pre-dyke lithological contrasts, and which are therefore attributed to 

the effects of D6 in the gneisses of the southern area. 

1. The 86 Fabric 
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86 is most intensively and extensively developed on the 

moderately and steeply-dipping southern limb of the Carnmore antiform. 

To the south of the Loch Yaree fault, 86 is not easily recognised in the 

acid gneisses; in the Creag Mheall Beag area 86 is associated with 

mesoscopic F6 folding not observed in the southern areas. 

Wherever s6 is developed it is characterised by inhomogenei~, 

both in its distribution and its intensit,y of development 

(e.g. see Plate VI.11 which illustrates the development of s6 in narrow 

domains parallel to the thinned limbs of F6 folds in the Creag Mheall 

Beag area and also Plate V.Ga). 

Usually 86 in the acid gneisses is a modified pre-existing 

surface, so that relicts of pre-M6 phases are common. Plagioclase 

feldspar appears to be particularly refractory. However, specimens 

collected from localities adjacent to the large crush belts of the 

Creag Mheal1 Beag area, combined with evidence obtained in the Kernsar,y 

area, lead to the conclusion that completely new ~abrios were produced 

during M6 within restricted domains. 

a. The "new" 86 Fabric 

Plate V.6b illustrates a typical example of this fabrio. 

Quartz forms irregular xenoblastio grains displaying slight 

elongation parallel to 86. The mean grain diameter is O.3mm. although 

the lar@9st crystals exceed O.5mm. in this respect. Undulose 

extinction as a result of strain is characteristic. Crystal boundaries 

are smooth or slightly curved. 

Plagioclase feldspar (An 25-2i%) forms an equigranular 
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granoblastio mosaic of xenoblastio polygonal grains. Most are fresh, 

but turbidity results from subsequent retrogression. The mean grain 

diameter is O.15mm. and the largest grains seldom exceed O.25mm. 

C~stal boundaries are smooth and slightly curved; inclusions are rare. 

Most c~stals show evidence of slight zonation, initially reversed and 

then normal, with gradational contaots between adjaoent zones. 

is not commonly developed. 

Twinning 

Biotite occurs as both stout and slender disorete, deoussate, 

subidioblastic flakes. It sometimes forms homoaxial intergrowths with 

muscovite. The biotite subfabrio appears to have replaced the 

granoblastic quartzo-feldspathio fabric. There is considerable 

variation in grain size, and. the largest flakes exceed 1.5mm. in basal 

section diameter. Many o~stals have been replaced by a pale yellowish 

green chlorite and. lentioular prehnite crystals which have developed 

parallel to the biotite ~OO1~ oleavage traces. 

Magnetite forms irregular elongate subidioblastio crystals, 

USUally less than O.2mm. in length. Crystal margins present smooth and 

straight outlines towards other phases. 

Epidote and. Zoisite are present in accessor,y proportions. 

b. The 36 Fabrio Modifioations of Earlier Fabrios 

Plates V.6a and VI.11 demonstrate mesoscopically the 

differential development of the 36 fabrio. Parallel effeots are visible 

mioroscopioally, and contrasting domains of relatively unmodified pre-S6 

fabrios and 36 fabrios may be identified within the scale o~ a single 

thin sec tion. 

In order to investigate these differences simple measurements 

were made upon three thin sections, chosen such that the three main phases 

constituting the aoid gneisses, viz. quartz, plagioolase feldspar and 
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biotite, were not obviously banded, clustered or otherwise segregated. 

The seotions were out perpendioular to the prominent mineral lineation 

and simple breadth: length ratios 1I9re measured tor populations ot each 

ot the three phases. Domains ot the selected thin seotions were 

clasa1f'1ed as -36- or -pre-s6- am tllO tranrses, in which the 

breadth I length ratio ot each grain enoountered waa measured, were made 

tor each domain recognised. The results are illustrated in Table V.1 

(see also Plate V.7a). 

It is apparent in Table V.1 that there is a signifioant 

contrast in grain shapes between the 86 and pre-S6 fabrios J the tormer 

is characterised by' an inoreased tendenoy towards inequant grain torms, 

partioularly in the case ot quartz. Jl1nerals suoh as biotite, whioh 

normall~ han a platy habit, show little modifioation ot their mean 

breadth I length ratios. 

Thus, whilst a new, f'1ner-gra1ned granoblastio tabrio 

charaoterises those 86 tabrios in which there are no reliot earlier 

t'abrics, tor the more oommon oue in whioh 86 fabrio development has 

inTolved only partial reorystallisation, earlier subte.briol in markedly 

flattened torms may be recognised. A more detailed deloription ot the 

more common oase i8 thus given below, oonsideration being easentially in 

t1IO parts, namely the acid gneisles and early baaio rookl; description 

ot a small outorop ot -anthop-hyllite rook- inoorporated in the gneiss 

oomplex is also presented. 

(i) Aoid Gneisses 

Quarts is xeno blas tio and markedly elonge. te in L6. In 

seotions out perpendioular to 1,6 the mean grain length il 0.451118., and 

the mean breadth is 0.25mm. Within 86 domains, small xenoblastic equant 

quartz grains are looally abundant. These haTe a mean diameter ot 0.11118. 

Quartz is typioally strained am crystal boundaries are irregular, otten 



sutured, but also connnonly smooth and. lobate. 

Plagioclase ~eldspar has a sub~abrio whioh implies a oomplex 

developmental history. In S6 domains the most obvious feature is the 

zoned nature o~ the plagioclase. There is a gradation in oomposition 
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between cores and mantles. Reverse and normal zoning are oommon, 

oscillato~ zoning is ~equently developed eni as m~ as three chnngos 

of the zoning trend have been observed within a single crain 

(see Plate V.7b). 

The cores of zoned crystals are not always centrally looated 

wi thin a particular crystal and numerous examples o~ crysttlls with more 

than one core have been observed. The cores may be either fresh or 

turbid. Mantles are usually fresh. Core composition vnried in the 

samples studied ~om An 2q% to An 3~. Zoned mantles, however, display 

a much narrower range ~n composition, eenerally between An 2~ and An 2~, 

with a marked concentration at An 25,% - An 27.%. The anorthite oontent 

of the core thus shows a similar range to that described for the 

plagioclases of pre-S5 fabrios in the acid gneisses. The mantles show 

a much narrower range of compositional variation and are oonsidered to 

represent M6 plagioclase growth about pre-M6 oores • 

.Albi te and pericline twins are oommonly dneloped; usinS the 

criteria of Vance (1961), the twinning is regarded as second~ glide 

twinning. In sections out perpendioular to L6 the mean crystal length 

is O.4mm., with a oorresponding mean width ot O.25mm. 

M3 plagioclase reliots are oocasionally preserved on the 

southern limb of the Carnmore antiform, in gneisses possessine domin~nt 

S6 ~abrics (see Plate V.8); such reliots increase pror,ressively in 

number northwards of Loch Maree. The M, reliots are usually turbid and 

contain numerous small granular epidote o~stala; am41l muscovite flAkos 

of post-M6 generation were frequently observed, alignod parallel to the 



cleavage traces of the plagioclase relicts. 

Biotite is the dominant mafic phase ot the acid cneisses which 

have an 36 fabric. It forms both stout and slender subidioblastio 

flakes, sometimes homoaxially intergrown with musoovite. The statistioal 

orientation preference of biotite flakes defines 55. Pleochroism with 

absorption is X - pale yellow, Z - khaki brown. The mean dinmeter ot 

basal sections is O.4mm. Most flakes have ragged outlines. 

~fuscovite forms slender idioblastio flakes having preferred 

orientation parallel to 36. The mean diameter of basal sections is 

smooth and straight parallel to ~001~, but Crystal margins are 

ragged in other directions. 

Epidote is abundantly developed in this group or acid gneisses. 

Several varieties of epidote may be present within any thin seotion. 

Idioblastic and subidioblastio oolourless, non-pleochroio forma having a 

mean diameter of O.2mm. in basal section have commonly replaced biotite; 

ma~ such epidotes have a xenoblastio core ot metamiot allanite. In 

Some instances the core is fractured and cracks are filled with the 

mantling epidote which in turn may show evidenoe or several phases or 

growth •. '~ere biotite is not abundant, epidote may form trails or small 

granular aggregates. 

Ovoid xenoblasts of metamiot allanite have also been observed; 

some of these have a major axis diameter exceedine 3rom.; they are usually 

surrounded by granular aeeregates of epidote and olinozoisite w!uch m~ 

be of post-M6 generation. 

Bornblend~ 1s not a common mineral ot the 36 80id enoias 

fabric. It appears to be a statio growth, bluo-green, probably 

pargasitic varie~ which forms idioblastio and subidioblastio prisms with 

a planar, rather than linear, orientation (see Plate V.eb). Its eeneral 

form and OCcurrence is similar to that ot the atntio-srowth t6 hornblende 



described in section V.A1. 

Apatite and Zoisite form xenoblastic erains seldom exceeding 

O.25mm. in diameter. They occur in accessor,y proportions. 

SEhene was observed in several specimens. It hns subidio

blastic or idioblastic form. Crystals r~ly exoeed O.5n~. in their 

greatest dimension. 

Iron Ore 1s sometimes present 1n the form of 8mnll irreeular 

magnetite granules. The sulphide form is most common and small 

pyrite cubes replace s6 fabrio elements. A thin corona. of hematite 

usually mantles the pyrite cubes. 

(ii) Early Basic Rooks 

These do not appear to register 1f6 and. D6 effects as 

readily as the acid gneisses. 
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Hornblende is the dominant mafio phase. It fOrm5 xenoblastio 

grains frequently enclosing smnII quartz and epidote granules. The 

mean grain diameter is 2mm. although there is considerable variation in 

size. Crystal boundaries are irregular with respeot to feldspar, 

smooth and. lobate towards quartz, and either straight and smooth or 

ragged towards biotite. Pleoohroism is stroncly developed 

X - pale yellowish sreen, Y - green, Z - deep blue green. 

Plagioclase Reliot M3 feldspars are con~on and xenoblaatio 

forms predominate, the mean dinmeter being 2mm. Those are somotimos 

very turbid; invariably they are crowded with small zoieite and epidote 

granules. 

Relict MS feldspars show many of the zonntion features 

described in sec tion V.D1 b( i). The core oompod tiona raneo from .An 2~: 

to An 3~. M6 zoned mantles have a smaller oompositional ranee. usually 

about An 28.10. The mean diameter of ~5 plagioclase roliots is O.9mm. 

Biotite occurs as aggregates ot xenoblastio crains • The moan 
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diameter of basal seotions is 111JD. )tallY' 1"'lalte. have inoluded quarts 

blebs. Pleoohroism is X - stra. yellow, Z - lcbaki brown. 

Epidote in idioblastio or subidioblastio torme ot a oolourless 

non-pleoohroio variet,y replaoes biotite, but is also developed in the 

telaic domains. The mean diameter ot ba.sal sections i8 O.2mm. 

Iron Ore SInal.! 1"'lake-like forms ot magna ti te are 

subordinate to, and enclosed by, xenoblastic and subidiobla.tio pyrite 

orystals. There is oonsiderable si.e variation and 10_ intergrown 

aggregates exceed 0.5111'1l. in diameter. 

Sphene Small lolenge .haped torma ooour in aocellory 

proportions • 

Quarts tarma bleb-like inolusions in hornblende and biotite. 

It was also observed as larger globular tonas along hornblend • .."las!oola.e 

interf'aoes, or as disorete quarts aggregate.. The largest patches 

measure i.5mm. in diameter. Undulose extinction i, charaoteristio. 

(111) "Anthopbylli te Rock" 

~tcropp1ng approximately 1laa. north ot Xernsary farm 

and inoorporated in the gneiss complex on the southern 11mb ot the 

Carnmore antiform is a rook termed wanthoph,ylli te rock" in the field. 

Anthophyllite forma about 6" ot the rook mode. Crystals are 

subidioblastio and torm ooarse-textured interlookill8 radiate aSgregate •• 

Some crystals exceed 20m. in length. Crystal margins are straight 

parallel to the prismatio oleavage, but jassed and aoioular in other 

direotions. 

Chlorite ot a colourle .. non-pleoohroio variety oonstitutes 

approximately 1~ ot the rock llOde. Most orystals are poly.yntheUoally 

twinned, wi th ~OOi ~ as oomposi tion plam. lIbrma are ,tout and 

xenoblast1o. Some 1"'labs exceed 10m. in length. There is no evidlnoe 

ot orientation preference in the ohlori te lubfabrio. Textural e"ldlnc. 



suggests that ohlorite 18 replaced by anthophyllite and al.o biotite 

(see Plate V.9). The ohlorite 11 therefore considered to be a 

static-lIS phase. ExtenaiYe post-crystall1ne deformation of chlorite 

haa ooourred am kinking is common. 

Biot! te forms about ~ of the rook mode. Both .tout and 
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slender subidioblastio forms are deyeloped, usual~ replaoing chlorite. 

Pleoohroism with absorption i_ I - colourless, Z - lustrous greeni.h brown. 

Biotite has suffered poat-or,y_tall1ne deformation, but i_ not 10 

intenaiYely strained as chlorite. 

Quartso-feldspathio domains acoount for the remaining ~ of 

the mode. In disorete quarbo-feldspathio dOll8.ina an eq.a1d1.mendonal. 

mosaic or xenoblaat1o polygonal grains 11 oharacteristio. '!'he .. an 

orystal diameter is 0.7II1II1. The feldspar i. plagioola.e (in 2&,(). 

most are 1'reah and show sonation emots simUar to tho .. dtloribed in 

.eotion V.D1b(i). Disorete feldspar grains enolosed b,y anthophyllite 

are xenoblaatio, sometimes olouded, am attain di .... ter. of O.3mm. 

Quartz orystals in the matio domains haTe irresular sJ,obular 

or lentioular forma. Strained crystala are cOllUDOn. 

Tourmaline, Allan! te and Apatite oocur in aocl .. 01"1 proportions. 

lIagnetite 11 the dominant ore pha.e. it forms smAll 8r&nul .. 

and irregular patches acoounting for 1 ... than 1~ of the rook IIOde. 

2, The 87 and. 88 Pabrica 

87 and 8a fabric. in the gneis. complex cannot aatl.taotorilY 

be distinguished in the abaenoe of meaoaoopie J7 or 16 folda. Iylaenoe 

already presented (.ee slotion IV.C2) auegesta that over llUoh ot the 

complex P7 and K7 were not intensiYely aeTeloped. 

87 and 88 fabrica are moat atrongly deTeloped ln the Flbs,a 

adjacent to the Gleann Tulaoha metasediment.. Restrioted domains ot 

steeply-dipping penetratiye 88 toliation were ob.ernd in a north-trending 



belt near Kernsa~ farm and extending between Ueall Gh1urnenrstidh and 

Meall na Meine. Mineralogical changes mainly involve strain effeots 

in earlier formed crystals; recrystallisation is restrioted to quartz 

and epidote, producing a fabrio which shows gradation from earlier 

fabrics to a well developed ~lon1tio foliation. 

Plate V.10a illustrates modifioation of the 36 fabric. 

~fuscovite and Biotite are flexed or kinked. Granoblastio 
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oligoclase c~stals show little evidence of atrain. Qunrtz shows 

features ranging in intensity from strain shadowing and the development 

of Boehm lamellae to the production of "shredded" grains and markedly 

elongate sub-grains show extremely jagged ani sutured boundaries to1Vtl.rda 

each other. 

Plate V.10b illustrates further development of this type of 

fabric. Micas, especially biotite, show granulation, ounrh is more 

finely "shredded" and shows evidence ot recrysta11isation. Fla,1oo1Ase 

at this stage is also strained. 

It is apparent that original compositional and mineralogical 

anisotropies have been important factors in the development of ~10nitl0 

fabrics. Relatively unmodified 8ubfabrios are preserved as augen-like 

bodies within a mylonitised matrix. Rocks rich in placioolaa8 feldspar 

are less likely to develop mylonitio fabrios compared. with rooks rioh in 

quartz and mica, espocially if the micaceouS minorals are in a~ wny 

segregated • 

.,l"...._~~ C a i~cl~ i tGJ! 

A set of' non-penetrative surfaoes are illustratod on l~npa 3-6 

as a series of' "prominent crush zones". These crush zonaa comprise tho 

most important cataolasite localities ana are alao the aitos whore 39 

mylonitio banding is developed; they are restrioted to two ~e8 of 



situation, vis.:-

(i) Areas 01" ateeply dipping foliation baYing a general 

north west - aouth east strike. 

(11) Areaa 01" marked lithological contrast, in particular 

the gne1aa-metased1ment oontacts near Loch Karee, looally, honnr, 

gneias-dyke oontacts are also signifioant in this reapeot. 

V.24. 

The distribution 01" catac1asitea and -orlonites leelll8 to renect 

the areas ot strongest post-dyke detormation, in that the S9 I\Ylonites 
\ 

and cataclasites are geographically assooiated with thos, rocks in whioh 

other poat-~ke etfeots are prominent. 

Pseudotaobyli te i. denloped in those bel ta showing the 

strongeat oataolastio emots; ... osoopioally it haa a r;rey t'linty 

aspeot and it uauall3' ocours sub-parallel to the foliation in the 

gneiasea, or along the boundariea between oontraated lithologie •• 

The sequence of p.eudotaobylite formation may oODlldnoe with 

the production ot irregular 1"old. occurring within reltrioted domains 

parallel to the regional foliation. Such tolda han a aataolaltio 

tabrio and are produoed b,y inhomosen8oUS eimp1e .hear along toliation 

surfacea (aee Plate V.11a). 

Wi th fUrther detormation the told. are ruptured, UIUall.,y a10~ 

their limbs, and a mioroscopio ribbon textur. is deyeloptd in the quarts 

subtabrio. ~ example. 01" 116 1"old. lhow such rupture aM oataoluite 

deYelopment; indeed, the lpatial a'looiation 01" oataclasitel and 116 

folding is luoh a.a to imply oontinui ty 01" denloplMnt. 

The final etas- in the proo ... 01" cateolasite d,y,lopm.nt 18 

the production 01" sones, otten many otnt1metr" wide, oonoordant with the 

regional toliation and in whioh rotated tra61lenta 01" sne18, are •• t in a 

matrix 01" m.y1onite, ultramylonite and pleudotach,ylite ( ... Plat, V.11b). 

K:1oroaoopioally, moat 01" the paeudot&ohyli te has di.oordant 



relationships with the structures of the host rock. Initial 

cataclasis produces a mortar texture (see Plate V.12a). further 

development leads to fracturing of mineral grains and the localised 

development of irregular zones of fine~ comminuted material. Such 

zones are usually sub-parallel to the foliation in the enoisses, but 

individual zones are not usually persistent since they are often cut 

out by subsequent shear zones. Sometimes the zonas of finely 

comminuted material display a layering sub-parallel to the margin of 

the sheet, probably representing the effects of mechanical seeregation 

of the powdered oonstituents. 

Plate V.12b illustrates a small ultramylonite sheet intruded 

by an irregular apophysis of partially davi trifled aphanitic material, 

thus demonstrating the chronological order of development. 

The association of pseudotnchylite with ultramylonite and 

intensely mylonitised gneiss is considered to be indicative of t}~ 

in-situ formation of a melt as a consequence of frictional heating 

V.25. 

(Park 1961), and renclers inapplicable in this instance the produotion of 

pseuclotachylite by a fluidisation meohanism (Reynolcls 1954, Roberts 1961). 

The gneisses acljacent to the crush belts frequently show the 

effects of retrogression. Pla~ioclase is very turbid. Biotite has 

been replaced by a penninitio ohlorit~ wh11st~eh~~ lentioles are 

oommonly developecl along the ~OO1~ oleavage traoes of the pseudomorphed 

biotite. 

The ultramylonites and pseudotachyllte are out across by thin 

irregular sheets ancl networks of clear, unstro.inod albite, eranular 

greenish-yellow epiclote and penninite. 

Iron Ore Magneti te was observecl in the form of irregular 

inclUSions in the ultranylonites. Pyrite cubes nnd irregular patchos 

Occur along ultramylonite host rook contaots. The formntion of the 



sulphide ore phase and its hematite mantle is therefore considered to 

post-date ultramylonite formation. 

4. Aoid Veins 

v.26. 

Over much of the gneiss oomplex it is diffioult to assess the 

true nature of' some of the younger fabrics on acoount of the extent to 

which relict fabrio elements may be preserved or modified. However, 

in the Poolewe area the ~kes and gneisses are intruded by a series of 

aoid sheets; individual. sheets are typically only a few centimetres in 

width; they are discordant with 86 in the ~kes, but are folded by J!7 

folds (see Plate VI.14) and penetrative 87 axial planar foliation is 

developed. The acid sheets are thus considered to possess a fabrio 

that essentially comprises 37 elements. 

Plagioclase (An 15%) which oonstitutes about 5~ of the mode 

forms xenoblastic or subidioblastio crystals. Crystlll margins are 

irregular and frequently ragged. There is considerable variation in 

grain size; the largest grains exceed 4mm. in diamoter. Many crystals 

are turbid, an effect correlated with proximity to 89 crush belts • 

.Quartz usually comprises about 40% of the mode. The 

preferred dimensionnl orientation of the quarts grain subfabrio defines 

87 although many crystals are not markedly inequant. Tho erain size 

distribution ranges from minute blebs ot quartz poikilitically enolosed 

in plagioolase orystals to xenoblastio forms exoeeding 2mm. in diameter and 

displaying lobate margins towards partially engulfed plagioolas. 

xenoblasts. 

Miorooline m~ be present in amnll amounts, both as ant1perth1t10 

exsolution produots in some of the lareer plagioolase xenoblasts and also 

as small interstitial xenoblastio forms; individual miorocllne crystals 

seldom exceed O.5mm. in diameter. 
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Epidote usually forms leu tha.n 2;' ot tho modo. l~ol5t ery:stnls 

are subidioblastic and occur discretely. The mean grain 11ze 1. 0.2mm. 

Subordinate amounts of idloblastic loilit. C17stals are sometimes present. 

l!2..ti~ has in most oases been pseudomorphod by ponnin1 te and 

prehnite. It occurs as scattered discrete subidioblastio crystala or 

in small aggree;ates. The mean diameter of basal seotions is 0.7uun. 

5. The Development of" :tate-Stage AlkA.li Feld.s~nr 

Brief reference has been made to the ooourrence ot microoline 

in Some of the dykes of the Kernssry end Belnn Airigh Cbarr arena 

(see section IV.B2d(iv)). Textural evidence 1n samples of acid 

gneisses, early basites and metasediments, indicates thnt alkali 

feld.spar formed at a comparatively late stnce in the evolution of the 

complex. Alkali feldspar is most prominent in the acid gnoisses. 

a. Mineralogioal Features 

Uicrooline is the dominant alkali feldspnr dovolopod. 

~easured 2Vs ranee between _760 end -8GO; tile alkali foldspar is 

therefore classed as Intermediate t:icrooline (-2V. GOo to 800
) and 

Crypto-Cross Hatohed Maximum l!ioroolino (-2V • 81 0 to 85°) (llarfun1n 1966). 

b. Petrologioal Features 

When present in small oonoentrations (less thnn !l": ot tho mode) 

miorooline forma irregular antiperthitio pntchos roplncine clll.rlior-formod. 

plaeioclase, or small olear interstitial orystr.ls and. pntchos hnvlne a 

mean diamoter of O.5mm. 

Where present in grenter oonoontratiOn3. n ooreplox Gorios or 
mineralogioal ohan~es is nssooiatca with thG mioroolino dovolopmont. 

These ohanees mny bo studied in throe staeesl-

(i) Rooks in whioh mioroollno forma more tl~n 2~,'; or the modo. 
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llicrocline shows great variety 01' grain size and forms 

porphyroblasts which may attain several centimetres in diameter. }.[ost 

crystals are xenoblastic with irregular and lobate mareins. Cross-hatoh 

twinning is usually well developed, although the existence within 

individual crystals of well twinned and apparently untwinned domains may 

reflect varying degrees of triclinioi ty (Laves 1950). Film ani string 

perthi tes (Andersen 1928) are commonly developed. Microcl1ne fie quently 

forms a rim about earlier-formed plagioolase (see Plate V.13a); 

turbidi ty is characteris tio of such older feldspars. 

Na-feldspar in the rocks of this group OOCurs as exsolution 

lamellae in K-feldspar hosts, and also as fresh, untwinned interstitial 

crystals with a composition in the range An 7% to An~. Some large 

microcline xenoblasts have thin, disoontinuous albitio rims. Laree 

antiperthitic xenoblasts of Na-feldspar poikilitically include granules 

of epidote and zoisite, or display sympleotitio intergrowth with 

muscovite. Other intererowths are common, and quartz-albite inter

growths have formed on K-fe1dspar (;rain boundaries. 

Quartz-zoisite and quartz-musoovite intergrowths were also 

observed; the muscovite crystals display marked disoordance with 

earlier-formed S-surfaces ani possess a deoussate 8ubfabrio (see 

Plate V.13b). 

Biotite is usually fiesh, but where the ooncentration ot 

symp1ectitic muscovite is high (greater than 1~ of the mode) biotite 

has been replaced b,y penninite. 

(ii) Rocks in which microcline forms be tweon 1 % and 2% of 

the mode. 

lficroc1ine shows similar form and development to thnt described 

in (i) above. Film perthites are common and most examples illustrate 

cross-hatch twinning. 



Na-feldspar (An ~) forms a greater proportion o~ the mode 

than in (i) above, and the textural features described in the latter 

section are more clearly displayed (see Plate V.14). 

Quartz-albite intergrowths are common along K-feldspar crain 

boundaries and albite rims on K-feldspar are well developed. Relict 

oligoclase crystals are usually turbid but sometimes have an albitio 

rim; irregular patches of albite may also be scattered throughout the 

turbid kernel. Such patches of clear albite are usually associated 

with inclusions of epidote and zoisite. Similar observations have 

been made concerning feldspars in granitised arkose (Coombs 1950). 
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guartz-zoisite and quartz-muscovite symplectitio intergrowths 

are common. 

Biotite is usually fresh, but hieh concentrations o~ 

symplectitic quartz-muscovite intergrowths are assooiated with penninite 

replacement of biotite. 

(iii) Rocks in which mcrocline forms between ~ and 1~: of 

the mode. 

~~crocline usually forms interstitial crystnls which have a 

mean grain diameter of O.5mm.; lareer K-feldspar augen a.re also developed 

and may attain diameters of several oentimetres (see Plate V.17a). 

Film perthites and cross-hatch twinning are typically developed. 

~scovite-quartz symplectites are not well developed and usually 

oonstitute less than ~ of the mode. 

Biotite is usually fresh. 

c. The Distribution of K-feldspor within the Gneiss Complex 

In the Kernsary and Beinn .Airigh Chnrr areas, north wast -

south east trending belts of relative enrichment or empoveriahment in 

X-feldspar can be distinguished. The greatest concentration o~ K-feldspar 
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occurs about 1k:m. north ot the summit ot lIeall na tleine and. may be 

related to a series ot pegmatoid intrusive sheets. These seldom 

exceed 20cm. in width and have diffuse margins. Ie-feldspar is the 

dominant constituent ot these sheets (see Plate V.15). Development ot 

X-feldspar porphyroblasts is also charaoteristic in the gneisses close 

to these sheets. 

There is coinoidenoe between the area ot greatest feldspar 

conoentration with that in which the D5 s~teotonio miematisation was 

most intense. It is possible, theref'ore, that some ot the K-feldspar 

is ot M5 generation. 

X-f'eldspar is not as common a constituent of the rock fabrics 

in the Creag Mhea1l Beag and Poolewe areas. In the latter area, 

locally discordant north west - south east striking potash-rich 

pegmatite sheets, showing sharp intrusive contaots townrds both dykes 

and gneisses, vary in width from a few centimetres to several metres. 

Extremely large crystals ot microcline charaoterise the tlrloker 

pegmatite sheets. 

It is possible that the potash-rich pecmatoid sheets with 

dif'fUse contacts are consanguineous with the pegmatite slwets which have 

sharply defined contacts. If' this is the case, it is necessar,y to 

postulate heterogeneity in P-T conditions within the intrusive 

enVironment, such that the sheets which have dif'tuse margins may have 

been intruded into a relatively hot complex in which ionic mobility was 

high. Intrusion could therefore have oocurred at a relatively early 

date in a cooling complex, or alternatively into a relatively hot part 

ot the complex. 

Spatial and temporal variation in partial ~ter vapour pressure 

within the complex may also provide an explanation of tho observed 

variation in the potash-rich sheets. Plata V.16a illustrates the way 1n 
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which the micro cline distribution is controlled by the pre-existins 

foliation. The formation of microcline domains only one crystal wide, 

yet markedly elongate parallel to the foliation, and also the ftssociated 

development of microcline porphyroblasts, is considered indicative of 

metasomatio introduction, probably involving aqueous solutions. 

Thus on both a regional and a microscopic scale, the 

pre-existing foliation has been an important controlling influence on 

the introduction of microcline into the gneiss complex. 

d. The Source of the Alkali Feldspar 

On the basis of the petrological evidence presented (see Ib' 

above), it is apparent that there is a broad correlation between the 

development of' K-feldspar and the complex mineral intergrowths involving 

quartz, muscovite, Na-feldspar, zoisite and epidote. 

It was previously stated (see 'b' above) that the initial 

development of alkali feldspar results in antiperthitio replacement of 

oligoclase feldspar by microcline. Orville (1962) has demonstrated 

the readiness with which the reaction -

Nn Al Si,08 + x+ 
o 0 proceeds at temperatures wi thin the ranee 300 C to 700 C at up to 

2kb. total pressure using aqueous solutions. lIe also quotes other 

equations which "may be important in nature" but for whioh there is no 

experimental data available viz.:-

2 K AI, Si,01 ° (on) 2 + ,Ca 2+ ~ ,ea Al2 Si208 + 2X+ + 1.J1+

This reaction may be responsible for the ser1oitlsation observed in 

Some of the relatively calcio plagioolase crystals. Anothor possible 

reaction involving plagioclase feldspar 1s:-

Ie A13 3i,010 (OH)2 + 63i02 + 3Na.+ ~ ,Na.Al 31,°8 + 2H+ + x+ 

whilst the reaction:-



was proposed by Becke (1908) as the reaction responsible tor the 

f'ormation 01' ~ite. 

The implication ot these equations is that an addition 01' 

+ X ione under suitable P-T oonditions may lead to the formation ot 

+ 2+ X-reldspar and the release or Na aDd Ca iona. Releued sodium 

could be used in the rormation 01' albite rims on plagioolase, whilst 

calcium could be incorporated into loieite or epidote. 

Ramberg (1952) quotes the equation:-

2 Ca2 Al,,012 OR + lC Al, Si,010 (00)2 + 2Si.o2 ~ 

z.. Ca .112 Si2.o8 + lC J.1 Si,08 + H20 

in which, dependent upon P-T conditiona, plagioclase is unatable in the 

presence 01' lC-:f'eldspar. These minerals react to produoe soisite, 

muscovite and cpartz. The temperature 01' reaction is dependent upon 

the partial water vapour preaaure and the 783+/Al3+ ratio. Increasing 

water n.pour pressure favoura the tormation 01' loia1te and muscovite, 

and a rising J'e3+/AJ.3+ ratio favours the formation ot epidote. 

Ramberg's equation is presented becau.e it invol.,.., most ot 

the phases which have been observed in symplectitio intergrowth. 

Shelley (196z.., 1967) haa reviewed idea. on the tormation ot lQ'T'IIekiteJ 

:trom the etu~ ot the torms and geometry ot myrmeldte and myrmakite-lik. 

intergrowths (including speoimens ot tewi,ian rocks) he oonoludes that 

the intergrown minerals crystallised limultaneousl,y, OM reor,ystalliaing 

phase (usuallJ' quarts) being constrioted by the growth ot the other. 

Shelley argues that recrystallisation oocurs as a oonsequenc. ot .train. 

However, in the present study there is little eTidenee ot an asaooiation 

ot ~eldte-l1ke interuowtha and .hearin8: it is theretore suggested 

that recrystallisation was induoed by the development ot disequUibrium 

in the system as a result ot ohanges in the bllk rock chemistry, i.e. the 

suggested lC metasomatism. 



Implicit in the above proposal is the assumption that the 

initial, pre-metasomatic assemblages represented a close approach to 

thermodynamic equilibrium, which is upset by changes in P-T conditions 

or bulk rock chemistry. Similar assumptions have been made by 

Carmichael (1969) in consideration of reactions at metamorphio isogradsj 

he also presents evidence which suggests that aluminium is relatively 

immobile in metamorphic environments; it is oonsidered that this may be 

an important factor in the development of some of the oomplex myrmekitio 

intergrowths described above. 

Many authors have described the petrological developments 

associated with alkali metasomatism in metamorphio terrains; Read (1957) 

presents an excellent discussion and survey ot the available evidence. 

Commonly there 1s an association of introduced K-feldspar with 

saussuritised oligoclase rimmed by fresh albitio feldspar, replacement 

perthites and antiperthites, and myrmekitio intergrowths. For example, 

Cheng (1944) described a complex series ot readjustments in the 

Bett,yhill migmatites, and demonstrated the importance of foliation planes 

as a controlling influence in the formation of some of the K-feldspar. 

e. The Argument for K Uetasomatism 

The implication of muoh of the above areumont is that 

K metasomatism has initiated a complex prooess of mineralogioal 

readjustments within a metamorphio environmont. 

It is also possible that tho alkali feldspar oould have been 

formed by metamorphio readjustments involving no net introduotion of 

material. 

+ Some evidence supporting an in-situ derivation of K ions m~ 

be cited in the caSe of biotite whioh has been replnead by ehlor1 te 

(see section 'be above); for example ChnyelJ (1955) ha.s sueeested thnt the 
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partial chlori tisation o-r biotite during the hydrothermal. sta(;e of 

crystallisation, which is common in many granites, releases X-feldspar 

as a by-product. Such a reaction may have formed some of the X-feldspar 

observed in the acid gneisses, but it has alrea~ been stated that the 

chloritisation of biotite correlates with the quantity of symplectitic 

muscovite (see section 'b' above) and not with the amount o-r X-feldspar. 

I-r this is the case, however, domains in which alkali feldspar 

is concentrated may be expected to correspond with lithological contrasts; 

available evidence however implies that there is a structural rather 

than lithological control affecting the alkali feldspar distribution. 

FUrthermore, domains in which the modal proportion o-r alkali feldspar is 

low Show no indication of associated mineralogioal readjustments which 

would release X+ ions, when oompared with those domains in whioh 

K-feldspar is absent. 

Thus, in summary, the positive evidence supportinB metasomatism 

is the textural evidence ofK-feldspar introduotion along pre-existing 

foliation planes with concomitant partial replacement of older fabrios; 

whilst the pegmatoid sheets desoribed in section '0' above could provide 

a convenient source of suoh introduoed material, and whose distribution 

correlates with the distribution of X-feldspar in the gneisses. 

f. The Age of the K loietasomatism 

Alkali feldspar overgrowth of s6 fabrio elements implies that 

the metasomatism occurred after 116, or possibly during a static phau of 

~6. Discordant symplectitic muscovite crystals have responded to D8 

by bending and kinking (see Plate V.1Gb). X-feldspar has also 

registered D8 strain. Thus the postulated motasomatism occurred after 

D6 and before D8 which thus corresponds in age with the development of 

microcline in the basic dykes (see seotion IV.D2d(iv». 



E. SU1JlltRY OF POST-DYD I:ET.AJ.:OnPHIC EVEr:TS 

The areal extent and intensi~ of post-dyke metamorphio 

phases is best considered with reference to the dykes themselves 

(see section IV.C2). The rocks of the complex into which the dykes 

were intruded have responded in varying degrees to the post-dyke 

metamorphisms and many of the observed effects bave been described in 

preceding sections of this chapter. 

1. The M6 J.fetamorphism 

V.3S. 

The phase assemblages described in sections V.A1, V.B1a. V.B2, 

V.B3a , V.C1 and V.D1, in particular the occurrence of tremolite, epidote, 

garnet, hornblende and. oligoclase, sugGest thnt the 1:6 metamorphism was 

in low amphibolite or upper greenschist faoies. 

A salient a.spect of the J.:6 fabrics described is the complex 

zoned nature of the plagioclase feldspars. Goodspeed (1959) described 

complex zonation in metasomAtic feldspars; his aocount showlS mnny 

parallels with that presented here. However, the nbsence ot' evidonce 

of metasomatism in ronny s6 fnbrics which show both oscillatory and 

reverse zoned plagioclase sugGests that an nltar~~tive mechanism may 

have been responsible. 

Zoned crystals are common in igneous rocks nod nro considered 

to represent incomplete reaotion relationships within a difforentiating 

mal)ma. Zoning is commonly developed in igneous plagioclase (Vance 1962, 

1965) but is relatively rare in metamorphio plagioolase (Phillips 1930. 

G-reenwood and McTaggart 1957, Jones 1961, Rast 1965, Co.nnon 1966). 

Turner and Verhoogen (1960) follow Becke (1913) 1n suerest1ng tl~t 

"abmdance of zoned plagioclase" is a criterion "by which dioritos and. 

granodiori tes may be distinguished as macma tic in ori gin". nu tlnnd. 

et al. (1960) considered that the oscillatory zonation in the r~orwegian 



gneisses which they studied was a relict ir,neous phenomenon. 

Cannon (1966) however suggested that plagioclase zonation mny 

have a metamorphic origin, and normal, reverse and osoillato~ zonation 

have been described in metamorphio plagioclase by Phem1ster (1934), 

Wiseman (1934), lasch (1954) and Rast (1965). 

Leelanandam (1968) has reviewed the literature relatine to 

zonation of metamorphio plagioolases and notes a correlation between 

reverse-zoned plagioclases and proximity to crush zones in an area o~ 

charnockitio rocks. 

Miyashiro (1958), Shido (1958) and Cnnnon (1966) attribute 

reverse zoning to progressive metamorphism; Binns (1965) arcues that 

it is due to grade dependent breakdown of co-existing hornblende. 

Misch (1954) suggests that conditions of low metamorphio grade and strong 

para-crystalline deformation are unfavournble for the development of 

zoned crystals in metamorphio rocks, and that reverse zoning in 

plagioolase may be a result of progressive metamorphism or the slow 

small-scale diffUsion of "anorthite building" components. 

HSu (1955) explains reverse-zoned p1agioolase! as a response 

to structural differences resulting from strain nnd compositional 

differences during crystal growth. 

Metamorphio crystallisation or recrystnllisation involves 

both a nucleation stage and a growth stage about the stable nucleus 

(Rast 1965). Under reeionnl metamorphio oondi tiona nuoleation and 

growth are influenced by the state of strain nnd tho velocity of 

deformation. The slower the deformation rate, tho hic;her the chanco 

of nucleation of a new mineral species (Ra~t OPe oit.). 

The oomparatively few examples of l:G polYC;onnl crain fabrios 

(see sections IV.B2d, V.Dia) are considered to represent evidenco o~ 

annealing crystallisation in response to tho D6 deformation. The bulk 



of M6 plagioclase growth in the gneisses appears to have occurred about 

pre-M6 nuclei. Comparison with the t~ recrystallised placioclase 1n 

the basic dykes (see section IV.B2d) reveals an analoeous situation. 

The observed oscillatory zonation in the plagioclase of both dykes and 

gneisses is considered to represent variations in growth conditions in 

response to variations in the physico-chemical conditions of the 

metamorphic environment, whilst the seneral trend from reverse zoning to 

normal zoning is regarded as indicative of prograde followed by retrograde 

metamorphic stages. These ideas therefore accord with those of Irsu (1955); 

by analogy with studies of igneous plagioclase it is arOled that the zoned 

J.r6 plagioclase is indicative of diseq~.lilibrium in the rock system. 

The u6 hornblende subfabrics of the gneisses and metasediments, 

and the M6 garnet and biotite subfabrics of the dykes are phenomena 

associated with static metamorphio conditions; there is tlrus no evidence 

in support of Binns' (1965) conclusion that metnmorrhio zonation in 

plagioclase feldspar is due to grade-dependent brenkdown of hornblende; 

on the contrary, a possible source of components for the statio l:6 

hornblende in the gneisses may be reactions involving t~6 recrysto.llisation 

of a pre-M6 more calcic plagioclase and the replacement of biotite by 

epidote. 

2. The:M7 and. :M8 Events 

These are associated with the metrunorphio crystallisation or 

recrystallisation of mineral 8ssemblaees typioal of the greenschist faoies; 

calCite, ~artz, prehnite and minerals of the epidote and chlorite groups 

constitute the minerals involved • 

.3. Post-Dyke Fabric Evolution 

Tables V.2 and V.3 summarise some of the sien1t'1cant petrolocioal 

features of the post-dyke complex as a whole. Data rolatins to pre-dyke 
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events are also presented for comparison purposes. 

Table V.2 is based upon evidence presented in Chapters III, 

IV and V. It reflects observations made in a complex which is 

compositionally heterogeneous; moreover the spatial and temporal 

distribution of structural and metrunorphic effects is also markedly 

heterogeneous and at any fixed point in time a particular phase may be 

recrystallising in one area and not in another. The table apparently 

illustrates a complex which is gradually cooling as minerals typical of 

the lower grades of metamorphism characterise progressively youneer 

fabrics. 

The typical shape fabrio assooiated with each deformational 

and thermal event is indicated in Table V.3. Eorly granoblnstio 

fabrics have been successively modified; there is a eenernl trend of 

grain Size reduction, and phases whioh typically form equant erains in 

the early fabrics show a proeressive development towards ine~ant grains 

in later fabrics. The 86, 87 and 88 fabrics show increasing 

development of mylonitic fabrics, leading to the ultimate produotion of 

89 cataclasites and the local development of pseudotachylite. 

Microscopio measurements obtained of mean crain shea in 

sections cut perpendioular and parallel to the dominant mineralogical 

lineations indicate that individual trains hnve a tendency townrda 

oblate forms. Mesoscopically, however, aggregates of suoh gro.1ns 

become more prolate in the later fabrics. 

The lithological heterocenoit,y nnd tho inhomogeneous 

distribution of structural and metamorphio effects domonstrnte a 

considerable variation in strain. High strains hnve ooourred adjaoent 

to litholOgical contacts across which there are marked differenoes in 

viscosit,y. Dyke-gneiss contrasts are importnnt in this respect, but 

throughout the post-dyke development of the complex tho II thological 
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contrasts between the gneisses and the Gleann Tulacha metasediments -

Beinn Airigh Charr basite have formed a major structural discontinui~. 

Thus in M6, when growth of hornblende occurred essentially in statio 

metamorphic conditions, 1.r6 hornblende in the rocks adjncent to this 

contact is syn-tectonio. 

The gneisses adjacent to the Gleann Tulacha metasedimonts 

also show more intense development of Y7 and. liS folds, the finest 

mylonitic foliation, and some of the thickest outcrops of cataclasites 

and pseudotachylite. 

Johnson (1967) stated that "a considerable vaGUeness persists 

on the topic of mylonites". He suggests that mylonitio banding is 

developed along a plane of low resolved shearing stress, r~d not, as is 

commonly assumed, along surfaces of hieh resolved shearing stress. 

Evidence observed in the forms of curves ofmylonitio banding 

about porphyroblasts (see Plate V.17) and reliot ovoid sbnped domains 

of earlier fabrics elongate in the mylonitio foliation, supports 

Johnson's hypothesis. FUrthermore, Plate V.18 shows intersecting planar 

deformational domains within a K-feldspar porphyroblast. The bisector 

of the acute angle between these domains is perpendicular to the 

mylonitio banding. This, therefore, provides fUrther evidence in 

support of the argument favouring pure shenr as a menns of produoing a 

mylonitic fabrio. 

However, different rock materials undorgoing deformation strain 

at different rates and in a heterogeneous complex, hetoroceneous strain 

distribution under conditions of pure shear will rosult in some 

translative movement. The obvious sites for such movement are zones of 

major structural and lithological discontinuity, nnd the results are 

localised cataclasiS, extreme frictional hoating produoing localised 

melting and the intrusion of pseudotachyli to (Park 1961). 
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C Hft P'l'BR VI 

S'l'nnCTtmE 

A. INTRODUCTION 

All parts of the complex show evidence of intense polYl'hn.se 

deformation; there are at least six phases of folaine represented by 

both small and laree scale structures. 

The structura.l chronoloeY blls been estRbl1shed by study of 

the geometrical form of interfering fold sets, and by correlation of 

metamorphic fabrics. 

The jus tifica tion for the use of the basic dykes lIS 

stratieraphical markers has been discussed in Chap tar IV. A fabric 

sequence was established in the dykes themselves, based upon the 

premise that the dykes belonced to 8. single swarm (i.e. whose m~)mbers 

are not separated by any tectonio events). Study of the mutual 

relationships betwoen the dykes and the ene1ss complex is thorefore 

necessary to test this initial preluise, and cruoial in tho distinction 

between pre-dyke and rost-dyke fabrics and structural elements. 

If the initial premise that t.he dykes belong to tho SArnO 

tectonic suite is invalid, fabrio and 8tructllral inconsistanc1u would 

be a necessary consequence. 

B. STRUCTURAL RELATIOtrSIffi'S nET'.'i1;;]~ TIlE DYlm3 ~ID THE Crrr::ISSF:S 

Fig. VI.1 illustrates sketch mnps 0 r typioal structural 

relationships observed bot\'l'Oen the dykes and tho t.noissos. In the 

majority of casas, the N.W. - S.E.-striklng foliation in tho dykes is 

parallel, or nea.rly pn.rallel, to the foliation in tho enoisaes Rnd it 

could be sueeosted that these pa.rallel foliations are coeval. 

Sketch E (F'le. VI.1) illustrates a situatlon in which a 

VI.1. 



folded early basite is cut b,y a dyke. Tho folla tion in the enoisses 

is axial planar to the folds of the eneissose bandine, whilst tho 

foliation in the dyke is not parallel to that in the cneisses and. is 

clearly later (see also Plate VI.ia), so that in this case the two 

foliations are not the Sl1l!le abe. In a simila.r way the uni'oliated 

dyke apophyses in Fig. VI.iF cut eneisses possessing a penetrativG 

W.N.W. - E.S.E.-trending foliation. 

VI.2. 

Other relationships a.re not so cleRr. In the weakly 

doliated dyke shown in Fig. VI.1D some of its initial intrusive contnot 

relationships are preserved tOMlrds eneisses which possessed a 

N.W. - S.E.-striking planar fabrio, but post-dyke derormation has 

produced simila.rly orientated N.W. - S.E.-striking planar structures. 

Structural relationships of the type illustrated in 

Fig. VI.iH (see also Plate VI.1b), could be the result of ono post-~'ke 

defonnational event in which U. W. - S.E.-striking planar struct-..lrcs 

were produoed. Geometrically simpler solutions are possible if it is 

assumed that dyke intrusion was controlled by pre-existing N.W. - S.E.

trending structures. Dyke emplacement subsequently occurred alone 

fold limbs or parallel to the axial planar folia.tion. 

Relationships similar to those depicted. in Pie. VI.1 G may 

likewise be explained in terms of a discordant intruSion, with a limited 

amount of structurally-controlled. omplncement induced. by nn oxisting 

N.W. - S.E.-strikine foliation. 

Although much of the evidence does not lend. to a unique 

solu tion, it is sufficiently clenr from mRny exo.mples thrl. t tho dykos 

cut a N.E. - S. W.-striking planar structur~ comprising Q. coorso 

gneissose bandinei thnt this banding hn.s been derormod. dur:!.ne Iln evont, 

or events, in which a. N.W. - S.E.-strikine penetrntive foliation ",ns 

imparted.; and tha.t this foliation is rela.tod to 0. deformationnl event 



older than that which prod.uced the simila.rly-orientated structures in 

the dykes. 

Consideration o~ ~abric criteria yields further supporting 

evidence. In areas in which the dykes are schistose throughout, the 

N.W. - S.E.-trendine structures in the country rock gneisses have 

~abrics o~ the type described in section V.D1b and are characterised by 

the development o~ markedly inequant crystals. Country rock gneisses 

in those areas in which the dykes appear to be little deformed, have 

N.W. - S.E.-trending structures associated with comparatively equant 

quartzo-~eldspathic sub~abrics (see section III.A1). 

This evidence by itsel~ does not necessarily support the 

conclusion that the two fabrics are of different ages, end it could be 

argued that anisotropic strain rates during the same phase o~ 

de~ormation have produced fabric incongruencies. 

An additional areument concerns the aee of the miematisation 

of the gneisses. In those areas in which the dykes appear to be 

relatively undeformed, the N.W. - S.E.-striking structures in the 

gneisses are associated with the development of miematites. 

This migmatisation has elso affected the early basite bodies (SGO 

section III.D); such bodies have similar mineralogy ana composition to 

the dykes and would be expeoted to illustrate broadly congruent 

reactions in a common history. The fact remains, howover, that without 

exception the dykes are not mi&natised; it must therefore be concluded 

that an event producing N.W. - S.E.-strildng structures end an 

associa.ted syn-tectollic roigmatisation preceded the emplacement of the 

dykes. 

From these argumonts it is concluded thnt N.W. - S.E.-striking 

foliation in the dykes is the result of a later do~ormation from that 

which produced the simila.rly-orientnted structures in the gneisses. 



Similar arguments have been used by Park and Cress_ll (in press) 

in respeot or dJ'ke relationships in a number of other &real ot the 

mainland Lewisian (e. e. Torridon and Tollie). 

C. PRE-DYKE 5TRUCTURE5 

The pre-dyke struotures are analysed within eaoh ot the tour 

wb-areas (lee section II.A) bef"ore the re@ional pattern il oonsidered. 

1, The Creag Kheall :Beag Area 

a. Planar Elements 

53 and S5 are the dominant planar element.. 53 i. an 

irregular gneilsose bandine detiDed by Tariations in the proportions 

ot the maJor Ddneralo@ioal constituents. 55 il a tiDer, more reeular 

folia tion expressed in terma ot the parallel alignment ot quarts tolia 

and the preterred orientation ot biotite flakel. 

VI.z... 

)lap 3B and lie. VI.2a Ulultrate that 53 il a lteeply dippins 

surtace which displaYI oonsiderable Tariation in .trike. In the 

northern part of the area S3 baa a r81atin!y unitorm N.N,E.-strU:e, 

blt bas apparentl3 been subjeoted to laree soale folding about 

N. W. - S.I.-trending &Xel in the south ot the area. The outcrop ot 

the nrious gneiss units mapped (llap 3.\), olearly reneots the 

attitude 0'1" 93 in this area. 

53, however, is in part a transposed earlier lurtace, 52, and 

there is muoh evidenoe ot 7} foldingJ penetratiT8 93 foliation ia 

assooiated with some 13 folds. P2 intratolial tolds, observed in 7} 

told olo8ure8 of" some early basi te bodies, imply the exil t.noe ot an 

earlier surtace, S1. Ver.y little m~ be deduoed about 91, exoept 

that it is represented by a oompositional layering (aee Plata 111.7). 

Jlap 3C illustrates the S3 transposition ot S2, In the 



northern part of' the area where 33 nppenrs relatively undeformod, it is 

possible by construction of the enveloping surfl:'.ces for individuo.l 

F3-folded horizons to deduce that the original strike of 32 was 

approximately N.W.-S.E. 

Detailed reconstruction of the pre-F.3 surface is not 

attempted, due in part to the completeness of the 53 transposition, 

but also to the complicating effects of' intense post-F3 deformation. 

A further difficulty, as Fig. VI.2b illustrates, is the great 

variability in L3 attitude relative to the small number of measurements 

made. 

b. F3 fuld Geometry 

The amplitude of F3 folds varies from a fow centimetres to 

several metres, whilst the presence of large scale F3 folds is implied 

in the outcrop pattern of the gneiss units mapped (l':n.p )A). 

F3 fold axial planes are steeply-dippine surfaces displaying 

variable strike as a result of subsequent refolding. 33 ~~ial planar 

foliation is not always associated with F3 folds and open F3 folds 

usually have no axial pla~~r foliation. 

L3 mineral lineations are not commonly developed. F3 fold 

axes tend to have steep plunges (Fig. VI.2b); this plunce variation 

cannot satisfactorily be explained in terms of post-F3 deformntion, 

but is considered to be a consequence of tho development of' 53 upon 

an already folded surface. 

There is considerable varintion in tho style of F3 foldS; 

diSharmonic, symmetric and asymmetric folds are developed, with 

tightness ranging from eentle to isoclinal (Fleuty 1964-), (seo 

Plate VI.2). 

5mo.ll scale asymmetric F3 folds wore observed on the limbs of 



larger F3 structures, but it was not possible to identify large scale 

F3 structures by mapping the sense of asymmetry of coeval small scale 

structures (Ramsay 1953). The extreme attenuation of many F3 fold 

limbs, and the effects of intense post-F3 defonnation were tho main 

limitations in this respect. 

c. F3 Folding Mechanisms 

The geometrical classification of folds proposed by Ramsey 

(1967 pp.359-372) is difficult to apply in the case of lithological 

layering represented by an irreeulsr gneissose banding which has 

experienced polyphase deformation; however, folds of the ~~e shown 

in Plate VI.2a reseml)le para.llel folds, whilst othl'lr folds 

(see Plate VI.2b) approximate to the similAr fold model. 

trost F3 folds approximate more to the similar type of fold 

model, in that the thickness of a given loyer shows creater variation 

measured orthogonnl to the layer boundAr,7, than m~asured parallel to 

the fold axial plane. 

VI.6. 

Distinction between flexural flow and passive foldinc 

(Donath and Parker 1964) depends upon accurate eeometricel description, 

and thus its application to the acid enaiss complex suffers the same 

1imi tations as the rieorous eeometrioal c1assif:i.cation proposed by 

Ro.msay (1967). 

However, the tenc1.ency towards a relatively uniform orthoeonal 

thickness in some of the folded layers in F3 "similar" folds lea.ds to 

the conclusion that passive folding has not been the only operative 

mechanism. Lithological anisotropies And ductility contrasts between 

adjacent la.yers are thus considered to have played an important role 

in the course of the D3 deformation. 

Within the gneiss complex, the grea.test lithologica.l 



contrasts are between the acid eneisses and the ecrly basic rocks. 

Fig. VI.3a illustrates dip isogons construoted for an F3 fold of 

mineralogical banding in an early besite body; this fold corresponas 

wi th Class 1A folds (Rnmse.y 1967) end is analoe;ous to folds produced 

by buckline relatively competent layers. 

The F3 deformation may be thus envis8£;ed as a proeressive 

event involving the buckling, and in some cases disruption and 

aematisation, of the early basic bodies. Trondhjemi tio pegms.ti tes 

VI.7. 

(see section III.D2), syn-tectonically introduced, acquired an 33 fabrio 

as deformation continued. 

D3 boudinage of the early basic rocks mny be indicative of 

flexural flow-folding mechanisms, with the least ductile Inyers 

strained to the point of failure (see Plate VI.3). 

Passive folding (Donath and Parker 1964) mcy have been 

operative, particularly in the acid gneisses in which there wore 

probably no marked viscosity contrasts between adjacent layers, but 

since true "similar" folds were not recoe;nised, this must remain 

conjectural. Since many apparently similar folds of naturally 

deformed rocks are oonsidered to owe their initial development to a 

buckl:1ng mechanism (Biot 1961, FH nn 1962, Re.msay 1962a, Rrunbcrg 1964), 

it is to be expected that true similar folds are rare in nature. 

Intense homogeneous deformation (oommon in basement arons 

(Watterson 1968b)) can produce tieht similar folds from open buckle 

folds, without continued buckling (Flinn 1962). Thus, those folds 

whose geometrical form resembles the floxural flow folds of Donath und 

Parker (1964), may have been produced by n combination of flexural slip 

and subsequent homogeneous deform~tion. 

In conclusion, therefore, it is considored thnt tho D3 

deformation was associated with a syn-tectonio micmatisation and 



involved an initial buckling precess. Development of boudin~ce 

structures in some of the early basic rocks is considered indicative 

of flexural flow folding, but in the absence of strain nk~rkers, the 

amount and extent of passive deformation, both homoeeneous and 

inhomogeneous has not been investigated. 

d. FS Thld Geometry 

VI.S. 

There is considerable variation in the a.mplitude of 1<'5 folds. 

Large scale F5 folds are illustrated by the 33 form lines (t:n.p 3B), 

whilst centimetre-scale F5 folds are visible a.t mnny outcrops. The 

variability in S3 attitude mny be largely explnined in terms of 1!5 

folding (see Fig. VI.2a,c). 

F5 fold axial planes maintain a fairly constnnt orientation 

with steep north east dips and a N.ri.-S.E. strike. F5 folds of the 

acid gneisses are usually associated with penetrative S5 foliation, 

although this is not usually developed in F5 folded early basites. 

A b-lineation, L5, is commonly developed in the acid enoisses; 

its usual form is a quartzo-feldspathic redding, spatially associated 

wi th and parallel to F5 fold axes. 

F5 folds tend to be steeply-plune;ine structures, but they 

exhibit a ereat-circle distribution co-planar with 35 (soa Fir,. VI.2o). 

This distribution is considered to refloct tho fact that D5 affected a 

geometrically complex surface. 

~ap 3D illustrates L5 lineation pitch isocons construotod with 

S5 as a constant reference surfnce; since F5 fold axes tend to have 

steep south east or north west pitch, it is considered most likely that 

the pitch direction chances throueh a verticnl rnthor than horizontal 

attitude; the lineation pitch isocons are construotod according to 

this premise. It is clear that tho isoeona reflect the structural 



trends of S3and. the importance of the S3 surfClCQ in deterrr.inine the 

geometry of D5 struci.-ures. 

F5 rolds display considerable variety in st,yle; dlshnrmonic, 

symmetrio and asymmetric folds are developed which ranee in tiehtness 

from gentle to isoclinal (Flcut-'J 1964). 

In maQY cases it is not possible to apply a strict coometricnl 

classification to F5 folds, due to the irrecular nature or tho eneissoso 

bp.nc1ing and. other anisotropies within the complex (e.e. see Plate VI.4). 

However, Fig. VI.3b illustrates an example of F5 folded. 11 tholocical 

layering in an early basi to correspondinc; with ChSR 1 C (Ramsay 1%7). 

The F5 asymmetric folds of an acid gneiss layer (Fig. VI.3c), have most 

of their clip isoe;ons parallel, corresponding with ClMS 2 folds 

(Ra.msay OPe cit.); but the lone limbs display some sliehtly convergent 

dip isogons (Class 1C) and the short limbs some slicht diverc;onoQ 

(Class 3). 

e. F5 Refoldine of Ea.rlier Struotures 

F5 refoldinc of F3 structures hns led to a variety of F3/F5 

interference structures. The most common situation is thnt in which 

an F.3 structure is folded approximntely co-axially about steeply 

plunging F5 axes (e.g. see Plate VI.S) givinc; Type 3 interference 

pa.tterns (Ramsay 1962b). 

f. F5 Folding Mechanisms 

The geometry of the folded lnyors in J!5 folded early basi tes, 

and. the absence of penetra.tive 35 foliation in these bodies, is 

considered to indicate that they were deformed by bucklinc;. 

In the acid cneiss complex, particulnrly in tho north of the 

area, penetrative S5 roliation is sometimes present hnvine no spntial 

association with rnesoscopio F5 folae (sea Plate VI.Ga., l>~RJ? 3B). It is 



therefore sugeested that restricted domains experienced homo£eneous 

deformation in D5, leRding to the development of penetrative 55 

foliation at right angles to unfolded 33 lithological lA.yerine;. 

For most of the Cre3g J.:heall Beae; area, however, the 

lithological heteroe;eneity of the gneiss complex end the deformational 

heterogeneities expressed as F5 folds are salient features. 

No strictly similA.r folds were observed in the Creng l{heall 

Beag area and D5 involved both flexural and passive foldine (Donath 

and Parker 1964). Homogeneous deformRtion may have been important 

within restricted domains, but over most of the area D5 was 

heterogeneous. Associated with D5 was a syn-tectonio miematisation 

(see section III.D3). 

g. The D4 Event 

VI.10. 

The Gruinard meta.sediments outcrop in a narrow E.S.E. - W.N.W.

trending belt and have S5 as their dominant plana.r eleroont. fur the 

most part the lithological layering is co-planar with S5, but in sorno 

parts of the metasediment outcrop tho 11 thological IFl.yoring dips 

steeply to tho north north west and is thus oblique to steep 

north north east-dipping S5. F5 folds of the 11 thological lAyering 

he.ve steeply plunging axes. 

The exact nature of tho 11 tholoeica1 lAyerine; of those 

metasediments is uncertain. It the 11 tholoeical layering represents 

a post-D3 sedimentnry layering, it is necess~ry to rostulate tho 

existence an event D4, in which sub-horizontnl sedimentRry lpyorlne is 

eff'ectively rota.ted into e. stoep north north Wl3st-dippine attitude, 

before being further deformed and transposed in tho D5 episode. 



2. The K~rnSA.ry .Area. 

a. Planar Elements 

The dominant planar elements are 53, an irregular eneissose 

banding and 55 penetrative foliation. 

VI.11 • 

53 (see Map 4, Fig. VI.4a) is a moderately to steeply dippine 

surface, varying in s trike from N. E. - s. W. to E. -'.1. and N. -S • 

55 (see l,rap 4, Fig. VI.4b) maintains a fairly uniform 

N.W. - 3.E.-strike, but dips vary from steep to the north enst in the 

north of the area to gentle or sub-horizontal in the south. 

The 33 form lines (see Map 4), imply that there has been laree 

scale folding of 53 and that 55 may be a penetrative foliation associatod 

with this event. Fles. VI.4a and VI.4b may also be interpreted in 

terms of F5 folding of 53 accompanied by tho development of a penetrntiv8 

foliation, 35. 

53 is in part a transposed earlier surfnce 32, and there is 

much evidence of small scale F3 foldine. The mapped. form of somo of' 

the early basHes (see Map 4), implies that there was also largor-scale 

F3 folding. 

b. Linear Elements 

L3 elements (see Fig. VI.4c), comprise measured smnIl scalo 

F3 fold axes; these display considerablo variation in plunee. Tho 

ma.jori ty of L3 lineations appear to be parallel to the mean D. ttl tude 

of 85 and are considered to have been rotated during D5 into 

parallelism with 35. 

The L5 elements include both mineralogical b fRbrio lineations 

and small scale F5 fold a..."(os; they h:::.ve A grent cirole distribution 

(see Fig. VI.4b), parallel to the mGan attitude of S5. This 

distribution reflects the fact thnt D5 affected a structurally 



heterogeneous oomplex, analogous to a similar situation in the Cree.g 

~all Beag area (see seotion VI.Cid). 

VI.i2. 

There appear to be two di.tinot oonoentrations ot L5 elements. 

It is theretore possible that the distribution ot L5 elementl oould 

represent the re-orientation ot a oomparatinl.y unitormly-plunging L3 

lineation during 15; the two concentrationa or L5 elements would thus 

oorrespond to re-orientated L3 elements upon the reap80tive N.E. and 

a.W.-trending limbs ot 115 tolda. 

In oontrast, the eTidence ot .Pigs. VI.4&-b implies that L3 

had variable plunge with respect to 83, corresponding with a similar 

situation in the Creag Mheall Beag area. It is theretore ,ugsested 

that the L5 distribution in the Xernsary area may be explained in 

terms ot PIt. foldill8 ot 83, although the lift. folding was not direotly 

ebserved in terms ot small seale J.I'4 struotures. 

o. lold Geometry and !blding Kecha.niama 

The geometry and folding mechanisms assooiated with the 

pre-d,yka structures ot the Kernaary area are .imilar to those ot the 

Creag )(hea11 Beag area; tor example, small amplitude 15 to1ds ot an 

early basite having Class 2 fold geometry were observedJ adjaoent 

larger amplitude 15 tolds however han Clall 1 C geo_try, a1m11ar to 

that in lI'i8. VI.3b. Palaive folding wal therefore either 11mi ted in 

extent, or combined with other mechanisms ot tolding. 

The .ttee ts ot D5 ayn-teo tonic migma tisa tion are allo 

extensively developed in the Xernaary area. The progressive nature 

ot this migmatitio event and the Itructure. a'iooiated with it were 

oonaidered elsewhere (see .eotion III.D3). 



3. The Beinn Airigh Cbarr Area 

Comparatively f"aw ot the pre-dyke structure. in this area 

are preserved exoept in extremely modified tOrlD8. 

In the gneiss complex~ S5 is the dominant pre-dyke planar 

element and 18 most extell8ively preserved on Creag Caimaasair as a 

sub-horiBontal~ disposed f"oliation; small-scale 11'5 f"olds ot the S3 

gneis80se banding are developed; these have sub-horizontal axial 

planes and penetrative S5 .toliation. Larger-scale 11'5 1"o1ding 11 

demoll8trated by the mapped torm ot the early basi te bodies on Creag 

. Cairneaaa.1r (aee Map .5A). 

Small-scale P'5 1"o1d. were observed in the Gleann Tulaoha 

metasediments, rut are most oommonly preserved in the Beinn Airigh 

Cbarr badte as isool1nal f"olds ot a oompositional l83"ering (see 

Plate VI.6b); a b-tabrio lineation, L5, is defined by the alignment 

ot acioular hornblendes. 

The intense and polyphase nature ot the detorm&tion that 

subsequently &.tteoted the Gleann Tulacha metasediments end the Beinn 

!.irigh Cbarr basite makes it ditt1cult to deduoe the nature ot the 

pre-D5 layering or the original attitude ot 55. 

It. The Poolewe Area 

a. The Pre-Dyke Struotural Sequenoe 

The pre-dyke struotural aequenoe in this area 18 ditt'erent 

to that desoribed elsewhere and oorrelation with the other areas 

oonsidered is necessarily leas aeourely based. 

VI.13. 

One ot the oldest S-surtaces is preserved in a taw looalities 

in the south east part ot the area, partioularlY near Croft Hill (856795" 

this surf"ace is an irregular gneissose banding whose atti~de varies, 

rut approximates. to a N.I. - S.W.-strike with steep S.E. dips. The 



attitude of this surface thus corresponds with that of 33 in the 

Creag Mheall Beag and. Kernsary areas (see Fig. VI.Sa). 

VI.14-. 

It is apparent that 53 has been a.ffected by F4 folding; the 

~ folds have amplitudes of several metres, they are asymmetric 

structures in which the shorter limbs have steep northerly dips. 

S4- is the foliation which is developed parallel to the thinned limbs 

of F4 asymmetric folds. Only a few measurements of S4- have been 

recorded in view of its restricted outcrop (see Fig. VI.Sa). 

Both 53 and 54 have been affected by small scale FSA folds' 

which have steeply-dipping axial planes striking E.S.E. - W.N.W. 

For the remainder of the Poolewe area there is little evidence 

of either 33 or S4. In the north and west of the area, the oldest 

surface, an irregular gneissose banding, has been foldod about sub

horizontal axes. These folds are close to tight (Fleuty 1964-) nnd 

have sub-horizontally disposed axial planes and axial planar foliation. 

In a few cases it is apparent that these recumbent folds refold earlier 

folds of the gneissose banding and that the latter folds had steeply 

dipping axial planes. 

The fabric associated with the sub-horizontal foliation 

corresponds with the 55 fabrio recoenised elsewhere; this 35 foliation 

has, however, been folded to ,produce steeply dipping N.W. - S.E.-striking 

planar structures, which have been correlated with SS! recognised in the 

south east of the Poolewe area. 

It is therefore considered most likely that the sub-horizontal 

foliation in the north and west of the poolewe arca is 55, but thnt this, 

for the most part, has been steepened up during DSA. 

b. The ~eometry of the Pre-Dyke Structures 

Plate VI.7 illustrates the style of F5A folding, whilst 



Plate VI.8 illustrates a typical example of F5A superimposition upon 

F5 structures. 

S5A has a fairly uniform U. "T. - S.E.-strike and. steep 

N.E. dips, whilst the L5A b-fabric lineations display considerable 

variations in plunge, although most lineations plunge south east 

(see Fig. VI.5b). 

Lineation pitCh isogons have been constructed. for the L5A 

lineations (see Map 6B), in order to investigate the variability of 

lineation attitude (Elliot 1965, Park 1969a) with respect to the S5A 

surface. 

In the north of the area the isogon pattern is relatively 

simple, with pitch increasing from west to east; the trend of the 

isogons is oblique to that of the S5A foliation form lines. There 

is clearly no unique explanation of this lineation distribution. 

It could be suggested that sub-horizontally disposed 55 

experienced large scale folding about E.S.E. - W.N.W.-trending axes, 

prior to the imposition of the steeply dipping N.W. - S.E.-strildng 

S5A foliation; the L5A lineation would. in this case represent the 

intersection between the 35 and S5A surfaoes. Objeotions oan be 

raised to this hypothesis on the grounds that there is no evidence 

of large scale post-Ji5, pre-Ji5A folding. 

VI.15. 

Another model may be proposed in whioh the steepening of the 

L5A lineation is associated. with prOGressive DSA flattening of tho 35 

surface folded. in F5A. This hypothesis does not require the ad.di tional 

d.eformational episode of the previous model; there is, however, no 

evidence of progressive flattening, either in terms of a tend.ency for 

F5A folds to become progressively tighter with increasine lineation 

pitch, or in the form of any fabric evidence. 

model is also consid.ered. unlikely. 

Fbr these reAsons, this 
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A third model assumes that the 35 trensposition of steeply 

dipping pre-55 surfaces increases from east to west, and thus 55A i8 

developed upon a complex surface, in part dominated by 55, in part 

dominated by pre-55 surfaces. The L5A lineation thus represents the 

intersection between S5A and a compound pre-55A surface. This model 

is considered to be preferable to the others since in the south east 

of the Poole we area, S3 rather than S5 appears to be the dominant 

plana.r element - i.e. 55 is not a penetrative structure wi thin the 

Poolewe area as a whole. 

In the south of the area the isogon pattern is more complex, 

and interpretation is necessarily speculative. 

The elongate domes and basins which characterise the pa.ttern 

may be interpreted as a consequence of inhomogeneous flattening in DSA, 

or may represent the tendency for LSA pitch to be extremely sensitive 

to small variations in the attitude of the pre-D5A surface, when the 

dips of this latter surface are steep (c.f. Pnrk 1969a). The apparent 

east west trend of some of the isogoruJ in the south of the area may be 

illusory, in view of the narrowness of the outcrop belt. Relicts of 

a surface which is possibly 53 mny be indicative of the fact that S5 

was not developed as a penetrative struoture in this part of the poolewa 

area and that 55A was superimposed upon steep eastorly trending 

structures; no evidence was observed, on a mesoscopic scale, in 

support of this and it is necessary to admit the possibility that the 

variation in attitude of 55 foliation may be an original feature. 

The existenco of a D4 event has been inferred from structural 

analysis of the Creag tl1eall Beag and Poole we areas. The limited 

evidence available suggests that in the Poolewe area, 54 had an 

approximate E.-\1.-strike and steep dips. If, in the Kernsary area, 

33 had a N.E. - S. W.-strike and steep dips, and if 34 was developed in 
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this area with a similar attitude to S~ in the Poolewa nren, the 

intersections of 53 and 54 with the mean attitude of 55 in the Kernsary 

area are lines corresponding with the two main concentrations of L5 

elements (c.f. Fig. VI.~b with Fig. VI.Sa). It is therefore tentatively 

suggested that ~ affected the Kernsary area, and that the gneissose 

banding, recorded as S3, may be in part 54 transposition of 83, with the 

precise relationships between these latter surfaces obscured during D5. 

Finally, within the Poolewe area 5SA foliation was developed 

and S5 was locally steepened during D5A, prior to the intrusion of the 

dykes. Comparable structures were not observed in the other areas. 

D. STRUCTURAL CONTROL O"JZR DYKE ]Ul'LACE!.:ENT 

Over much of the area the dykes appear to be intruded 

sub-concordantly with 55 and although many dykes have a foliation 

parallel to S5, structural &nd fabric criteria imply that the foliation 

in the dykes post-dates 55 - a situation apparently common in other 

areas of the southern district of the moinland Lewisian outcrop 

(c.f. Park and Cresswell (in press»). 

The form of' the dykes appears to have been controlled by the 

nature of S5. Where S5 is a set of finely-spaced S-planes, individual 
, 

dykes appear to be narrow and. the dihedral angle betwoen branches is 

small; where S5 is a less closely-spaced penetrative structure, 

individual dykes are thicker end have a correspol1dingly larger dihedral 

angle between dyke brunches. This situation is well illustr~ted in 

the Creag Mheall Beag area (see }.:ap 3A), whore there is an obvious 

contrast in outcrop pattern bet"veen the Second-Period dykes which 

intrude the Gruinard metasediment tract, havine closely-spa.cod S5, o.nd 

the Second-Period dykes in the north of the area.. 

There is a different structural pattern in the Poolewa aren, 



where most dykes f'orm shoets sub-concordant with 35A. Plate VI.ib 

illustrates a dyke intruded parallel to the limbs of FSA folds, 

providing criteria f'or distinction between 3SA and the internal 

f'oliation of the dykes. The form of' the dykes in the Poolewe area 

is also dif'ferent to that observed elsewhere in the complex; in the 

west of' the area there is a lar~ number of' thin dykes in which it is 

of'ten dif'f'icult to detect discordance with SSA (see Plate VI.9). 

In the east the intrusions are thicker and have a complex f'orm with 

VI.i8. 

numerous branches and. of'f'shoots, mostly concordant with 3SA. Some of 

the thicker dykes contain narrow screens of' gneiss, of'ten little more 

than 1 cm. thick but which persist f'or several metres along the strike 

(see Plate VI.i0a): these screens maintain the local SSA orientation. 

Thus f'or the Poolewe area SSA appears to have exerted a 

strong structural control over dyke emplacement. 

E. POST-DYKE STRUCTURES 

1. D6 Structures 

36 is the oldest t'oliation recognised in tho dykes, and is 

best developed in the dykes ot' the Beinn AiriCh Charr and Poolewa areas. 

~~en penetrative through the whole dyke bo~, and. when unaffeoted by 

subsequent deformation, 36 has a N. W • .:. 3.E.-strike and is thus 

sub-parallel to 35, 35A and the dyke margins. 

"IThere s6 is not penetrative throueh the whole dyke body, the 

foliation is ooni'ined to dyke margins and has a sir,moidnl t'orm; near 

the contacts s6 is sub-parallel to the dyke mnrcin, but becomos obli~le 

to this direction towards the centre of the dyke. 

Sigmoidal forms ot' s6 t'oliation in the dykes are best 

developed. in the Creag li:heall Ileag area, nnd. in some narrow dykes in 

this area this t,ype ot' t'oliation is oontinuous throughout the dyk~ 
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body (see Plate VI.10b). 

Fig. VI.6 indicates plots of the dihedral angle between the 

internal foliation of the dykes and the a tti tude of dyke contac ts, for 

measurements made in the Creag l:heall Beag area. It is apparent that 

the internal foliation of the dykes is comparatively constant in 

attitude when compared with the variability in attitude of the dyke 

contacts, although the internal foliation bends into parallelism with 

the contact adjacent to the dyke margins. 

The simplest interpretation of these features is that the 

foliation in the dykes formed at right angles to the principle axis of 

shortening wi thin the complex as a whole (Ramsey and Graham 1970, 

Berger 1971) and thus dykes making a large angle with this dirac tion 

have large dihedral angles. The tendency for the internal foliation 

in the dykes to become asymptotic to the dyke margins may be explained 

as a boundary effect, probably controlled by strn.in rnte, amounts of 

stress, and viscosity contrasts betw'een the dykes and host rocks 

(Watterson 1968a). 

The mean attitude of the internal foliation in the dykes of 

o 0 the Creag Mheall Beag area is a 75 north east dip w:i.th a 130 strike 

azimuth; if the principle rods of shortening is thus assumed to have 

had a sub-horizontal disposition and a N.E. - S.W. orientation, it 

would be expected that dykes which had a N.-S. or N.W. - S.E.-strike 

would display an'S' pattern of their internal foliation, indicating 

an effective dextral displacement of their sidewalls; dykes hnv1ne 

a E.-W. or N.E. - S.W.-strike would, however, display a 'z' pattern of 

their internal foliation, indicating effective sinistral displacement 

of their sidewalls. This is precisely the situation which obtains in 

the Creag Mheall Beag area; moreover the gneisses of the Cresg li:heo.ll 

Beag area contain N.-S.-trending steeply-dipping plana.r zones, spaced a 



~ew centimetres apart, which may be considered penetrative on a 

macroscopic scale. Within these zones earlier structures appear to 

have been rotated and attenuated; the sense o~ displacement across 

such zones is always dextral (see Plate VI.11); they affect all 

pre-dyke structures, and their sense o~ displacement is consistent 

with the pa.ttern observed for s6 within the dykes. 

VI. 20 

Within each zone the foliation is oblique to the Eone msrein 

and strikes relatively N.W. - S.E. compared with the N.-S.-trend of 

the zone margins. They are interpreted as a reeular set of shear 

zones whose geomet~ is consistent with the principle axis o~ 

shortening deduced far D6. 

L6 structures are not well developed in the amphibolite 

dykes of the Creag tlleall Beag area; most crystals display a planar 

arrangement defining the internal foliation. Linear hornblende is 

apparent, mainly at dyke margins, and in most cases is parallel to the 

local L5 attitude. 

Apart from the Creag }'':heall Beag area, D6 does not appear to 

have produced mesoscopic 16 folds in the acid eneias complex; s6 in 

the gneisses has thus been recoenised on the basis of fabric cri taria. 

(see section V.D). In the dykes, 86 is eeneratod parallel or 

sub-parallel to the dominant foliation in the eneisses, usually S5, 

with which the dyke bodies themselves are broadly concordant. 

In the Beinn Airigh Chsrr and Kernsary areas, 86 becomes 

increasingly penetrative south of the S5 "flat belt" neor Moall na }.'dne. 

Within this flat belt the 86 foliation in the dykes is definod by a 

planar orientation of hornblende crystals, but townrds the south west 

as the southerly dips steepen a linear hornblende subfnbrio is 

progressively developed in the dykes. 
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s6 has been subjected to extensive post-D6 deformation 

(see l!aps 4., SA, 5B). However, in the south east part of the Kernsary 

area and in the north of the Beinn Airigh Charr area., s6 is relative~ 

little modified by subsequent deformation; in this area the L6 

hornblende lineation in the dykes has a large pitch with respect to 

S6, ca. 700 south east; 16 thus makes a large angle with the fold 

axis which generates a steep S.W.-dipping S6 surface from sub

horizontally disposed S5. 

The contaots between the gneiss complex and the Gleann Tulacha 

metasediments - Beinn Airigh Charr basite are best displayed in the 

finger-like projection of." the acid gneiss outorop into the metasediment

basite outcrop at grid square 9076 (see Maps SA, 5B): in this area, the 

metasediments adjacent to the gneisses contain numerous small-scale ~~ 

folds (see Plate VI.12), whilst a large-scale F6 closure within the 

Beinn Airigh Charr basite has been mapped about the south-eastern 

extremi~ of the metasediment outorop at 906765 (see Map SB). 

There are numerous small-scale F6 folds within the Beinn 

Airigh Charr basite; these fold SS and the LS hornblende lineation; 

the style of these varies from close flexures to chevron folds (see 

Plate VI.13). Ramsay (1967 pp.437-4S6) on the basis of a geometrioal 

analYSis of chevron foldS, suggested that they charo.cteristically form 

in thin bedded or finely foliated rooks under the aotion of a oompressive 

stress acting along the layering. He regards them as a flexural slip 

phenomenon, a conclusion supported by the experimental work of Paterson 

and Weiss (1962, 1966). 

Measurement of the interllmb angle of F6 chevron folds 1n the 

Beinn Airigh Charr basite c'omrnonly gives values in the r r.nee 250 
_ 300

, 

that is considerably less than the common ve~ue of 600 quoted by 

De Sitter (19S8). However, the layer thickness : limb length ratios 
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measured on hand-specimen-size F6 chevron folds typically ranee from 

0.005 to 0.015, and in the example shown in Plate VI.13a the ratio is 

as low as 0.001. Such values are equivalent to a crustal shortening 

of about 7~ (Ramsay 1967 p.442). The widespread occurrence of F6 

chevron folds within the Beinn Airigh Charr basite is therefore 

considered to be indicative of considerable crustal shortening during D6. 

No small-scale F6 folds were observed in the acid gneiss complex 

of the Kernsary and Beinn Airigh Charr areas; instead D6 resulted in 

large-scale asymmetric folds, whilst the two prominent crush belts 

indicated on Map SA correspond. with the steep north east limbs of major 

~ antiformal structures. The pseudotachylite in these crush belts is 

unmetamorphosed and obviously post-dates D6; the association of 

pseudotachylite with the steeply dipping limbs of major F6 folds is 

considered to be an example of the structural control exerted by 

pre-existing structural anisotropies. 

The S6 fabric is best developed in the steeply-dipping belts 

of s6 in the Bainn Airigh Charr area. They represent the sites of 

intense D6 flattening, in turn related to laree scale shear1zones in 

the gneiss complex and are analogous with the D6 structures in the gneiss 

complex of the Creag 1I[hea11 Ileag area, where most of the strain is 

concentrated in zones of intense flattening. 

The kinematio significance of the L6 lineation in the dykes of 

the Kernsary and Beinn Airigh Charr areas is uncertain. Tho progressive 

development of this lineation with increasine 86 dip could be interpreted 

as the result of extrados circumferential eloncation on surfaces bent 

into the steep s6 attitude, the lineation itself dofinine the direotion 

of maximum elongation during D6. 

In the Poolewe area, s6 is difficult to identify in tho 

gneisses but in the dykes it is a steep N.E.-dipping surface, broadly 
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parallel to 5SA in the gneisses (see Figs. VI.Sb-c). The majority of 

the dykes in this area were intruded parallel to 55A; 56 is therefore 

commonly parallel to the dyke margins. Where the dyke margin is oblique 

to 5SA, 36 tends to remain parallel to the margin, althouGh this effect 

becomes progressively less apparent towards the centres of such dykes. 

Figs. VI.Sb-c demonstrate that the L6 hornblende lineation in 

the dykes is parallel to the LSA lineation; it therefore seems likely 

that pre-existing anisotropies have been an important control durinc D6. 

2. D7 Structures 

These are restricted to the Beinn Airieh Charr and Poolevm 

areas. In the Poolewe area, small-scale tight F7 folds affecting s6 

and post-D6 granitic veins have been identified (see Plate VI.14a). 

Penetrative 57 foliation in these veins is defined by recrystnllised 

quartz crystals. F7 folds are commonly associated with bifurcations 

in the dykes; at such points, 56 in the dykes probab~ developed 

obliquely towards the regional trend and parallel to the dyke margins 

(see section VI.E1). Since 57 structures are venorally co-axial and 

co-planar with L6 and 36 respectively, localities where S7 is oblique 

to 56 are the sites at which F7 folds would be expected. No laree scale 

F7 folds of the dyke outcrop are apparent; this is considered to be a 

consequence of the co-planarity of SSA and 57, and is further evidence 

supporting the hypothesis of struoturally controlled dyke emplacement, 

parallel and sub-parallel to SSA. 

F7 folds in the Deinn A1righ Charr area have been recocnised 

from evidence of interference structures (see Plate VI.14b). There are 

many similarities in style between F7 and liB folds o.nd it is not o.lwnys 

possible to distinguish them. Penetrative S7 axial-planar foliation is 

restricted to the calcareouS rocks of the Glennn Tulacho. metasediment 

group. 37 foliation and F7 axial planes are steeply inclined surfnces 
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having a general N.W. - S.E.-strike. Fbld axes display considerable 

variation in plunge, a factor attributed to the development of F7 folds 

upon the geometrically complex pre-D7 surface. 

Over much of the Beinn Airigh Charr area it is difficult to 

distinguish F7 B.nd. Fe folds using fabrio criteria. Wi thin the area 

of' l.:ap 5B, the attitude of' F7 and F8 f'old axes (see Fig. VI.7a) display 

a broad scatter wi thin the north west and south ea.st quadrants of the 

stereogram; moderate or steep plunges predominate. Analysis of' tho 

orientations of the small-scale F7 and F8 foldS within this area 

suggested that they could be distinguished by their orientation, in that 

where both fold sets occurred in association, Fe folds were smaller-scale 

and N.-S. or E.S.E. - W.S.W.-trending structures superimposed upon 

larger-scale N. W. - S.E.-trending F7 folds. Both the Ii7 end. F8 

structures have steeply-dipping axial planes. 

Intensive sampling within the area of l.io.p 5B indicatos a 

crossed girdle pattern for poles to the dominant S-surface (mninly S5 

transposed by s6, but refolded in D7 and D8). Sub-area analysis 

(see Figs. VI.8a-c, Fig. VI.7b, and JJap 5B) produces an almost complete 

separation of the crossed girdles into two simple eirdles. Also in 

each of the sub-areas, the dominant mineral lineation Givos 

concentrations corresponding with the respective girdle axes (see 

Fig. VI.9a-c). Thus for the south-\vestern sub-aroa, the ma.jor 

structure plunges moderately steeply to the north west, a pattern also 

demonstrated in the central sub-area. In the north-onstern sub-area. 

the major structure plunges moderately steeply south east. 

The domine.nt mineral linea. tion, wi thin the area of Map 5B, is 

L5; within the Beinn Airigh Charr basite, from which most of the readings 

for Figs. VI.8 and VI.9 were obtained, ]~ chevron folds fold the L5 

hornblende lineation such that the lineation pitch on respective 1'6 fold 
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limbs is approximately 600 with respect to F6 axes. Plots of F7 and 

Fe fold axes (see Fig. VI.7a) indicate similar concentrations and 

distribution as the refolded L5 elements; F7 and F8 axes thus appear 

to be approximately co-axial with the folded L5 lineations. 

Thus the fineer-like projection of the acid eneiss outcrop, 

in the area of Map 5B, is interpreted as a major FG antiform which 

caused the rotation of sub-horizontal S5 into a steeper attitude, and 

folded the L5 lineations, such tha.t the lineation plunee on a.djacent 

fold limbs was of similar magnitude. The major FG fold axis is thus 

considered to have been sub-horizontal, perhaps with slit;ht plunc;s 

towards the south east. 

Sub-areas (1) and (3) of Mn.p 5B are interpreted as major F7 

structures. In these sub-areas small-scale F6 chevron folds have been 

refolded by F7 folds (see Plate VI.15). The J!7 fold exes are co-axial 

with the mean orientation of the folded L5 linentions ~nd thus, nlthoueh 

F7 folding causes some spreadine of the L5 lineation plots it does not 

fUndamentally alter the distribution of this lineation tlmt resulted 

!'rom F6 folding. 

Fe folds were superimposed upon a pattern of stooply-dlppine 

surfaces and. steeply-pluneing lineations; they therefore do not appear 

to have fUndamentally affected the linoa.tion potterns. ":.N.W. - E.3.E.

trending F8 folds are most common in sub-area (1); N.-S.-trending l~ 

folds are most conunon in sub-area (3), althoueh F8 fold. sets h1wine both 

trends occur in nll three sub-areas. 

For the remainder of the Ileinn AiriCh Charr area the eeometry 

of S6, the prominent mineral lineation and the I!7 and. F8 folds o.ppea.r to 

be closely analoeous with those of sub-area (3) (sea Figs. VI.10a-o) and 

record a similar deformational historY. The hornblende linOlltion in the 

dykes is thus interpreted. as being developed po.ro.llel to an older, 

-
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probably L5, lineation in the acid gneiss complex • 

.2. D8 Structures 

These have aJready been considered in detail for the Baim 

Airigh Charr area. fig. VI.11 a-d, indica tea the style of soma F8 folds 

from the Beinn Airieh Charr area, implyine an origin by buckling. 

A large scale asymmetrio l!'3 fold. is located in the south west 

of the Kernsary area (see Mnp 4); smnller scale :c'G folds nre associlltod 

with this, and most are like\'dse asymoetric. Locnlly there is 

transposition of earlier formed S-surfE'.ces into the steeply-dipping 

N.-S.-striking S8 direction. 

F8 folds are sometimes developed in the finaly 1'oliated 

marginal portions of the dykes of the Kernsr..ry nreni those folds hllve 

upright N.-S.-trendinG axial pIanos. 

In the Poolewe area, Fe folds are stoeply-pluncine with 

steeply-dipping axial planes; when viewed on a horizontal outcrop 

surface, the axial planes have ei thor n N.-S. or E.S.E. - W.N. W.-trond 

and resemble in style and a.tti tude the 1iU folds of the 13einn Airie;h 

Charr area. 

F3 folds in the poolewe area. aro associllted w-lth varyinG 

degrees of disruption and there appears to be a proeresaive dovelopment 

from F8 foldine towards ul tramyloni taa nnd psoudotMl\Yli to i this is • 

particularly noticeable in the N. \1. - S.E.-tronding crush zona indicatod. 

on Map 6A. In this zone, F8 folds, disrupted ro fol-ls, ultrnrnylonites 

and pseudotaohyli te are all intimntoly assoointod. A similar 

correlation of Fe foldine rmd pSQudotachylito localities wns ob3ervod 

in the Bainn Airigh Chnrr area. Thus for tho Crone l.:honll Dong nren 

in which evidence of Ft3 folding is slirht, tho presenco of prominont 

crush belts associated with pseudotnchyli te development Dlny represent a 
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recorcl of D8 cleformation. Alternatively, if tho post-d.ylco 

deformational events are considered as staces of a progressive 

deformation, it is possible that conclitions in the Crong thonll Dene 

area were such that pseudotacbyll te was clevalopecl thoro whilst tho 

rest of the complex was experiencing D7 cleformation. 

-
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the preceding chapters detailed evidence, conoerning the 

geology of the Lewisian rocks studied, is presented; and Some of the 

more obvious conclusions drawn on the basis of this evidence are 

discussed. This chapter theref'ore summarises some of the more 

important aspects of the geological history, end attempts to oorrelate 

these findings with recent work undertaken in adjacent areas. 

A. CHRONOLCGY 

1. Pre-Dyke Events 

The pre-dyke development of the tectonite fabrio was 

discussed in Chs.III and VI.C. Deformational events D1, D2, D3, D4 

and D5 are associated with struotural surfnces 51, 52, 53, 54 and S5 

respectively. 83 and S5 are the dominant pro-dyke plannr struotures 

with L3 and L5 the dominant linear elomonts assooiatod with both small 

and large scale F3 and 1'5 folding of enrlior plannr structures. S3 

and S5 have a dominant strike of N.E.-S.i'!. and fr.Yr.-S.E. l'ospectively. 

53 dip is usually steep whilst 35 displays a rnnce in dip !'rom stoep 

to sub-horizontal. 

The pre-dyke metamorphio fa brio is rnninly tho result of tho 

M3 and. :M5 events; M3 was in part in eranull to fllo ies, whils t 1.:5 was 

entirely in amphibolite facies. rost-D2 to pro-D), D3-syn to 

post-tectonic, and. D5 syn-teotonio mi~~tito events aro roooenisod; 

the neosomes associated. with these events lire dominantly tronclhjomitio 

and. there is little evidence of widespro~d anatexis. 
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Rocks of presumed sedimentary oricin, the Cruinnrd ~nd 

Gleann Tulacha meta.sediments, are spa.tially aasoci~ted with hornblendo 

schist bodies, the Gruinard and Beinn ,Au-iell Charr basitas. Contaots 

between these rocks and. the acid. enoia! portions of the complex are 

often poorly exposed. or completely unexposed.. y,'here such contaots 

are d.irectly obsorved., they appear as zoneS in which strain has been 

concentrated., 50 that the original contact relationships between the 

gneisses and. the meta5ed.iments have been d.estroyed.. Thus the 

chronological status of the metased.iments and. associated basites 

cannot be established. d.irectly. 

Neither the metasediments nor the associated basita sheets 

show evid.ence of the higb-[;I'ad.e M3 fabric elements, nor do they show 

the effects of pre-d.yke migmatisation observed in the edjncont acid. 

gneisses. F5 folds of the compositionn1 l~yerinc are the oldest 

metamorphic structures observed. in the metasediments and bnsitcs. In 

the Gruinard metased.iments and basite, F5 fold axes are steeply 

plunging, implying that the compoaition~l loyering (presumably bodline) 

was steeply inclined. prior to F5 folding, thus indioating a. pre-DS 

deformational event in tho Gruinard metasediments which moy be coova.1 

with the D4 event in the ~cid c;noisses. Thus the metasediments Qnd 

basites are considered to post-date D3 and pre-date D5. 

2. The Dykes 

A suite of bnsic dykes, now runphibolitos post-dates D5 and 

pre-dates D6. Intrusion was not a singlo event, and three 1"h0.305 of 

brisic dyke injection have been recocnisod in tho Crone thoa11 :no~8 Il.rQQ. 

Evidence of cross-cutting relationships is less ~UundLl.nt in the othor 

areas mapped, but is sufficiently c1enr to indicato that thero wns more 

than one phase of injection. 



The geochemicaJ. variation in the dyko s~plos analysed oan 

be explained in terms of the differentiation of a IDaVna having 

tholeiitic affinities (See Ch.IV.D.). 

The basic dykes intrude the Gruinard metasediments and 

basite, thus confirming their pre-dyke ace. The pre-dyke aea of tho 

Beinn Airigh Charr basite and the Gleann Tulacha metasediments is not 

so clearly demonstrated since the basic dykes do not appear to have 

intruded them. 

3. Post-Dyke Events 

VII.3. 

Three metamorphic and deformational events, D6, D7 and D8 havo 

affected, and therefore post-date, the phases of dyke intrusion (see 

Chs.Vand VI.E.). 

s6 is recognised as the first foliation in the dykes Qnd is 

associated with L6 mineral lineation of hornblende orystals. s6 dip 

is usually towards the south-west, but varies from being stoep to sub

horizontal in attitude. E6 folds are uncommon in the acid gneisses, 

except for small-scale asymmetrical folds in the CreQg l.:hoall Beag area: 

s6 has therefore been distinguished mainly by its associated fabrio. 

Small-scale F6 folds oocur in the Gleann Tulacha metasediments; in the 

Beinn Airigh Charr basi to these are chevron in style. D6 also involved. 

large-scale folding of the oonb . .ot between the acid eneiases and the 

Gleann Tulacha metasediments and the south-west limb of tho Carnmoro 

antiform is considered to be a large-so ale 1'6 struot"Ure. ltG, tho 

metamorphic event associated with the D6 doformation, was in Qmphibolite 

facies. 

F7 folds are most common in the Beinn Air1gh Chnrr and. Pool(lllVO 

areas. Penetrative S7 foliation is not alwuys doveloped. and 18 

dependent upon the rock type; it is COr.1mon in tho quQrtzi t03 and mQrbles 
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of the Gleann Tul~cha metasediments and also in F7-folded thin granite 

sheets in the Poolewe area, but is rarely developod in F7-folded 

amphiboli tes. F7 folds usually have steeply-dipping axial pInnas, 

striking N.W.-S.E. The intensity of ill7 increases in a south-easterly 

direction in the Poole\'1'e and the Beinn Airigh Charr areas (S09 Ch.IV.C.). 

A K-metasomatio event, leading to the development of quartz

muscovite symplectites, large discordant muscovite crystals and K-foldspar 

blastesis, separates the D6 and D7 episodes. sG vm.s an iIl1J.)ortant 

structural control over the distribution of the metasomatio K-foldspnr 

(see Ch.V.D5.). D7 has affected the minerals assooiated with this 

metasomatic phase. potash-rich pevnatites nnd thin granitio sheets 

which occur in the Poolese area occupy a similar position in tho 

ohronology of events and were intruded after D6, but before D7. 

re folds nre most commonly developed in the Beinn Airigh Chllrr 

area; they vary in style from open buckles to tight folds hll.vine: 

penetrative S8 foliation, and occur on both mesoscopio and macrosoopio 

scales. In the Kernsary area FB folds have steeply dippine axial plnnes 

striking N.-S. In the Beinn Airigh Chnrr and PooleVlo aroas 1'6 folds 

have steeply dipping axial planes, one set strikine N.-S. am anothor 

set striking N.W.-S.E. 

S8 fabrics tend to be rnyloni tio and ribbon textllr05 are 

commonly developed in the quartz subfabrics. The accornpany1ne 

metamorphism was in greenschist faoies. Field rolationshj.ps imply a 

genetic relationship between disrupted ~B folds anl bolts of 

pseudotachylite and ultramylonite. Locally within those "crush. bolts" 

a new I!JiYlonitic foliation, 39, has been impartod. 

B. REGIONAL CClnRELATION OF THE Sl'1lUCTURAL SE~UEIlCE 

Table VII.1 indicates the structural soquence proposed by tho 

wri ter, together with se quences proposed by various au thol's for o.djncont 



areas and the general chronologies of' Sutton and YTatson (1969) and 

Park (in press). 
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Correlation rests primarily upon tho use of the dykes as 

stratigraphical marker horizons, and despite the criticisms which may 

be levelled at such an approach, the dykes r'_ppenr to represent tho bost 

time marker in the Lewisian complex. 

The regional correlation of successive phases of pre-dyke 

and post-dyke structures is, in principle, less securely based. 

Similarities in the chronology of structural ani metamorphio events 

forms the basio criterion of the tentative correlations outlined. 

Steeply dipping N.E.-S.W. or N.-S. striking gneissose banding 

has been correlated with 1'33 of Park (in press); Cresswell (1969) and 

wi th the dominant Scourian planar structures of Sutton &, Wntson (1951). 

In all of these examples the associated metnmorphio fn.brics suecost 

that metamorphism vms in granulite or upper B.llll"hiboli te facies. 

S5 is correlated with I.S.1 of Park (in press) and S4 of' 

Cresswell (1969), all of which can be correlated with the !~. \'I'.-S.E. 

striking foliation in the Lochinver "type area" of the Inverian 

(Evans 1965) and associated metamorphio fabrios devaloped. in amphibolito 

facies. 

The chronolorY of post-dyke events is oonditioned by the 

stratigraphical status that individulil.l workors have attuohed to the basio 

dykes. In Chapter IV it was areued thnt dyke intrusion was a Binglo 

protracted event; thus although several. 1)hns8s of dyke injeotion havo 

been recognised on the basis of cross-au ttine rola tionships, no nlajor 

tectonic episode separating successive phnsos of dyko injootion hns boon 

detected. Such is essentially the vi~wpoint 01' Sutton nnd Watson (1951-

1969) who regard the basio dykes as a strnticruphicul indicator, enabline; 



distinction to be made between pre-dyke (Soourinn) and post-dyko 

(Laxfordian) events. 

VII.6. 

Most workers who regard dyke intrusion illS a sinele protrac tod 

event record three Laxfordian structural nnd motamorphio events in tho 

Southern District of the Lewisian (see Table VII.1) i this results in 

comparable sequences of fabrio evolution. 

The first L~~fordian event is associated with tho oldest 

metamorphic planar and linear structures in the dykes, produced durinc 

metamorphism in amphibolite facies. Tho second La..xfordian event is 

less extenSively developed and the metamorphism was in low Qmphibolito 

or greensohist facies o l;etamorphism durinG the third Laxford1nn event 

was in greenschist facies. Fnbrio evolution throu['.hout the Laxfordian 

demonstrates the increased significance of oataolasis ~nd mylonitio 

fabric development in successively youncsr fabrics. 

It is thus considered that tho DG, D7 nnd. D3 ovents, l"cool':nised 

here, were widespread in their effects upon thG Southorn District o!' the 

Lewisian. Precise correl~tion of events is not possible in evo~ cnse. 

Park (in press) records a local K-metHsonntism of lato-La:d'ordian "'eo, 
broadly correlatable with the K-metasomtltic event described. in tho 

Torridon area (Cresswell 1969). However, texturAl ovidenco in tho 

Kernsary area sugeests an earlier i.e. post-DC, pre-D7 ~ce for 11 similar 

event. 

Two speoimens (37./67/53) Imd (m,l/20721 .. ) datal by }~oorl.ath ftnJ. 

Park (1972) contnin "discordnnt" muscovi tos with T..-J..r dntoB of 

1516 ± 30moY. and 1478 t 30 m.y. Those discordttnt liluscovit08 occur in 

association with m1crocline porphyrobl&lsts. In view 0 f tho proxilni ty 

of the source of these dated samples to tho orea st\ldiod by tho (luthor, 

and the textural similarity between these semplo! and some of the 

metasomatic fabrics described in the Kernslary aren, it 13 o.rcuod that 



these dates support the post-D6, pre-D7 nea of the K-metllsomntio evont. 

Correlation with the Laxfordian sequences of workers who 

consider that successive phases of dyke injoction were separated by 

tectonic episodes (e.g. Bowes 1968a) is nocessarily speculative since 

such chronologies. rest upon hypotheses incompatible with those adoptod 

in this thesis. 

c. CrmONOLOOICAL STATUS OF THE RCCKS Oli' PP.2SU'l1W 1.'ET}.S:::nD.'E!lTJ.nY 

ORIGIN 

Two groups of presumed metasedimontnry rocks have bean 

described, namely the Gruinard nnd Gleann Tulncha groups. 

Detailed contact relationships botween the mabsediments and 

the gneiss complex are not usually exposod; V1here they are expollod it 

is apparent that subse~ent deform~tion hoa boen concentratod a10n8 

the contact zones, thus obscuring the oricinal rola.tionship:s. 

In both eroups, however, 35 fn.brio clements hn.vo boan 

identified, thus implyine a pre-dyke age for those metasedimonts. In 

the case of the Gruinard group, the dykes cut the litholocionl layerine; 

and convincingly demonstrate a pre-dyke aco for this (:roup. 

Neither group of motn.sedimonts hns boon mivnatised, nor 

appears to show any evidence of reliot hic;h-r.rndo motnmol1)h10 1'nllriO!S, 

despi te the abundance of such evidence in tho o.djnccnt Mid r,noissotS. 

It therefore seems unlikely thnt tho tnoto.soJ.imonts woro involvod :1n tho 

M3 migmatite complex. 

Both meta.sediment [Toups aro thoroforo connidored to poat-dl.lto 

D3 and pre-date D5. ThG relntivoly 8ir:1ple d1.:stl'1bution or tho Illoh.-

sediments in t;vo main N. W. -S.E. tronding outoropl3, whotlo ovorAll nhtlpo:s 

can be entirely expla.ined in torms of D5 t.ncl pos t-D5 doro %T.l-'l tion. is 

further evidence in support of this conolusion. lIQ.d lnrr.o-sonlo 1~ 

folding affected the Gruinnrd (\n1 Clonnn 'l'ulncha t.1ot:aseliimonh, a moro 
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complex distribution of metasediments would seem likoly. 

Both groups of' metasediments thus ropro::lont a post-D3 cover 

assemblage, i.e. a post-Badcallinn asseMbl~ee unconi'ormabla upon tho 

Badcallian basement; furthermore, since both motasedimont croups occur 

at similar structural levels it is sUeeested that they are BtratierAphi

cally equivalent. 

Calcareous rocks are absent from the ~ruinard assemblages, but 

in both the Gruinard and Gleann Tulacha groUp3 there is an association of 

quartzites and mica schists with amphibolite sheets, (i.e. the GI"..1inard.. 

and Beinn Airigh Charr bas1tes). A similar association of metasedimonts 

with amphibolite sheets was described in the Gairloch area (Park 1964) 

and the Gairloch and. Loch l.:nree sediments aro cunerdly rocardod QS 

stratieraphical equivalents (c.f. Park 1970). 

PO\'Ter and PQrk (1969) have ShO\\11 thnt tho amphibolite sheets 

associated with the metasediments (Aundrnry end i:crrysJnlo shoo t:l) I.1.TO 

sie;nificantly di:Cferent in thoir trnce elol:1ont content frol:1 tho undo 

dykes (e. g. the South 3i thean l:or bQ.site). Liko tlle motusodimont~ 

the Bainn Airigh Charr and Gruinnrd bnsitos hnve SS i'(lbrio elomonts Uu t 

show no evidence of' "hieh erQ.da" Ill1dcSi.llil.1.n i'(.Ibric$ or mipunti!ltltion. 

It can also be demonstrated that tho GruinLlrd 13(\y b~!S1ta ia out by the 

basic dykes (see trap 3,A); those bnsitos 0"0 thoroforo !'I1m11~r in o.['~ to 

the metasediments with which they are ASSOCh.tod. tim In!'\y 1'<) br::sio a111s 

older than the bnsic dykos, volonnio rocks oontom!,orr-l1oous '1.1 th tho 

metasediments, or para-amphibolitos. 

In view of the wide!lproad distrihl Hon of thoso 'llllsi to 8hoot:s 

and their intimate association~ith tho mot~fi('!\Umonwry rocleLl, it 13 

considered that they most likoly rcprosflnt contcmrort.nooulS voloanio 

rocks or p~ra-amphibolites. 1.:01'0 dotallnd. fOo~holl11cnl atl.1Jlon of thoso 



basites may resolve these problema and prove a prot1table line ot 1'\\ture 

research. 

D. DYKE RELATIONSHIPS AND CONDITIONS Oll' EMPLACEmrr IN THE 

GNEIS5 COMPLEX 

Detailed dyke relationships were oonsidered in Chapter VI.B,D 

where it was sugsested that dyke emplaoement was oontrolled by pre-existing 

struotures, the 55 (Inverian) ~oliation playing a partioularly important 

r8le in this respect. 

In the Creag Kheall Beag area the Firat-Period dyke. han a 

general W.N.W.-E.S.E. trend, but show looal denectioM and in one case 

branChing (square 9786) oonoordantly to S5. The Second-Period dyke. torm 

thick sheets up to 100m. in width, and have numerous branche., In the 

south-west o~ the area however, where S5 is a closelY-'paoed roliation, 

the dihedral angle 'between branohes is smaller than in the north-eastern 

part 01' the area where 55 11 a le .. penetrative planar .tructure. The 

Third-Period dykes ~orm thinner sheeta and di.play ,reater variation in 

trend than e1 ther the Fir.t or Second-Period dykes. In the northern 

part o~ the area, branohe. or the Third-Period dyke. are lometimel 

strong~ disoordant with 85 and individual branohel dilplay marked 

changes in trend (square 9787). Suoh featurel imply that dyke 

emplaoement was oontrolled by traotures in the oountry roolca, rather than 

by masma pressure or by .uoh oomparatively regular planar Itnaoture. a. 

metamorphio 1'oliation. In the .outhern part or the Creal IIheall BeaS 

area, branches o~ Third-Period dykes .bow sreater oontondty with the 

regional trend o~ S5. 

It was argued (,ee Ch.IV.D6) that the dyke. were emplaced 

into hot country rooks toward. the clo.e or the M5 (Innrlan) epilode. 

The tendency 1'or most 01' the dykes to form oonoordant lheeta may be a 



consequence of elevated oountry rook temperature. (Park and Cre .. "ll, 

in press) where due to increased duo tili ty, brittle trao turin« or the 

country rock ia inhibited with intru.ion tending to tollow toliation 

sur:f'aoe8. 
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The tendency for the Third-Period ~kes to exhi bi t more 

widespread disoordanoe and for branche. to be SUided by fraoture sy.tema 

suggests that oooler country rook oonU tiona pre vaned in thi. part or 

the complex at the time of Third-Period. dyke .mplaoement. 

The igneous teatures in the Seoond-Period ~lc .. ot the Creas 

neall Beag area (aee Ch.IV.B2) proTide eTid.noe ooncerning the pre-dylce 

attitude of 85 in this area; tor it was suggested that the sub

horizontal layering developed in the Seoond-Period ~lc.s il a gravita

tional layering of cumulul phaael. 8ince the pre •• nt attitud. ot thia 

layering reneotlS only llight poat-Lewilim rotation, and aino. molt 

dyke. form steeply inolined aheetlS, broadly oonoordant with 85. 85 in the 

ereag Mheall Beag area _a thua imparted in itl pr ... nt ateeply dippinS 

attitude. 

In the Xernaary area, ~lcea are t'tw in nuber: the lar88r 

bodiel mapped probably all torm part ot a linsl., branohing rut lar881,y 

oonoordant aheet. In the northern part ot the area thil ahe.t 11 

oonoordant with north-eaat-dipping S5, and. the 86 foliation in the ~b 

i. developed parallel to the ~lc. urgina. lIUrth.r .outh, 86 foliation 

in the dykes becomes more truly p.netrativ. and there it 88nerel 

ooncordance of dyk8 margina, penetrative 86 toliation in the dyk •• , an4 

modif'1ed 85 foliation in the gn.i..... It 11 thus oonaid.red that the 

dykea were intruded parall.l to 85, and that s6 w. upart.4 parallel 

to it. 

A few thin dykea, markedly diaoordant with S5, dlo outorop 1n 

the Xernaa.ry area: 10" ot th.a. hay. small oN'lhoota. oonoordant with 
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85. Most o~ these dykea are toliated parallel to their marsina and, 

where the margins are markedly oblique to 85, 86 toliation in the dyke. 

i. thul marke~ diacordant with 85 in the gn.i..... Howenr, aay 

from the dyke margina, 86 in the dyku gradually bend. into parallellll1 

with S5 in the gneiaaea. 

The thin dykes ot the Xernsary area ~ repre.ent Illall h.der 

dykes between the larger conoordant sheets (tor example, the thin dykes 

whioh outcrop between the thiok .heeta ot Keall na. Keine and lIeall 

Ghiuragarstidh are probably ot this nature, although inadequate expOlure 

and the etteotl of D8 deformation do not permit preohe reoognition ot 

the neld relationships). Alternatinly, ainoe the polition ot theae 

thin dykes in the intrusion sequenoe i. obscure, it 18 po.a1ble that 

they represent relatively late membera ot the dyke .arm (po .. ibl,y 

equivalent to the Third-Period dykes of the Creas Mheall BeaS area), 

intruded into oountry rooks whioh were brittle enough to fraoture 

obliquely to the 85 ~oliation. 

In the Bainn Airigh Charr area, Lutordian deformation hal 

imparted a penetrative foliation in the dyke. aM haa oonl1derably 

modi:f"ied the pre-dyke atructure.. Detailed intrusion relationahlp' 

are not easily diacerned, blt the Ii tuation leelll to oonform with that 

found in the southern part ot the Xernaary area in whioh the first 

Laxtordian ~oliation in the dyke., dyke mars1ns and 85 are all parall.l. 

The dykea ot the Poolewe area torm, tor the 1I0at part, 

oonoordant aheets parallel to 85A. They ooour both a. thin, o10.ely

spaoed bodies and as muoh wider aheeta with nullerou. branohe., the 

tormer being more charaoteristio ot the western aide or the area, and 

the latter ot the eastern a1de. 

Looally dyke branohing oocur. parallel to adjaoent S,5A told 

limbs (aee Plate VI.1b), this oan be demonltrated on both 'lIall and 
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large seales. Both branching frequency and dyke spaoing i. interpreted 

as a oonsequenoe of the structural control exerted. by pre-ex1ating 

toliation planes and not as the result ot Tariation in Laxfordian 

deformation (see Ch.VI.B,D). 

Thus the observations made in the three .outhern are .. confirm 

the conclusions reaohed in the Creag Mbeall Beag area that dyke emplaoement 

ooourred in a hot, blt oooling Inverian oomplex, and in which the planar 

Inverian structures exerted oonsiderable struotural oontrol OTer mapa 

intrusion •. 

E. LARGE SCALE STRUCTURE 

The areas mapped inolude portions ot three l.rs- .oale 

structuress-

(i) The Cammore Antiform 

(ii) The LettereR 5ynt'orm 

(iii) The Tolli. Antitorm 

3! The Carnmore Antiform 

This is a oompound struoture whos. north-east limb and ore.tal 

area are defined. by 85 (Inverian) toliationJ on the .outh-w.t 11mb, 

ateepening 01' dip 18 aasooiated. with 56 mod.ifioation. (La.xt'ordlan) ot the 

Invenan h.brios. Throughout the antitorm the buio dyke. are broadly 

concordant with the dominant toliation ot the sneil ••• , the dyk •• on the 

south-west limb ot the struoture are more thoroushly taliawd than tho •• 

on the north-eaat limb. Th ... obaerntiona ooneemine the dyke., 

implying more intense Lutordian detorma tion on the IOU tho-w. t 11mb 0 t tho 

antit'orm, are thus oompatible with the more adTane.d de,..lopm.nt ot 

Laxfordian tabrios reoognised in the gn.i .... ot that are ... 

The gentle plunge ot the large P6 .truoture. in the &linn 

Airigh Cbarr area (I .. Ch. VI.I) 'USgelta that the pre-l'6 (1 ••• 55) 



foliation had a sub-bon.nta1 attitude, whilst in the Poole" area 

SS alao appear. to have been initiated a. a aub-borbontal .truotura. 

Thus &. N.W.-S.I.-trending belt, se.,..ra1 kilometre. in width, et lub

horizontally disposed SS oooupied the southern portion ot the Xernaar,y 

area and. the Beinn Airigh Charr and Poolewe areas. 
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To the north-east of this belt, SS dip inoreaae. progrelli ... l.Y, 

whilst SS beoomes less penetratiTe, as aridenoed by the better 

pre8ervation of pre-8S fabrio e1ementa. 

It could be argued that the S5 foliation whioh forms the 

north-east limb and cresta1 area ot the Cammore antit'orm haa been 

folded from an original, more unit'orm attitude into a large lIOale 

monoo1ina1 struoture. There are two alt&rnaU.,e wa;y. ot explain1r\6 

this struoture:-

(i) It' the steep north-eaat-d1pping limb has been rotated 

into its present attitude from a le.s ateepl,y inolined po.ition, the 

D3 granulite facies gneisses whioh ou torop to the north ot' the CrulMrd 

river would have oooupied struoturallY higher level. than the post-D' 

metasediments. Aooording to this hypothesi. it i. thus neoa •• Ar,y to 

suggest that the high grade metamorphio rook. bave bean either foUed 

or tau1 ted into a poal tion above the metasediment. in D5 or pre-D5 

events. Sinoe there is no evidenoe in lupport ot thi. hypothe.i. it 

is rejeoted. 

(ii) Al ternati",el,y it S5 developed with .teep Up and •• 

subsequently rotated into a sub-harilontal attitude, the pre.ent 

outcrop representa at least a 7km. nrUo&! .ection ot the WS IMtAlDOrphio 

oomp1ex. For suoh a deep seotion the JI5 _tUlOrph1o tabrio .,ariationa 

are so small that this hypotheSis i. a1.0 rejected. 

The 1'avoured explanation of the large soale Inverian .truoture 

is that S5 developed with itl pre.ent attitude (i.e. in tho.e area. 
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which are not profoundly affeoted by Laxtordian deformation). Thu. 

in the Creag Mbeall Beag area S5 was imposed with a .te.ply dippl~ 

atti tude, rut with dips beooming progressbely more tlat-lyin« In the 

areas further south west. Comparable obaerYItiona oonoerning original 

variation in I~rian toliation attitude were made in the Torridon area 

(Cresswell 1969). Ramsay (1%3) has alao desoribed orisinal regional 

variation in foliation attitude in association with Alpine nappe 

oomplexes, whilst Park (in press) oonaid.ers 1I1Uoh of the variation In 

Inverian foliation attitude to be original and developed in Iisooiation 

wi th I nappe oomplex. 

This interpretation of the Inverian structure implies that the 

dykes on the north-east limb and orestal area of the C&r11IlOre antiform, 

a ttained their present a tti tude as a oonse quene. 01' I truc turally 

controlled empl&oement. The .vid.no. oorroborating W. viewpoint 1118. 

disoussed in seotion VII.D. 

2. The Letterewe Synform 

The Beinn Airish Charr area flAY be oonaidered to tora part 01' 

the LettereW8 ayntormal traot In whioh the Gl.ann TulaobA ... tA.edi_nt. 

are preserved at the present 1.ve1l of expo.ure. Tbi •• truoture 11 

essentially of early Laxtordian orisin. In the snai .... , inoreAaina 

south-westerly dips 01' the toliation are oorrelated with the proereaal.e 

development of s6 fabrio.. The basic dyke. are generally oonoordant 

with the toliation in the gneiaae.: the 1I0re .teeply inolined d,yk:e 

Iheets tend to be more sohiatos.. Small .oal. 116 told. are not 

developed in either the gnal.s.1 or dyke •• 

The D6 (early Lutordian) Itruoture 01' the !elnn Alrit;h ehArr 

area Is therefore envlla88d 1.1 a oomplex large loale IheAr lone 

(0.1'. Ramsay & Graham, 1970, pp.809-811 and lI'1g.25). Su~hori.ontally 

disposed S5 in the gneisses become. progre.a1vely lteepened and IIOdl11.d 
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into the 36 "ahear" foliation. The two major oruah .one. depicted on 

Map SA are oonsidered to represent the looation 01' two major D6 aheAr 

ZOMS, noW'muoh modified by late stap deformation. 

The basio dykes were probably intruded oonoordant or 

sub-conoordant with the 35 foliation in the gneis.e. ( •••• ection VII.D) 

but were rotated into a more steeply inolined attitude 1n the D6 

def'ormation, during whioh a "shear" toliation, the 36 fabrio, was 

imparted as a modifioation of the original 55 tabric. 

In the Gleann Tulacha metasediments and baslte D6 1. 

assooiated with eently plunging small soal. and lars- loale toldl. 

The gentle plunge of' theae f'olds attesta to the formerly .ub-bori.ontal 

attitude 01' the 55 foliation in this area, an obaerT&tion allo 

corroborated by the gently inolined attitude 01' 55, presernd on Creas 

Cairneasair. Thus the gneiss complex and its metaaedll18ntary oover 

demonatrate oontrasted Ityles 01' detormation in the pMse 01' .arly 

Laxfordian orustal shortening. 

The effeota 01' D7 and. D8 add oomplerli:iY to, rut do not 

fundamentally alter, the D6 major struoture • 

.3. The Tollie Ant1f'orll 

The gneisses in the Poole.. area tora part ot the north ..... t 

limb of' the Tollie antiform. The po_try 01' this told was dbou ••• d 

by Park (1%9&). 5tructurally the Poole .. gne1 .... repre •• nt a 

oontinuation of' the CraiS )(hor Tollaidh bloolc (Park, op.oith the 

steeply-dipping fbliation whioh torma the north-.ast liab 01' the Tollie 

antif'orm 1s defined by 5SA al tboush 56 am 57 Mn dey.loped parall.l to 

3SA. 35 is however a sub-hor:hontally di.posed • truo ture in the 

Poolewe area, and thus toras a continuation ot the 55 "tlat belt" which 

OOcurs to the north 01' Loch Maree. 

The basio dykes in the Pool ... area .how .dd.no. 01' 



structural~ controlled emplacement, (.ee .eotions VI.B and VI.D), the 

dykes were thus intruded as steeply inolined aheete, aub-oonoordant with 

S5A. Laxfordian foliation in most 01' the Poolewe ~k •• wa •• ubsequen~ 

imparted parallel or sub-parallel to the SSA toliation in the gnebsu. 

4.. The Loch Maree Fault 

The outcrop ot the Looh Maree rault baa a N.1'.-8.I. trend, the 

t'ault itself causing relative displaoement 01' the south-we.t limb 01' the 

Letterewa syn:f'ormal. tract and the north-eaat limb 01' the Tollie antirorm. 

The total displacement aN'eoting Lewisian row cannot aoeura tel,y be 

determined although post-Cambrian "artieal displaoement i. known 

(Peach et ale 1907). 

Analysis ot' S7 fabrios ( ... Ch.IV.C) sbowed that )f'l etreote 

in the Poolewe area are inoreasingly apparent in a sou th-ea. terl.r 

direotion; a similar trend ia alao e"iclent in the Be1nn .l1rish Charr 

area; however in the latter area M6 garnete in the dykes are tre.h and. 

sholf 11 ttle evidenoe 01' D7 cru.h1ng and )l'f replacement by 'pidote, 

:features noted in the south eastern part 01' the Poole .. &rea. It 11 

thus concluded that the rocks 01' the Beinn .lirigb Charr area .. re 

Originally even :f\1rther north-west (8km.+) than any in the Poole .. area 

at the present level 01' exposure, or altemativel.,y it the relative 

displaoement is due to .... rtioal moYemente, oons1derabl. downthrow to the 

north east is indicated. 

1'. GIOCHEJaCAL ASSEMBLAGES AND .l COMPARATM G!CCHBWICAL CHRONOLOOY 

Hollam and Lambert (in prell) reoognise tour p.troohemioal 

assemblages in the Southern Di.tr1ot 01' the Lerla1an, three 01' whloh, 

the Gruinard, Xernaa.ry and Gairlooh a ... mbla"., ou torop in the areu 

studied ~ the author. 

They oonsider the Gru1nard a .. embIa", wb.1oh outorop. in the 



Creag Mheall Beag area, to represent a primitive intermediate ailioa 

orust, depleted in Rb, U and Th, and fre.ctionated under meta-plutonio 

condi tions. 

VII.17. 

The Kernsary assemblage, members ot whioh outcrop in the 

Kernsary and :Bainn Airigh Charr areas, is oonsidered to be a ,upra-ona,tal. 

series deposited on the primitive onast, and tirst metamorphosed in the 

Invarian, whila the Gairlooh metasedimentar,y assemblagea and assooiated 

basites (ecpivalents ot the metasediments and baaitea near Looh l4a.ree) 

are representatives ot a younger supra-onastal aeries. 

This interpretation based upon oomparative geoohemioal methode 

thus represents oonsiderable divergenoe from the chronology proposed in 

this thesis. Three points however are made in detenoe ot the author', 

viewpOint. 

(i) The stnaotural sequenoe proposed for the rernsary area 

is at least as long as that in tha Creas Mheall Beag area, and it is not 

possible on the basis ot struotural analyl1s to demonstrate the 

existenoe ot basement-oover relationships between the gneisses in the 

Creag Mheall Beag and Kernsary areas. 

(ii) It, as suggested in this theda, the Cnainard and Cle.nn 

Tulaoha metasediments are stratigraphioallY equivalent, the ba.ite aheet. 

assooiated with these metasedimenta are pre-dyke in ase a.nd oannot, 

therefore, be the aupra-orustal representativ .. ot the Soour1e dyke awarm. 

(iii) The geo'chemioal differenoe between the Cruin&rd and. 

Kernsary assemblages may be explained by regional variation 1n the uade 

ot Badoallian metamorphism; tor example 1n one po.a1bll model, the 

gneisses whioh oonsti tute the Gnainard allemblage are aubjeoted to 

prolonged Badoallian granuU te taoie. metamorpbialll whilat the Xarnaary 

assemblage experienoed Badoallian metamorphism in amphibolite taoiaa and 

may have thus oonoentrated auoh vola til. elements .a X, Rb, Th and 0, 
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which migrated out of the Gruinard assemblage •• 

In addition, the .ffects or the Laxfordian X-metaaomaUo .nnt 

which affected the K.rnsar,y assemblage may account :for .ome cf the 

observed chemical oontra.t •• 

G. THE EXTENT OF THE LAIFCRDIAN COMPLEX 

All ot the areas .tudied have .xperi.no.d La.xtordian 

deformation and. metamorpld.m. In the Creag lIbeall BeaS area th. 

Laxfordian e!'fects are slight, enabling a olear distinotion to be made 

between La.xfordian and Inverian phenomena and permitting more detailed 

study of Inverian and ~callia.n eTents. Thus, whilst nona 01' the 

dykes preserves its original igneous fabrio, 80me dykes contain original 

igneous plagioolase and have reliot ophit1o texturel penetrath. 

foliation is conf'ined to thin dykes and to the mars!na 01' the wid.r 

dykes. Most of the fabrios and struotures in the £n.i .... 01' the 

Creag Mheal.l :Beag area record their Scourian pronnano •• 

In the areas further south, relict isneous texturel and fabrio. 

in the dykes are lesa common and even the wideat dykea tend to be 

foliated throughout. In the sne118e8 01' theae areaa the Badoall1an and 

Inveran :fabrics are reoognisable only in extrelllel,Y modtN.d torma and 

LaxfordiBn fabrics pradomina te • 

Thus, .inoe al.l the dykes studied show some e"id.no. 01' 

Laxf'ordian deformation and metamorphism, allot the are ... tudied may 1n 

this sense be oonsidered part ot the La.xfordiu oOlllplex. How.".r 

Lax:f'ordian eneots upon the gnail8 fabrios only beoo .. atriotly 

penetrative in the Xernsary area and :t\1rther looth. Bxaot d.llm1tatlon 

of the northern margin of the Lax:fordian oomplex il impo .. 1ble aiMe tM 

oriteria upon which it is baied are prosreslbt in their deyelop.ent, 

thus a zone rather than a line i. a more reall.tic boundary between 

Laxfordian and pre-Lax:f'ordian oomplena. The Crtltal area ot the 
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Carnmore antiform may be regarded as suoh a lone for the tollowins 

reasons:-

(i) Theorestal area represents situations where the 85 

foliation forming the north-east limb ot the Carnmore antiform begins to 

dip south-eastwards on the south-west limb ot this struoture and the 

adjaoent north-west limb of the Letterewe synform. The orestal area 

tlms divides the Letterewe syntorm (a large-soale Laxtordian Itruoture) 

:f'rom the north-eaat limb ot the Carnmore antiform (a larse-eoale Innrian 

structure). Thus, to the north ot the cresW area ot the Cammore 

antiform, there are no large-soale Lutordian struoture. in the "sion 

described here. 

(ii) North of this orestal area, and in marked oontrast with 

areas further south, 56 is not a well developed planar struoture in the 

gneisses, nor is it always penetrative ot the wider dyke badi ... 

(iii) The effeots ot post-D6 events are only oooasionally 

registered in the complex to the north ot this aone, whereal further 

south both D7 and DB are assooiated with lar!l-.oale tbldins and 

metamorphic fabrio development. 
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